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1. AIM AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY

International economic integration has been an object of 
research in a large number of post-World War Two studies. The 
literature on economic integration can be divided into two 
broad categories. The first is of theoretical-analytical nature. 
Studies of this type are based on the neoclassical microeconomic 
analysis and Keynesian/monetarist macroeconomics. The second 
category is of historical-descriptive nature. These studies 
are concerned with the achievements of integration and attempt 
to produce some empirical verification to the theoretical 
concepts.

The stages of economic integration can be classified as
(1) free trade area, (2) customs union, (3) liberation of 
factor movements and (4) cooperation in the field of economic 
policy. A majority of studies have been devoted to the analysis 
of customs unions. Much less attention has been attached to 
research on liberation of factor movements.

This study will focus on the effects of economic integra
tion in the European Communities, and particularly, on the 
factor-price-equalizing effect of the process. Presently, 
there is a considerable inequality in average earnings between 
the Southern Member States, i.e. Greece, Portugal and Spain, 
and the core areas of the Community. From a macroeconomic 
perspective, the Community can be considered as being composed 
of a prosperous core and a poor periphery. The differences in 
the standard of living are marked between these zones. It has 
been estimated that ca. one third of the EC's population lives 
in the poor periphery. The calculation contains the newest 
Member States, Greece, Spain and Portugal, together with Ireland 
and some backward regions of other Member States. This particu
lar study will, however, be limited to the three Southern 
countries.

The 12 EC countries are to form a Common Market at the 
beginning of 1993, by which date the barriers to free movement 
of goods, services, people and capital will be abolished. 
According to some prospects, the European market will ultimately 
resemble that of the United States. The aim is to create a 
Common Market for over 320 million people.
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The further driven integration will result in more 

intensive intra-community trade and factor mobility. The overall 
removal of barriers will finally create a single market for 
products and services, on one hand, and on the other, for 
factors of production. The basic hypothesis of this research 
is that the existing wage rate differences between the Northern 
and Southern Member States will be ultimately equaled out 
through the integration process. Theoretically, the factor 
price equalization will be realized through two separate ways :
(1) through trade, and (2) through factor movements. This 
study will concentrate on one dimension of the process, namely 
on the role of free mobility of labour as a cause to wage rate 
equalization. Spatial mobility of labour permits a more rapid 

I equalization of wage differentials. Specifically, the primary
goal of the research is to find out to what extent free mobility 
of labour contributes to the wage rate convergence, rather 
than to predict the magnitude of migratory flows between the 
ЕС-countries in the future.

An overview of the legislation concerning the common 
labour market, as well as a review of the history of migratory 
flows in Europe are presented in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 deals with wage determination on the basis of the 
classical labour market theory. The role of trade unions is 
also considered.
Chapter 4 deals with issues concerning international trade and 

) factor mobility. Labour mobility being the core of the study,
different motives and deterrents to migration are considered. 
The specific nature of labour as a factor of production is 
emphasized. Since labour force is composed of human beings, 
psychological and sociological factors surely affect the 
movements of labour along with purely economic factors like 
wage rates.
The conditions prevailing in the EC are considered in 
Chapter 5.
From Chapter 6 on, the economic theories and the verbal rea
soning are tested against economic reality. The econometric 
research method used in this study is the Ordinary Least Squares 
regression analysis. The regression function is a sort of wage 
model. The sample comprises 11 EC countries in 1984. In other
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words, cross-section analysis is applied to receive estimates 
of the relative impact of various factors on wage differences. 
Since there are other factors in addition to labour mobility 
which contribute to the wage rate convergence between countries, 
they are considered as well.
The goal of the empirical research is bipartite :
(1) analysis, i.e. testing of economic theory and
(2) forecasting, i.e. using the numerical estimates of the 

coefficients to forecast the future values in the economic 
relationship, thereby assessing the prospects of a converg
ing trend in wage rates within the EC.

The dimensions of the empirical test are bound to be more 
limited than the verbal reasoning based on the general laws of 
economic theory (Chapters 3-5). This is due to data deficiencies 
and purely technical problems.

The final analysis in Chapter 11 pulls together the 
empirical results, and ultimately, a possible long-run forecast 
for the wage rate development of Greece, Portugal and Spain is 
presented.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Wage disparities between the EC-countries
The accession of Greece (1981), Spain (1986) and Portugal 
(1986) to the EC gave rise to a disequilibrium, particularly 
when wages are concerned. The wage rates differ to such a high 
degree between the EC9-countries and the new Member States 
that the Community can be regarded as being composed of two 
wage zones. The wage rates in manufacturing (1984) are presented 
in table 2.1. Measured in ECU's, the mean monthly wage is ECU 
1459. The lowest wage rate, ECU 386 (in Portugal), is only 19% 
of the highest, ECU 2008 (in West Germany).1

Table 2.2 indicates that the differences are far less 
marked when measuring earnings in purchasing power standards 
(PPS). The PPS is an artificial unit of account that represents 
the amount needed to buy an equivalent quantity of goods and 
services in each Member State. The poorest equivalence between 
the ECU- and PPS-rates is found in Portugal, Spain, Greece and 
Italy. Thus the differences in the standard of living, when 
measuring it by the average purchasing power of earnings, are 
smaller than what the comparison in ECU-terms suggests.

In this research, empirical experiments will be made both
in ECU terms and in PPS terms. 'Ü / ,/ on rh&r *tobt'Uiy П > /0cSY

I ~У УХ <&* r* r r ST • O r&y

*YC У
-S Ses c

1 " Wages" refer to Labour Costs which were defined in 
the 11th International Conference of Labour Statisticians 
(Geneva 1966 ) as follows ; Labour cost is the cost incurred by 
the employer in the employment of labour. The statistical 
concept of labour cost comprises remuneration for work perfor
med, payments in respect of time paid for but not worked, 
bonuses and gratuities, the cost of payments in kind, employers' 
social security expenditures, cost to the employer for voca
tional training, welfare services and miscellaneous items 
together with taxes regarded as labour costs.
(ILO! Yearbook of Labour Statistics 1985, p.73)
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TABLE 2.1
Monthly labour costs (manual and non-manual workers) 
in ECU

West Germany France Italy Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg 
2008 1734 1545 1891 1719 1574

Great Britain Ireland Denmark Greece Spain Portugal
1417 1423 1732 623 n.a. 386

TABLE 2.2
Monthly earnings (manual and non-manual workers) 
in PPS (hourly earnings)

West Germany France 
1166 1002 
(8.27) (7.15)

Great Britain Ireland 
1155 1204
(7.38) (7.53)

CONVERSION TABLE 
1 ECU = 2.23811 DEM 

6.87165 FRF 
1381.385 ITL 
2.52334 NLG 
45.442 BEL 
45.442 LFR 
0.59063 GBP 
0.72594 IEP 
8.14647 DKK 
88.3437 GRD 
115.6713 PTE 
126.5893 ESB

Italy Netherlands 
1052 1129
(7.31) (8.17)

Denmark Greece 
1412 590
(9.74) (3.87)

Belgium Luxembourg 
1156 1312
(9.00) (9.23)

Spain Portugal 
n.a. 465

(2.86)

1 PPS = 2.180 DEM 
6.240 FRF 
1084.0 ITL 
2.370 NLG
37.1 BEL
37.6 LFR 
0.516 GBP 
0.598 IEP 
8.360 DKK
61.3 GRD
56.3 PTE
82.5 ESB

( Source: Eurostat, Theme 3 Series C, Labour Costs 1984 
p.78-79,96-97,108-109 )
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2.2 Integration of the labour market

2.2.1 Provisions
Articles of free movement of workers within the Community were 
already included in the ECSC Treaty in 1951. The provisions 
applied to jobs in the coal and steel industry.

The Treaty of Rome (1957) stipulates that nationals of 
other Member States shall receive the same treatment on the 
labour market as a state's own nationals. Free migration of 
workers was to be secured by the end of a 10 years' transitional 
period (at the latest January 1, 1970).

The principal goals covered not only free movement of 
workers but also freedom of establishment and service, as well 
as an equal right to continuous social security.

A machinery for vacancy clearancy was established to 
ensure close co-operation between the Member States. The 
stipulations on the European Co-ordination Office, The Advisory 
Committee and the Technical Committee were given in 1968.

Workers from the ЕС-states are to be given priority over 
workers from non-member states. The regulations do not give 
unequivocal rules about the treatment of nationals of third 
countries. The ЕС-states may extend certain EC advantages to 
workers from third countries, but the advantages are restricted 
to the Member State involved. Thus the EC can be considered as 
a free-trade area rather than a customs union as to the move
ments of persons.

2.2.2 Objectives
Theoretically, the objective of the establishment of a free 
labour market is to reap the maximum benefit from economic 
integration. Free movement of labour (and capital) is expected 
to produce a more efficient allocation of resources by allowing 
them to migrate from low-productivity areas to high-productivity 
areas.

However, the right to free movement in the EC was never 
intented to create massive migrations of workers. The objective 
was rather to achieve a balance between labour supply and 
demand, having regard to the fact that ideally everybody should 
find sufficient work in their own country. The European Co-
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ordination Office, the Technical and Advisory Committees are 
in charge of co-ordinating the employment policies of the 
Member States at Community level, thereby contributing to an 
improved balance of the labour market.

1.2.3 Extension of integration in 1992
Even though the Treaty of Rome stipulated comprehensive freedom 
of movement for workers, some sectors of the economy were 
explicitly exluded. The freedom of employment has not been 
applied to the public sector, i.e. positions which imply 
involvement in the exercise of public authority. Also, barriers 
have continued to exist in sectors like banking and insurance, 
transport and in a number of professions, due to national 
standards and requirements.

The last obstacles of free labour mobility will be 
abolished along the intensification of integration in 1992, the 
main issues being:
- The qualifications for certain professions will be equalized 
and reciprocally approved, (directive given in 1988)

- Public offices may also be filled by nationals of other EC 
countries.

- Tendering for public projects will be liberated.
- The international movements of people outside the workforce 
will be further facilitated.

The following substract contains the main points of the declara
tions in the White Paper from the Commission to the European 
Council (June 1985) for the part of the labour market libera
tion .
Free movement for labour and the professions: a new initiative 
in favour of Community citizens

The Commission consideres it crucial that the obstacles which 
still exist within the Community to free movement for the 
self-employed and employees be removed by 1992. The Commission 
will take measures in order to remove cumbersome administrative 
procedures relating to residence permits.
... the principle of mutual trust between the Member States ; 
the principle of the comparability of university studies between 
the Member States; the mutual recognition of degrees and 
diplomas without prior harmonization of the conditions for 
access to and the exercise of professions ; and the extension 
of the general system to salary earners.
Finally, measures to ensure the free movement of individuals 
must not be restricted to the workforce only. Consequently, 
the Commission intends to increase its support for cooperation 
programmes between further education establishments in different
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Member States with a view to promoting the mobility of students, 
facilitating the academic recognition of degrees and thus 
diplomas, and helping young people, in whose hands the future 
of the Community's economy lies, to think in European terms.

2.3 Migratory flows 1958-1986

The establishment of the free labour market has not produced 
a great increase in migration between the EC countries so far. 
The interpenetration degree of the European labour markets 
(i.e. the number of people from other EC countries divided by 
the total number of employees) is only 2 percent.^

During the EC6 stage Italy was the only Member State with 
I strong migration outflows. The labour demand exceeded the

labour supply in all Member States except Italy in the period 
between 1958 and 1973. The higher wage rates and the overall 
standard of living induced Italians to migrate North. The 
migrants were typically unqualified workers with a rural 
background.

However, the labour shortage of the receiving Member 
States was not satisfied by the hundreds of thousands of 
Italians. Between 1960 and 1974 the stock of foreign workers 
increased from 1.8 million to nearly 4.5 million, i.e. about 
2.5-fold (Eurostat). In I960, Italians accounted for about a 
half of the foreign workers in the EC. By 1973, their share 
had dropped to about 16 percent, primarily due to the growth 
of the Italian economy and the reduction of wage differences 
vis-a-vis the other Member States.

Migration has showed a cyclical pattern. As a consequence 
of the economic depression, the receiving countries tightened 
their immigration regulation (concerning non-EC-nationals) in 
1973-74. As a result, the number of foreign workers declined 
from 4.5 million to 3.3 million between 1974 and 1984.

The non-EC migrants can be divided into three groups. 
First, Greece, Spain and Portugal constituted a significant 
group of emigration countries already during the EC6 stage, 
their combined share being as high as 29 percent in 1968. In

2 Journal of Common Market Studies, Vol XXVI No3, March 
1988,p.337
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1973, before the economic conditions changed in the receiving 
countries, 19 percent of the labour force of Portugal, 9 percent 
of the Greek and 4 percent of the Spanish workers were employed 
in the EC9.

The migratory experience of Greece is similar to that of 
Italy: the emigration flows were strongest between the 1950s 
and the early 1970s. About a million workers left the country, 
and 80% of them migrated to West Germany. In the late 1970s, 
there was an increasing number of returning migrants.
Spain also faced an emigration of about a million workers 
during the 1960s and early 1970s. Since then, the balance has 
been reversed : between 1971 and 1986 the number of Spaniards 
leaving for economic reasons fell from 130000 a year to 9000, 
and in 1986, about 19000 Spaniards returned to their country, 
of whom over 10000 came from the Community.^ - Although the 
movement has regularly been one-way: from the lower-wage 
countries to North, there has been some migration in the 
opposite direction lately. In 1986 17000 work permits were 
granted by Spain to Community workers, most of whom went into 
the services, tourism or leisure sectors.
Portugal has given two million workers mainly to Europe but 
also to the U.S. Of those migrating to the Community, most 
went to France and West Germany.

The second group are the other Mediterranean countries, 
such as Turkey and Yugoslavia. The number of Turkish migrant 
workers in the EC stood at 600 000-700 000 in the 1970s and 
1980s, being about 20 percent of the total number. Also 
emigrants from North-West Africa (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia) 
are to be mentioned.

The third group comprises migrants from all other count
ries .

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 and annex 1 present the magnitude of 
labour migration in numerical values. However, these figures 
do not describe migratory flows but stocks of foreign workers. 
Obviously, the flows were greater in amount as opposed to 
stocks, as most work permits were valid for a short period.

3 Commission of the European Communities : "Employment in
Europe", Luxembourg 1989
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TABLE 2.3
First work permits granted to foreign workers by the six 
original Member States, 1959-1973

Total
(000)

of which EC 
%

of which Italy 
%

1958-1961 273 60 49
1962-1965 595 36 32
1966-1969 565 30 26
1970-1973 751 26 21

(Work permits abolished for workers from EC countries in 1968) 
KEG,DGXV Beschäftigung ausländischer Arbeitnehmer,1975

(Source :Journal of Common Market Studies,Vol XXVI,No3 March 
1 1988,p.322)

TABLE 2.4
Estimate of the amount of foreign labour in the EC Member 
States, 1960-1980, as a percentage of the host country's labour 
force

Percentage of dependent labour force

I960 1970 1973 1980

Germany 2 6 11 9
France 6 8 11 9
Netherlands 1 3 3 4
Belgium 5 7 7 11
Luxembourg 16 21 35 37
Italy — — —

EC6 3 5 7 6

UK 5 7 7 7
Denmark 1 1 2 2
Ireland - - — —

EC9 3 5 8 7

Source : I960 and 197 0 :United Nations (1979).For Italy,Denmark 
and Ireland: national statistics and estimates. 1973 and 1980 : 
KEG,Beschäftigung ausländischer Arbeitnehmer,various years

(Source: see Table 2.3)
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3. LABOUR MARKET THEORIES/ WAGE DETERMINATION

This section will give a short microeconomic presentation of 
the basic labour market mechanisms. First,the determinants of 
labour demand and supply will be presented under perfect 
competition. The conclusions will be applied to movements of 
labour and finally the case of imperfect competition will be 
covered briefly.

3.1 Labour demand and supply

3.1.1 The demand for labour
I The determinants of labour demand (for a single firm) are

1) The price of the input, i.e. the wage rate
2) The marginal product of labour, MPPL
3) The price of the commodity, Px
4 ) The amount of other factors of production
5) The prices of other factors
6) The technological progress
The market demand for labour is derived from the demand curves 
of individual firms. Under perfect competition, a firm will 
hire a factor as long as it adds more to total revenue than to 
total cost. The equilibrium is reached at a point where 

MCL = VMPL 
that is w = VMPl z

) where MCl = dTC / dL and VMP = MPP^ * Px •

The MPPL = dY / dL is the slope of the production function 
(marginal physical product of labour). The MPP^ declines at 
higher levels of employment, given the law of diminishing 
returns (Figure 3.1). The value-of-marginal-product curve VMPL 
is obtained by multiplying the MPP^ by the given price of the 
output, Px at each level of employment. Consequently, the 
demand curve of a firm for a single variable factor is its 
VMPL -curve. The MPPL and VMPL curves are depicted in Figure 
3.1.
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FIGURE 3.1
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The VMP curve may be treated as the short-run demand for labour 
by the firm.

The long-run demand for labour, which implies that there 
are several variable factors of production, gives a slightly 
different result. A change in the wage rate leads to changes 
in the employment of the others. Due to a substitution effect, 
an output effect and and a profit-maximising effect the quantity 
of labour demanded varies inversely with its price (wage rate). 
The VMPl curve shifts to the right in the case of a fall in 
wage rates. The long-run demand curve is the locus of points 
belonging to shifting VMPL curves. Thus the long-run curve is 
downward-sloping,as well.

3.1.2 The supply of labour
The main determinants of the market supply of labour are
1) The price of labour (wage rate)
2) The tastes of consumers, i.e. their trade-off between leisure 

and work
3) The size of the population
4) The labour-force participation rate
5) The occupational, educational and geographic distribution

of the labour force
The market supply of labour is obtained by summing up the 
supply curves of individuals. The wage rate defines the supply 
curve, and the other determinants are shift factors of the 
supply curve.

An individual's trade-off between leisure and income can 
be depicted by indifference curves (Figure 3.2). All the points
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on a single indifference curve bring the same level of satisfac
tion to the individual. At lower wage levels a wage increase 
induces the individual to work more, since leisure becomes 
more expensive relative to work. Therefore, the labour supply

curve is upward—sloping.

FIGURE 3.2

C 9 A
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However, at higher wage levels a pay increase may create a 
disincentive for longer hours of work, since the income level 
is already considered high enough and the worker prefers to 
have more leisure. Thus the labour supply curve of an individual 
is backward-bending at higher income levels. (Figure 3.3)

FIGURE 3.3
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The aggregate labour supply curve can, however, be regarded as 
positive-sloping : although higher wage rates induce some
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people to work less, they also raise the labour-force participa
tion rate.

3.1.3 Wage determination in perfect markets
The factor price is determined by the intersection of the 
demand and supply curves. The determination of wages does not 
differ fundamentally from that of commodity prices, under the 
simplified conditions of perfect markets. As in the commodity 
market, the demand exceeding the supply results in a price 
increase. Thus a shortage of labour leads to rising wages. As 
a concrete example, labour costs in Sweden have lately risen 
considerably faster than in its concurrent countries, which 
can be attributed to the cronical labour shortage of Sweden 
in recent years. Last year the wage increases of Swedish 
industrial workers were on the average 10 per cent, whereas 
the figure was only half as much in the OECD-countries on the 
whole.

FIGURE 3.4

3.1.4 The basic theory and the movements of labour 
As described above, the wage rate will be equal to the VMPl in 
equilibrium, i.e. W/P = MPPL. Therefore, the labour supply 
will be highest in areas and occupations where the marginal 
productivity of labour is highest^jdSëh assuming free mobility 
of labour. So, the MPPL determines the direction of labour 
movements. Theoretically,the movement of labour raises wages 
in the emigration country, where the capital endowment relative 
to labour increases, and respectively, it lowers wages in the

M/'A
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immigration country. However, also nonmonetary factors play a 
significant role in labour movements. They will be discussed 
in chapter 4.3.

3.1.5 Factor pricing in imperfectly competitive markets
The basic mechanism is the same in imperfect as in perfect 
markets. However, the determinants of labour demand and supply 
are different.

If the firm has monopolistic power in the product market, 
the factor is paid its MRP (marginal revenual product), i.e. 
MPP * MRX, which is less than the VMP e This can be called 
monopolistic exploitation. - If the firm additionally has 
monopsonistic power in the input market, the factor price will 
be even lower.

The cases of bilateral monopoly and unilateral monopoly 
on the labour side (in the input market) are of great importance 
in reality. They refer to trade unionism, which will be discus
sed next.

3.2 The Role of Trade Unions

The determination of wage rates through pure market forces is 
largely vitiated by the collective bargaining procedure in 
West-European countries. The employees are unionized so as to 
attain monopoly power on labour supply side. The operation is 
based on the possibility of strikes, through which the trade 
unions pressure the employers to agree to their requirements. 
Likewise, the employers are organized. The wage rates, fringe 
benefits and other conditions are agreed in the collective 
bargaining process at regular intervals.

According to several survays made in the U.S., union 
workers earn between 5 and 25 per cent more than non-union 
workers with the same observable characteristics. There are 
also important differences between union and non-union jobs in 
other dimensions :
1) Non-wage benefits make up a significantly larger share of 
total compensation in the union sector than in the non-union

p/dz 

\Cf> 5

dt-
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sector. (Freeman 1981)
2) The structure of compensation in the union sector is such 
that the variance of earnings is lower than in the non-union 
sector both overall and for workers in particular industries 
and occupations. (Freeman 1980, Block and Kuskin 1978)
3) Quits from union jobs occur at lower rates than quits from 
non-union jobs. (Freeman 1980)
4) The layoff rate and cyclical swings in employment are larger 
in the union sector than in the non-union sector.
(Medoff 1979)
5) Formal mechanisms for settling disputes between employers 
and their employees are more common in unionized branches.
6) The working setting is more rigidly structured in the union 
sector. (Duncan and Stafford 1980 ) ^

Based on the preceding list of observed differences in the 
position of a union and a non-union worker, one can draw the 
conclusion that the partnership in a labour union provides 
security and stability to a worker (except for nr.4). Since 
the role of labour unions differs across countries, a strong 
labour union may act indirectly as an attraction for potential 
immigrants , provided that the immigrants have the chance to 
join the union, thereby sharing in the achieved monopoly power.

On the other hand, a question that has raised much dispute 
lately, are the "illegal" workers who come into a country 
without a work permit and are ready to work for wages inferior 
to the ones stipulated in the collective agreement. Thus there 
are also groups of workers that do not form part of the labour 
unions and thereby threat their monopoly power. This issue 
will be dealt with in subsection 3.2.3 after first giving a 
concise presentation on the basic labour market settings.

3.2.1 Bilateral monopoly
Bilateral monopoly arises when both employers (firms) and 
workers (labour) are unionized. The union of firms is a monop- 
sonist (single buyer) and the labour union acts as a monopolist

4 Handbook of Labour Economics, Vol 12, edited by Or ley 
C. Ashenfelter and Richard Layard, 1986,p.1039
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(single seller) in the labour market. The situation is depicted 
in Figure 3.5.

FIGURE 3.5

Definitions :
Dj-, Demand curve of the union of firms (buyer)

Dfc = MRPl ; Dj-, = ARS average revenue for the labour union 
(seller)

MRs The seller's marginal revenue 
Sl Supply of labour

Sl = AEj-, average expense of the buyer;
SL = MCg marginal cost of the seller 

I ME]-, Marginal expense of the buyer ;
Being a monopsonist, the buyer (employer) must pay a 
higher wage when he hires an additional worker. The 
marginal expense curve lies above the AEj-, curve.

The equilibrium positions of the two parties do not intersect. 
The equilibrium for the monopsonist is found at point F where 
his marginal expense for labour ME]-, equals his marginal revenual 
product of labour MRPL. So the union of firms is willing to 
hire LF units of labour for a wage rate equal to WF. Equivalent
ly, the labour union finds its equilibrium at point U where 
MRg = MC g. This corresponds to the wage rate wu and labour 
supply Lu.
The wage rate and the quantity of labour employed are indeter-
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minate in the pure bilateral monopoly model. Wu and WF are the 
upper and lower limits of the wage rate. The solution depends 
on the relative bargaining power of the two parties. However, 
if the labour union does not aim at the maximisation of the 
total gains (MRS = MCS), but has alternative goals, a solution 
can be found. The alternative goals could be the maximisation 
of employment or the maximisation of wage rates for a given 
level of employment — or an intermediate objective.
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3.2.2 Monopoly labour union versus competitive firms
If firms have no monopsonistic power, the solution depends on
the goals pursued by the labour union.

FIGURE 3.6

(1) If the union aims at the maximisation of employment, the 
solution is found at point a (in Figure 3.6), where DL = SL.
(2) If the goal is to maximise total wage receipts, the equili
brium is at point b where MRS = 0. However,a rise in the wage 
rate will result in a lower level of employment. Whether it 
will increase the total wage receipts, depends on the elasticity 
of labour demand by firms.
(3) The maximisation of total gains is reached at point c, 
where MRS = MCS.
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3.2.3 Trade Unions and Foreign Workers ' X , 7 / "c*; X ■

The bargaining position of a labour union will be undermined 
if there emerges a sufficiently large group of workers who 
remain outside the union and do not follow the agreed terms. 
The monopoly will be broken by the new operators in the market. 
The most obvious case are foreign workers who come from a 
low-wage country. Two alternative cases can be outlined depend
ing on how the wage rate stipulated in the collective agreement 
places itself in relation to the market-clearing rate under 
perfect markets (i.e. the marginal productivity of labour at 
the full-employment level).
The consideration refers to persistent wage distortions, not 
only to equilibriums related to economic fluctuations.

4_

a) Stipulated wage rate below perfect market equilibrium rate 

FIGURE 3.7

labour

> S fcskPf

In Figure 3.7, the curves on the left side depict the bilateral 
monopoly situation (in a submarket), and the resulting distorted 
wage rate is connected to the picture of free market supply 
and demand curves on the right side.

In case a), the wage rate in one submarket (a particular 
sector, e.g. hospital staff) has been placed below the theoreti
cal competitive market equilibrium rate through the collective 
bargaining procedure. Assuming interindustry labour mobility 
in the long run, the result is a shortage of labour in the 
submarket. Therefore, the employers are eager to hire workers
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for any terms. A typical consequence is a flow of (temporary) 
workers from a country where the pay is lower in the correspond
ing market.
A variant of the resulting situation is the use by firms of 
illegal workers, i.e. employees without a proper working 
contract, working on a non-permanent basis without paying 
taxes or contributing to social security payments.
The consequence to union workers is not critical as long as 
the labour shortage prevails ; there is no preoccupation with 
the security of employment on the individual level. Gradually, 
however,the labour shortage will recede through the immigration 
flows.

An illustrative example are the Esthonian and Hungarian 
building site workers in Finland. There is a serious shortage 
of labour in construction, and so the pressure to to "import 
labour" is hard. There is a temptation for firms to hire 
foreigners without work permits for lower wages than those 
stipulated in the collective agreement. The Esthonians, for 
their part, are willing to offer their labour services in this 
way since the pay surpasses amply the one in their home region. 
- However, the principle of the trade unions is unanimous ; the 
same stipulations of collective agreements and legislation on 
work conditions should apply to foreign workers as well as 
Finns. The union of building workers has threatened with a 
strike such building companies that hire workers of the above- 
mentioned type.

b) Stipulated wage rate above perfect market equilibrium rate 

FIGURE 3.8

30 43 45
Numbei ol Workers 

(millions)

unemp1oyment
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One can draw a parallel between the situation of a trade 
union acting as a monopoly in a sector of the labour market 
and an oligopoly-cartel / monopoly in the commodity market. 
The oligopoly-cartel (e.g. bauxite producers' union) faces the 
same problems in attempting to raise the commodity price by 
reducing supply as the labour union in aiming at a wage in
crease:
1. Substitutes may be introduced to the market. <=> Labour will 
be partly replaced by capital.
2.Other suppliers may break the monopoly power. <=> foreign 
workers.

If the minimum wage in a submarket is stipulated to be 
higher than the equilibrium rate, the consequence is increased 
unemployment. Again, assuming interindustry labour movements 
and an elastic labour supply in the long run, the sector with 
perceived risen wage rates attracts workers, whereas firms 
face increaced labour costs and tend to shift towards the use 
of other factors of production. Recalling the trade-off of the 
labour union between wage and employment levels, one could 
assume that the craft union has made a deliberate choice to 
raise the total wage receipts and simultaneously sacrifice a 
maximum level of employment. The high wages still attract 
foreign workers, but as opposed to case a), the domestic workers 
have now a well-grounded reason to resist immigration. The 
firms have a strong incentive to replace costly domestic workers 
with "cheap foreign labour".
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4. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND FACTOR MOBILITY

4.1 Factor price equalization

According to the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson theory, free trade 
tends to equalize factor prices between countries. On the 
other hand, free factor mobilility is likely to lead to the 
same conclusion.

1) Factor price equalization through trade
The basic assumptions of the simple 2-2-2-Heckscher-Ohlin- 

I Samuelson model are as follows :
1. There are two countries, two goods and two factors 
of production (L,K)
2. The supplies of the two factors are fixed; the 
factors are immobile between countries but completely 
mobile between industries in home country.
3. Perfect competition (P=MC, W/P=MPPL)
4. The two countries are totally alike except for 
factor endowments ; same technology; identical indiffe
rence curves. The HOS-model emphasizes factor endow
ments as the most important determinant of comparative 
advantage.
5. Constant returns to scale

I 6. The industries can be classified unambiguously as
either capital intensive or labour intensive. Industry 
A is labour intensive relative to capital compared 
to industry В if, at identical wages and rents, it 
employs more workers per unit of capital than 
does industry B.

Free trade between two countries, i.e. the abolishment of 
tariffs and other barriers to trade, results in one single 
commodity market. Free trade will cause factor prices to become 
more equal and finally it will lead to total factor price 
equalization if both countries continue to produce both goods.
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The two countries face the same technological relative cost 
curve depicted in Figure 4.1. A wage rise increases the 
production cost of the labour-intensive good (a) relative to
the cost of the capital-intensive good (b) .

The price ratio of the goods equals the ratio of their 
production costs (OB and OA), since in the long-run equilibrium 
pa = production costa(w,r) and ?ь = production cost}-,(w,r).
In autarky, the wage-rental ratio is relatively low m the 
labour-abundant country 1 (OG), because the MPPL is lower than 
in country 2. Equivalently, the wage-rental ratio is relatively 
high in country 2 (OF). Country 1 has a comparative advantage 
in the labour-intensive good a, and country 2 in b.

Free trade between the countries results in world commodity 
prices somewhere between the autarkic prices (e.g. ОС). OC 
equals relative production costs in the two countries and 
therefore also the wage-rental ratio OH.
If either country specializes, trade leads only to partial 
factor price equalization. In a situation where both countries 
specialize factor prices are not equalized.

FIGURE 4.1

Relative costs

WAGE
RENT

Extension of the basic 2-2-2 model
The basic 2-2-2 world is a special case. The number goods and 
factors is usually greater than two in the real world, and the 
number of factors does not necessarily equal that of goods. 
However, the model has been proved to be valid also in higher
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dimensions. The only -required condition is that the number of 
factors does not exceed the number of goods.
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2 ) Factor price equalization through international factor 
movements
Absolute productivity differences form the basis for factor 
movements. Labour (/capital) will migrate from a country where 
its marginal productivity is low to where it is higher, in 
accordance with the assumption MPP^ = W/P. (MPPr = r/P)

Perfectly free labour mobility creates a single interna
tional labour market, where interstate wage differentials 
gradually disappear. The workers would not be willing to supply 
labour in country 1 if the wage rate were higher in country 2. 
Accordingly, areas and occupations with labour shortage face 
upward pressure in wages. Р'Ы'У* C
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4.1.1 Trade and factor movements as substitutes 
An optimal allocation of production within a union can be 
obtained either by free trade or factor mobility, both of 
which tend to equalize factor prices between countries.
A country where labour is abundant might as well import capital 
and export labour as export labour-intensive goods.

The similarity of factor endowments determines the outcome 
of the integration process. If factor endowments are close 
enough in countries 1 and 2, both countries continue to produce 
both goods under free trade conditions and subsequently trade 
leads to complete factor price equalization. There is no 
incentive for factors to move. Free trade is a complete substi
tute for international factor mobility in this case. Thus in 
the light of this theory it might be argued that as to the EC 
area, the elimination of trade barriers would increase the 
mobility of goods and therefore reduce the need for factor 
movements across countries. (Mundell,1957, American Economic 
Review,vo1 47,p.321) This statement refers to the original
Member States (EC6).
However, if either country specializes, trade will not equalize 
factor prices completely because in this case production costs
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need not equal international prices. Mow trade is only a partial

substitute for factor mobility.
In Figure 4.2, the union production possibility frontier

DO' is illustrated under free trade conditions. Trade causes 
factor price equalization between A and В, where both countries 
produce both goods. - If a factor becomes internationally 
mobile, the frontier shifts outward, except for the area where
the factor prices are already equalized by trade.

Both factor prices (w and r) are equalized on the frontier 
BE' because also the price of the immobile factor will be 
equalized through competitive forces between the countries. 
For instance, if capital were mobile internationally but labour 
not, the country with higher worker remunerations would not be 
competitive in the commodity market as the producers would 
face the same capital costs but higher labour costs than in 
the other country. Consequently, despite the separate labour 
markets, the wage would have to be the same in both countries. 
So, theoretically, the mobility of one factor is sufficient 
to cause convergence in all factor prices.

FIGURE 4.2
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4.1.2 Trade and factor movements as complements 
Contrary to the preceding conclusions, factor movements genera
ted by interstate factor price differences may also lead to an 
increace in community trade. In this case the basis for trade 
is something else than differences in relative factor endowments 
between countries ( as in the HOS-model) . Instead of that, 
trade might be caused by differences in production technology, 
returns to scale or imperfect competition (etc.).

Markusen (1983) states that these models suggest a more 
general idea: The widely held notion that trade in goods and 
factors are substitutes is in fact a rather special result 
which is a general characteristic only of factor proportions 
models.5 - In the beginning the relative endowments are equal
and become then unequalized through international factor move
ments, which occur as a consequence of differing marginal 
productivities (caused by e.g. technological differences). The 
factor movements create a factor proportions basis for trade. 
Trade and factor movements are thus complements.

4.2 Changes in К/L-ratio: implications

4.2.1 Wage rigidity downwards
Theoretically, between two countries, of which one is labour- 
abundant relative to capital and hence a low-wage country and 
the other is the opposite, the conjoint impact of trade and 
migratory flows is to raise prices and the К/L ratio in the 
first country and lower the ratio in the latter. Thus the 
wages would tend to rise in the emigration country and drop in 
the immigration country.

Macmillen (1978) has stated that migrant labour tends to 
depress the wages of the indigenous labour force in the host 
country. This argument, however, presumes perfect price and 
wage flexibility. In reality, prices and wages show downward

5 Markusen,James R., Journal of International Economics, 
vol 14, 1983, p.341 "Factor movements and commodity
trade as complements"
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rigidity. So it can be concluded that the deflationary pressure 
in the host country does not lead to reductions of wages but 
rather slows down the upward movement of wage rates relative 
to those in the low-wage country. Thus it can be argued that the 
wage gap between the Southern periphery and the core areas of 
the EC is likely to diminish.

4.2.2 The impact of minimum wage legislation and social policies
on capital inflows
According to the theory, if capital flows into a low-wage 
country, the К/L ratio is bound to rise, and consequently the 
MPPL rises thereby increasing real wages. The import of 
technology accompanied by foreign investment has an equal 
effect. In general, an increase in the labour cost, if matched 
by a rise in productivity, will not create distortions within 
an economic union.

In the face of imperfect labour markets, minimum wage 
legislation is regarded as desirable from the humanitarian 
point of view. However, if a low-wage country within the union 
raises its average wage level by minimum wage legislation, the 
measure may entail economic costs to the country. Also measures 
to reduce income inequalities in a country through social

IVC y
policy have identical consequenses. The underlying reason is 
that capital tends to move to countries where tax-financed 
income-redistributional measures are applied to a lesser degree. 
An action undertaken by a member country to reduce its internal 
income inequalities will augment the exportation of capital to 
other member states and reduce capital imports. In other words, 
the country will lose some of its attractiveness from the 
viewpoint of investors. This would be detrimental to underdeve
loped economies, as the capital inflows would be impeded and 
the process of growth would be slowed down. Similarly, countries 
with more advanced minimum wage legislation may lose capital to 
other participating economies. - It should be pointed out that 
the preceding consideration applies mainly to labour intensive 
foreign investment.

As a concrete example, Portugal has enjoyed considerable 
foreign investment since its entry in the Community in 1986.
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Foreign investment amounted to USD 1.5 billion in 1989. The 
economy has recovered and the standard of living is rising.
So far especially the labour intensive textile industry has 
attracted foreign capital into the country, which can be 
attributed to the marked labour cost differential compared to 
the Northern EC states. The future development of the country 
is dependent on how effectively it can maintain its attracti
veness as opposed to the new East European economies. So, if 
the minimum wages were raised substantially by state action, 
the capital flows might be directed elsewhere, which would 
have a disadvantegous impact for the whole economy.

4.3 Determinants of labour movements
x

Labour mobility can be defined in a number of ways. Labour can 
move among occupations, industries, skill categories and 
regions. The theory of labour supply predicts that workers 
move in response to earnings differentials. It is labour's 
basic drive to seek those conditions and locations where its 
labour power can be exchanged for the most desirable wages and 
levels of well-being.

When regarding international labour movements, it can be 
said that wage earners will have an incentive to move if the 
difference between earnings at the place of immigration and 
that of emigration is greater than the sum of (a) interest on 
the direct cost of movement and (b) the intangible costs of 
migration.6 However, this conclusion is valid only for the 
case of perfect rationality and perfect information of vacan
cies .

Labour is a special case among factors of production 
because the owners of labour must accompany their labour 
services. Therefore, non-monetery factors, as well as irrationa
lity, play a significant role in migration.

The principal causes and obstacles of migration are 
presented in the following two subsections.

6 B.Balassa, The Theory of Economic Integration 1962,p.86 
(J.E.Meade)
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4.3.1 Causes of migration
Migration is like an adjustment flow responding to spatial 
differentials. So it is the existing difference in relative 
attraction elements which matters. Within this scenario there 
remains, however, three major areas for debate: the appropriate 
form of the differentials - absolute versus relative differen
ces ; the list of variables whose differentials contribute to 
relative attractiveness of alternative locations ; and the 
relative importance and interaction among these contributing
factors . 7 x- ^

There is historical evidence that supports the view that 
labour tends to move in response to persistent earnings dif
ferentials. Labour seeks higher market prices for its labour 
power. - The concept "wage" can be divided into two components. 
The first is the fixed value needed to reconstitute labour at 
a physiologically determined level of health care, nutrition 
and biological conditions for reproduction. The second is the 
moral and historical component, which includes variable social 
costs of production - expenditures for the educational, housing, 
general welfare and cultural base necessary for maintenance of 
work force. This is the element of the wage which varies most 
between areas, thereby constituting wage zones.

Serious doubts exist, however, as to the straightforward 
causal relation between wage differences and migratory flows. 
Viewing average wages in different locations may be deceptive; 
the demographic composition across populations must not be 
disregarded. For example, educated workers generally earn 
higher wages ; thus countries with a high educational level 
( for the whole population) are associated with higher average 
earnings.

In addition to pure wage differences, there is a number 
of other factors acting as an impetus for migration. One 
significant factor are the social benefits like free medical 
services or family allowances. Old-age pensions and unemployment 
compensations are also to be taken into account, since although 
the workers do not receive these benefits immediately or never

7 Global Trends in Migration: Theory and Research on 
International Population Movements, edited by Kritz,Kee- 
ly,Tomasi,1983,p.85
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may receive them, one can argue that the workers take them into 
account in evaluating their earnings. As a matter of fact, 
they are often considered as part of the earnings. It can be 
argued that workers may move to a country where the MPPL is 
lower than in the home country, if in the country of immigration 
the state provides social benefits the sum of which is suffi
ciently larger than the wage differential. However, in most 
cases high-wage countries also offer social benefits of a 
higher level.

Moreover, institutional factors like taxation play a role 
in migration. Lower tax rates in an area attract especially 
workers with high earnings and above-average wealth. The free 
mobility of labour in the 1990's will lead to a situation 
where states and companies have to compete for workers, and in 
particular, for skilled managers and other key personnel. 
Taxation will affect their choice of domicile. The development 
will inevitably lead to equalization of tax rates across coun
tries . European countries have already started competing by 
lowering their tax rates. For instance, the marginal tax rate 
(at maximum) has been lowered down to about 40 per cent in the 
United Kingdom and will be cut to 51 per cent in Sweden next 
year.

Still another factor cited as influencing the flow of 
migrants is legislation on work conditions. Stipulations on 
the rights of workers, regulations on the period of notice and 
workers' chances to have a voice in company management differ 

) substantially between countries. The leadership style and the
position of an employee is totally different in the Mediter
ranean area from that e.g. in West Germany, where the employees 
have their representatives in the governing bodies of companies. 
Safe and comfortable work facilities and remunerations for 
overtime work are further examples.
Furthermore, work hours and the lenght of annual vacations are 
quite different between countries. For example, a Portuguese 
works on the average 1948 hours/year, whereas a West German 
works only 1692 hours/year. The work hours in some industrial 
countries are shown in Table 4.1.
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4.3.2 Deterrents to migration
The abolition of national restrictions is a necessary, but not 
a sufficient condition for achieving desirable labour movements. 
Obstacles to migration are caused by sociological, psychological 
and economic factors. Economically, migration is a costly 
undertaking for an individual/ a family, involving an initial 
sacrifice in return for a stream of higher earnings subsequent 
to movement. What makes the decision to emigrate costly, are 
the travel costs and the costs of supporting oneself while 
seeking work in the new place. — Irrational motives, such as 
national, religious and racial prejudices, and language bar
riers, as well as the "propensity to stick to the birth place" 
restrict emigration. The psychic cost of separation from home 
country is not out of relevance. - The same social and cultural 
differences are operative on the side of the population of the 
immigration country as well. Economic motives, such as the 
preoccupation with the security of employment and fear of a 
reduction of wages in the case of mass migration, have similar 
effects. Thus the degree of local resentment tends to deter 
immigration.

In addition, the absence of perfect information about 
work opportunities and other circumstances in the place of 
immigration deter people from migrating. Historically, migratory 
flows have been strongest between countries in geographical 
proximity or with cultural affinity. So, the greatest number 
of foreign workers in Sweden are from Finland; in Switzerland 

) from Italy; in the U.S. from Canada and Mexico; and in South
Africa from Mosambique and Lesotho.

In the light of migratory flows in Europe in past decades, 
the above mentioned incentives for migration seem well founded 
when considering the emigration and immigration countries. 
Similarly, the disincentives for emigration that have acted as 
an obstacle to migration are bound to prevent massive migrations 
of workers in the future, even though the lifting of administra
tive obstacles is likely to increase the flow of wage earners 
inside the Community. The migration alone will, therefore, not 
be sufficient to eliminate intercountry differences in wage
rates.



TABLE 4.1 HOURS OF WORK IN SOME INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES

Hours of work per week in manufacturing, all industries

1987
Belgium 33.0 (a)
Canada 38.8 (b)
Denmark 32.5 (a)
Finland 32.2 (a)
France 38.7 (a)
Great Britain 42.2 (a)
Greece 39.2 (b)
Ireland 41.1 (a)
Japan 46.3 (a)
Portugal 38.9 (a) (1986)
Spain 35.4 (a)
Switzerland 42.4 (b)
U.S. 41.0 (b)

Notice: Where possible, the data presented are statistics of 
average hours actually worked; where such data are lacking, 
statistics of average hours paid for are given. The two types 
of statistics on hours of work are indicated by the following 
codes : a) Hours actually worked 

b) Hours paid for
Source: ILO, Year Book of Labour Statistics 1988

Average number of hours worked during the year

All industries, manual and non-manual workers
hours index : average EUR-12=100

Germany 1692 96.3
France 1682 95.7
Italy 1728 98.3
Netherlands 1658 94.4
Belgium 1537 87.5
Great Britain 1880 107.0
Ireland 1919 109.2
Denmark 1740 99.0
Greece 1831 104.2
Spain n. a. n.a.
Portugal 1948 110.9

Source: Eurostat, Series 3 ,Theme C, Labour Costs 1984



5. THE CASE OF THE EC

5.1 The hypothesis of converging wages in the EC

On the basis of the preceding theoretical framework it can be 
argued the convergence of wage rates (factor rewards) is highly 
probable in the ЕС-area the deeper the integration developes. 
There is much evidence that labour tends to move in response 
to persistent differences in earnings. In the case of the low- 
wage countries, Greece, Portugal and Spain, the existing wage 
difference vis-a-vis the EC9 countries is likely to be a strong 
incentive for migration. This has already been seen in the 
past decades when 'de facto' freedom of international labour 
migration prevailed. The common labour market in the 90's 
might strengthen the tendency when 'de jure' free movement of 
labour in the EC12 states is established. The three countries 
will participate in the common labour market after the end of 
the transitional period.(for Greece, ended in 1987)

Also the further liberalization of trade and the deregula
tion of capital movements between the low-wage and the EC9 
states will be significant contributors to the converging 
tendency of wage rates.

However, the outcome is not as straightforward as the theory 
suggests. The conclusions are reached in a completely static 
framework under rather restrictive assumptions. In reality, 
there are a number of factors that counteract or impair the 
mechanism. These problems will complicate the empirical veri
fication of the theories.

5.2 Releasing the restrictive assumptions

The basic HOS-theory is based on the presumptions of perfect 
competition and constant returns of scale, as well as a similar 
production technology and demand structure. This raises the 
question whether the conclusions are valid also when the 
presumptions are released.

Some studies suggest that the Hechscher-Ohlin-theory of
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international trade is valid also under conditions of monopolis
tic competition and increasing returns to scale (Kankaanpää, 
1989). A labour abundant country still exports labour intensive 
goods and imports capital intensive goods. Imperfect competition 
and scale returns determine the mode of trade between specific 
industries / lines of business, i.e. on the micro-level. 
Generally, equalization of factor prices takes place also 
under these conditions.

When considering the assumptions specifically in the 
context of the EC countries, it is very much to the purpose of 
this study to set the EC9 countries and the low-wage states 
opposite each other. - Relative factor endowments differ between 
the two groups, the Southern countries being less capital-

) abundant, and also on a lower technological level. Greece,
Portugal and Spain can be classified as NIC's (Newly Industrial
ized Countries). The agricultural sector is still the largest 
employer for Portugal, with 26.1% of workers and also for 
Spain with 17.5%, compared to the Northern EC countries with 
6.4% (Straubhaar, 1984). The factor endowments do not, however, 
differ to such a high extent that full specialization would 
occur. - What comes to conditions of free trade, the EC count
ries are neighbours geographically speaking, and so the trans
port costs do not create a significant barrier to trade. Tariff 
barriers and quantitive restrictions were eliminated by 1968, 
and the remaining invisible barriers to trade will be abolished 
in the 1990's.

^ As to the wage rate convergence through labour mobility,
one of the counteracting/confusing factors is the role of trade 
unions. Also, the non-monetary factors as an impetus/deterrent 
to migration act in the same way.

All in all, the conditions prevailing in the EC countries 
do not overturn the validity of the factor price equalization 
theory, but they are bound to complicate the adaptation of the 
models to reality.
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5.3 Migration potential from Greece. Spain and Portugal

The migratory flows from the three Southern countries have 
reduced significantly since the mid-1970s. The governments of 
the former emigration countries have taken measures to stimulate 
the local development and to improve education opportunities.

For Greece, the return of previous migrants is considered 
positive. Further economic development is needed to prevent 
mass emigration from re-emerging. However, at this stage, the 
Greek economy is weak and undiversified. Apart from Athens 
there are few centres of economic development with the potential 
to serve as a base for future employment growth other than 
those related to tourism.

) In Spain, the development of social protection systems
over the last ten years has partly reduced the pressures for 
migration. However, the unemployment stands currently at a 
high level (18.75% in 1989, OECD Employment Outlook). The 
return of Spanish migrant workers has further contributed to 
this worsened unemployment situation. Straubhaar (1984) es
timated the migration potential of Spain and Portugal by 
regressing absolute unemployment in the originating countries 
and aggregated absolute unemployment in some receiving countries 
against the migration potential. His conclusion was that because 
of domestic unemployment, about 950000 workers would be willing 
to migrate in the immediate future. In view of the unemployment 
in many host states, however, many immigrants would remain

^ without work.
In Portugal, the migration potential would be about 1.7 

million workers according to Straubhaar. A perception of the 
current state of the Portuguese economy confirms the supposi
tion. There is a high concentration of low productivity agricul
tural employment and there are serious unemployment problems 
in the coastal areas.

In sum, there remains a large potential for migration 
from Southern Europe if development strategies are not able to 
generate sufficient new employment opportunities to offset 
those gradually being lost through agricultural decline.
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5.4 Future prospects - alternative scenario

The European labour market is currently more of a concept than 
reality. In the past 10-15 years, migration has shown a falling 
trend. In the long run, however, the prospects may be altered. 
The mass movements of labour in the past - a flow of unqualified 
workers from low-wage countries - are now seen as a reflection 
of imbalanced development rather than as a model of future 
European mobility. It is possible that there will be a higher 
level of mobility in general, including particularly the more 
qualified workers.

There are a number of arguments which could imply greater 
mobility:
1) According to opinion polls (Eurobarameter), the opportunity 
for mobility is perceived advantageous by a majority of Com
munity citizens.
2) The reductions in institutional obstacles could have a 
major effect (e.g. mutual recognition of qualification).
3) There are imbalances in demand and supply of specialists 
across the Community with apparent excess supply in certain 
professions in some countries and shortages in others.
4) Increased commercial and economic integration will inevitably 
bring closer contact and co-operation between European citizens 
and in turn lead to employment opportunities offered and sought. 
(Commission of the European Communities: "Employment in Eu
rope" , 1989 )

The perception of citizenship and domicile may be altered in 
the long run, and finally the European labour market may 
resemble that of the United States. In a single labour (and 
capital) market, wage differentials are bound to disappear. 
The evidence from the United States supports this view: the 
decreasing magnitude of the wage differential between the 
North and South in the United States, which at the beginning 
of the century was estimated to be some 100 percent in favour 
of the North and which has now virtually disappeared, went 
hand in hand with decreasing differentials in capital-labour 
ratios.

All in all, the extent of migration in Europe is dependent
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on a number of complex factors, many of which are linked to 
the development of the Internal Market.

5.5 Trade unions in the EC
The integration of the Community brings a number of challenges 
to European labour market organizations. The integration will 
affect work conditions, work security, labour mobility, taxa
tion, worker participation etc. The most significant change, 
however,is the change in the role of the national labour market 
organizations. They have to accommodate themselves to drastic 
structural changes and to the liberation of market forces. The 
trade unions will not be able to maintain their former institu
tional authority. When the borders between national markets 
disappear, the distribution of power over labour markets will 
be reshaped.

Various scenarios have been brought up. In one model the 
development of the negotiation procedure has four stages : 
first, the collective bargaining negotiations are run at a 
country level (the present situation); second, at the craft 
level (European multinational company negotiations); third, at 
the industry level (e.g.the whole European metal industry), 
and, fourth, at the EC level in Brussels. The model is based 
on the interdependence between the unionization rate and the 
degree of centralization of negotiations, of which there is 
evidence on the national level. (Kauppinen 1989)
The stages are presented in Figure 5.1.

FIGURE 5.1
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5.5.1 Current stage: labour market organizations in EC countries
The role of trade unions differs substantially between the EC 
countries. They can be classified as to the unionization rate 
and, in addition, as to the comprehensiveness (extent of issues 
covered) and conclusiveness (number of workers and employers 
whom the agreement concerns) of agreements.

The unionization rate is as low as 20% in France, Spain 
and Portugal, and in general lower than 50% of workers in all 
EC countries. Only Belgium makes an exception. Low unioniza
tion rate relates to decentralized negotiations, e.g. France and 
Spain. In West Germany, Great Britain and Italy the unionization 
rate stands at 30-40% and the negotiations are run at the 
craft union level.

The trade union may possess such power in certain branches 
in a particular country that it can prevent non-union workers 
from entering the branch. As one example,the British "closed 
shop" procedure and as another, the Finnish Sailor Union. 
There may also be stipulations that force an unorganized 
employer to follow the collective agreement. Thus the con
clusiveness is higher than what the pure unionization rate 
suggests, and the problem of cheap foreign labour (temporary 
immigrants) is diminished.

I 5.5.2 Pan-european unions
In addition to separate national trade unions in the EC-count- 
ries, a pan-European co-operational organisation of workers, 
ETUC, as well as a union of European employers, UNICE, have 
been established. The unions are managed by representatives of 
the national unions. UNICE has representatives of the employers 
and the industrial sector from all ЕС-and EFTA-countries as 
well as from Turkey, Cyprus, San Marino and Malta. Equivalently, 
most trade unions are represented in ETUC. Neither of the 
unions is authorized to negotiate officially with the governing 
bodies of the EC but their demands are considered in Brussels 
on many areas.
According to ETUC, the need for pan-European labour unions 

will be more pronounced the further the integration process
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proceeds. It is a question of harmonization of work conditions 
in a market where multinational firms operate under pan-European 
regulations. The primary goal pursued by ETUC is to establish 
extensive basic rights to European workers and to reduce the 
working hour and labour cost differentials to prevent a degrada
tion of the less developed areas of the Community. ETUC sets 
itself against the disadvantageous implications of the libera
tion: the work conditions being established in accordance with 
the lowest standards and negotiations being shifted to the 
pan-european level.

In contradiction to that, UNICE is against the idea of 
pan-European stipulations on workers' rights. They argue that 
the European competitiveness vis-a-vis the USA and Japan is best 
secured under pure market forces.

However, the pan-European co-operation organisations have 
not reached marked political power so far. The ability of the 
labour unions to maintain their monopoly power and their role 
in wage determination is highly dependent on the further 
progress made in forming a unified front. The question is 
whether they will be acknowledged as equal negotiation part
ners by the European employers and the EC Commission.
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6. EMPIRICAL VERIFICATION: INTRODUCTION

6.1 Introduction

The factor-price-equalization (FPE) theorem by Heckscher and 
Samuelson has received little attention in empirical tests 
within the field of international trade theories. A pioneering 
study on the equalization of labour costs in six EC countries 
was published in the Journal of Common Market Studies ( by A. 
Tovias from the Hebrew University, 1982). Tovias' conclusion was 
that partial labour cost convergence had really taken place in 
the period 1958-1971. The model used in the study was a "black 
box" model and the integrating factors were not presented 
explicitly. Later studies ( by Gremmen 1985, van Mourik 1987) 
include some explanatory variables, and they confirm the 
conclusions, though minor modifications are presented.
- However, these studies are based on highly simplified models 

and, among other things, they ignore the influence of factor 
movements on the convergence of labour costs.
The specification of the model used in this study will be 
presented after going through the former model first.

6.2 The basic model

The equation to verify the FPE theorem was specified as follows:

In (Wj^/wj ) = bg + biln(k-¡yijL / kj/lj) + b2ln( tr¿ j ) + e

(Journal of Common Market Studies,vol XXIII,1985 No 3, Grem
men: Testing the FPE Theorem in the EC)

w = labour costs 
i = country i 
j = country j 
bg = a constant
tr¿j = index for trade involvement between i and j : m¿ + mj 

( mij = imports from j to i divided by national income 
in i , m¿-t = Mji/Y¿)

k/1 = indicator of the amount of physical capital per worker
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The endogenous variable is the ratio of labour costs in country 
i and j. The more complete the factor price equalization, the 
closer the left-hand-side variable is to unity.

The basic model includes two explanatory variables, which 
are regarded as the most relevant in explaining wage differences 
between countries. - The differences in capital-labour ratios 
are commonly viewed as important explanatory variables for 
wage differentials. This has been verified by the studies on 
the North-South wage differential in the USA. Also, Hårberger 
(American Economic Review 70, May 1980, "Vignettes of World 
Capital Market") stated that the capital-labour ratio explained 
about 90 percent of wage differentials ( ,whereas less than 30 
percent of capital reward differentials).
- In accordance with the FPE-theorem, free trade will lead to 
unification of factor prices. The index of trade intensity 
between countries i and j indicates the intensity of trade 
relations between the countries relative to the total production 
of each country. The higher this figure, the lower trade 
barriers (including transport costs) must be. 

mij = Mij/Yi and m-ji = Mjj/Yj 
where M¿ j = imports from j to i 
Yj_ = national income in i

The indices are linked together so as to find out the total 
trade involvement (overall level of trade) between countries 
i and j.

tr¿j = M¿ j/Yj_ + M j¿/Y j
That is the sum of the countries' average propensities to 
import each other's goods.

Gremmen tested the equation by forming pairs of coun
tries so that the left hand side of the equation was always 
positive. The sample for the regression (ordinary least squares) 
comprised the original members of the EC (with the omission of 
Luxembourg) and, secondly, a case with less intensive trade 
relations was taken up - 26 countries scattered all over the 
world. The first regression was carried out by pooling time- 
series data (1959-1979) and cross-section data. The second 
was simply on a cross-section basis.

The results of the regression analysis proved the FPE- 
theorem valid in the case of the EC, i.e. trade intensity was 
a significant explanatory variable for wage differences in the
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ЕСб countries. However, because the R2-coefficient was low, 
there must be other important explanatory variables. The result 
of the cross-sectional regression on a worldwide scale were 
again very much in line with the FPE-theorem.

The next step would be to find out to what extent free 
mobility of factors of production and other circumstances have 
contributed to the convergence of wages within the Community 
area.

6.3 Specification of the new model

The model used in this study is an extension of Gremmen's 
model. In addition to the K/L-ratio and the trade intensity 
index, at least three variables are relevant in explaining wage 
differentials :
labour mobility, capital mobility and the relative bargaining 
power of trade unions in country i and j.

6.3.1 Labour mobility index
As clarified in section 4.1, labour movements tend to equalize 
factor rewards in different areas. The index could be con
structed as follows: ^ ^

LMOB =

migrants from country i (in a given 
year) in country j

number of total labour force in country j ' Cc ^ S..>-

The index gives the stock of migrants each selected emigration 
country working in each selected host country ( for instance 
Spaniards in Germany) as a portion of total labour force in the 
host country. -Jj

"fkp

6.3.2 Capital mobility index к—e <7
^ / /1 tStsyïj

& &
Theoretically, factor price equalization should take place 
also if only one factor becomes mobile (Section 4.1.1). So, to 
test the influence of capital mobility on the convergence Of
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wages, a capital mobility index is needed. If the capital 
markets between two countries are highly integrated, capital 
movements are supposed to be governed by highest rewards within 
the union, taking into account the estimated degree of risk 
and uncertainty.

CMOB =
Ri " Rj

largest difference in the sample

О
(Journal of Common Market Studies,vol XXVI March 1988,No3,p.333 
"International Movements of Labour under Conditions of Economic 
Integration")

R^-Rj is the difference in real interest rates (e.g.central-
I bank discount rates) between countries i and j. Countries with ¿Xt '4

highly integrated capital markets should have no significant 
real interest rate differences. Thus the Fisher effect (domestic
interest theory) is applied here, i.e. the real interest rates

Í

»и Г

t.

should be equal across countries in spite of differing nominal 
interest rates (real interest rate + inflation rate). The real 
rate of interest is used since capital is attracted by real 
rates. For example, in the early 1980s capital flowed to the 
United States as the real rate of interest was higher than in 
European countries; the nominal U.S.interest rate was high and 
simultaneously the inflation rate was low. Usually, however,the ^ (ç

4 o

7
nominal interest rate reflects the expected inflation and the 
inflation rate,in turn, is reflected in the exchange rate.
Real rates of interest should be the same in an integrated 
capital market within a region. In practice, government regula
tion and taxes cause differences in real interest rates. If оуЦ (?_f 

the interdependence is not perfect, governments have control 
over their domestic rates of interest, and thus it is possible •' ^5 
to maintain a real rate of interest below/above that of other 
countries. (c< ^v

The variable Ri-Rj is divided by the largest difference , ^ 

in the sample so as to obtain a series ranging from 0 to 1. /
The closer the index to 0, the more perfect the capital market 
integration. For instance,
CMOB = 14-14 /10 = 0 
CMOB = 15-6 / 10 = 0.9

hrkf
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6.3.3 Relative bargaining power of trade unions 
As the role of trade unions is significant in most West-European 
countries, their relative strength might be an explanatory 
variable for wage differences between countries. The more the 
unions possess bargaining power in a particular country, the 
more influence on wages they can have as compared to the other 
explanatory variables.

The relative bargaining power is, however, difficult to 
express in quantitive terms. One possibility could be an index 
describing the unionization rate (members of trade unions as a 
percentage of total labour force). Nevertheless, it is not 
sure that there is any straightforward correlation between 
the unionization rate and the bargaining power. Generally, the 
power of an interest group consists of three componenents:
1) the unionization rate, 2) the power to mobilize members 
and 3) the influence on the opposite party.

The role of labour unions is controversial, as noted in 
chapters 3.2.3 and 5.5. Furthermore, qualified data may not be 
available. Therefore, the variable must be left out of the 
model.

The possibility of incorporating the variable into the 
model by using dummy technique will be discussed later.

#############################################################
THE PROTOTYPE MODEL

(w¿/wj) = bø + b^(k¿/l¿ /кj/lj) + b2(tr¿j) + b3LMOB
+b4CMOB + e

############################################################# 
The experimental formulation of the model is linear. The 
endogenous variable is the ratio of wages in a chosen pair of 
countries. The explanatory variables are the following: 
the capital/labour endowment ratio and the mobility of goods, 
people and capital between the countries.
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Definitions :
w = labour costs/earnings 
i = country i 
j = country j 
bg = a constant
k/1 = the indication of the amount of physical capital per 

worker
tr = the index for trade involvement between i and j 

Mij/Yi + Mji/Yj
LMOB = the index for labour mobility between i and j 
CMOB = the index for capital mobility between i and j

6.4 Method of Research

The authors of the former surveys mentioned earlier in this 
study pointed out that their methods were defective in many 
dimensions. "A conclusive answer as to the question of the 
influence of economic integration on the behaviour of wages 
would require a more comprehensive model in which demand and 
supply conditions on both product and factor markets, the 
relative economic conjuncture of the Member States and tariff 
and non-tariff barriers to trade and factor migration, are 
specified in more detail. The construction of such a (general 
equilibrium) model, though, would go far beyond the scope of a 
single economist's career." (Aad van Mourik, "Testing the 
Factor Price Equalization Theorem in the EC: An alternative 
Approach: A Comment", Journal of Common Market Studies, Vol 
XXVI, September 1987).

One possibility to go further would be to construct a 
model based on time-series evidence, in which labour mobility, 
capital mobility and goods mobility are simultaneously analyzed. 
However, as this study comprises all the EC countries 1990 
(except Luxembourg), the realization of an empirical time- 
series analysis would prove too difficult; data from all EC 
countries for a time interval long enough is not available,
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particularly when the newest Member States are concerned. As 
the three Southern Member States are expressly the focus of 
the study, the time series data method is evidently inappro
priate .

So, the testing of the model is carried out on a cross- 
section basis for the most recent year for which adequate 
data are available (1984).

The observation table is constructed by forming 110 pairs 
from 11 EC countries. Each country acts as a numerator 11 
times and as a denumerator 11 times. So there are altogether 
110 observations. The observation table and the formulas that 
have been used in the computer calculation of the observations 
are shown in Appendix III.

The multiple regression analysis (ordinary least squares) 
that uses these data is carried out by a computer program 
LIMDEP, version of Jan 1986, copyright William H.Greene, 1985.

The course of the research is outlined as follows :
First, the prototype model is used in the regression.
Second, the results are interpreted and the sources of error 
are searched. The evaluation consists of deciding whether the 
parameter estimates are theoretically meaningful and statisti
cally significant. The results will be evaluated as to
(a) economic criteria (the sign and possibly the size of the 
parameters), (b) statistical criteria / first-order tests ( R- 
squared, t-test) and (c) econometric criteria / second-order 
tests ( tests of autocorrelation and multicollinearity).
Third, other formulations of the model are tested. The objec
tive is to find a formulation of the prototype model that 
provides empirical results in line with the theory, and par
ticularly, to observe the behaviour (values ) of the LMOB 
coefficient in the alternative outlinings. The experimentation 
will involve models with (a) various variables and (b) various 
mathematical forms. The process of choosing between the various 
models will involve both the a priori and economic-theoretical 
considerations, and the statistical evidence will also be 
regarded.

^ Mf/ V
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б.5 Assumptions of the Ordinary Least Squares method

In order to be able to evaluate the results, the assumptions 
related to the selected method of research are to be stated 
explicitly. The assumptions of OLS (ordinary least squares) 
are as follows:
Assumption 1: e¿ (the error term) is a random real variable 
Assumption 2: The mean value of e is zero. E(e)=0 
Assumption 3: The variance of e¿ is constant (homoscedasticity) 
Assumption 4: The variable e¿ has a normal distribution. 
Assumption 5: The random terms of different observations are 

independent.
Assumption 6: The random term is independent of the explanatory 

variables.
Assumption 7: The explanatory variables are measured without 

error.
Assumption 8: The explanatory variables are not perfectly 

linearly correlated.
Assumption 9: The macrovariables should be correctly aggregated. 
Assumption 10: The relationship is correctly specified.

6.6 Sources of Data and Definitions of Variables

The data are compiled from 11 EC countries for the year 1984. 
Luxembourg is excluded because it is so small that accidental 
factors of all sorts may distort the picture to a large extent. 
In addition, Luxembourg appears frequently as a part of Belgium 
in the statistical sources.

The inclusion of countries outside the EC (e.g. Turkey, 
Morocco, Algeria, Sweden, Switzerland) could have raised the 
creditability of the results by providing more information on 
areas with strong migratory out-or inflows, but because of the 
inavailability of adequate data they must be left out.

The data collection method is presented below, and the 
numerical values are found in Appendix II.



DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

For each country the following data:
the most recent year with all required data available;
* w earnings or labour costs per unit of time

# Eurostat 1984 Theme 3, Series C
* к gross fixed capital formation-"(1984)

# IMF:International Financial Statistics 1989
* 1 number of employees (1984)

# OECD: Labour Force Statistics 1967-87 (1989)
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6.6.1 Wages
The wage data are compiled from the publication Eurostat, 
Theme 3, Series C, Labour Costs 1984. All the figures are from 
the year 1984.

Two types of wages are used in the study. First, the 
regression is carried out with hourly earnings for manual and 
non-manual workers in all industries. The Eurostat publication 
provides earnings data in Purchasing Power Standards (PPS). 
The aspect of comparison of the purchasing power of earnings 
in the Member States thus becomes accentuated. The use of the 
PPS in the empirical cross-section analysis is justifiable on 
the grounds that it offers an aspect of wage in real terms 
from the viewpoint of a worker. Second, monthly labour costs 
are used in another regression.

For Spain, the figures are from the Yearbook of Labour 
Statistics 1988, ILO (the data were missing in Eurostat). The 
labour costs were given in ESB, and they are transformed into 
ECU by using the exchange rate 126.56 ESB/ECU, which is the
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annual average of daily rates in 1984. (Eurostat,External Trade 
1987,Theme 6,Series A) The conversion rate for earnings (PPS) 
is 82.5 ESB/PPS.

The definition for labour costs as it was presented in the 
Eurostat publication is as follows :

Labour Costs
Under labour costs, the survey covered the following elements 
of the expenditure borne by employers in connection with the 
employment of workers :
(a) Direct pay for time worked including overtime, bonuses and 
gratuities payable regularly at each pay period.
(b) Other bonuses and gratuities not paid regularly at each 
pay period
(c) Payments for days not worked:
- paid annual holidays,
- holiday bonuses,
- paid public holidays,
- other statutory, contractual or voluntarily paid holidays.
(d) Benefits in kind and corresponding compensatory payments 
(especially housing, heating, food and clothing)
(e) Social security contributions and family allowances paid 
by the employer
( f ) Other social expenditure (especially transport, cultural 
and medical facilities).
(g) Vocational training costs. These include payments to 
apprentices.
(h) Taxes and social subsidies.

Earnings
The concept 'earnings' was not specified in Eurostat. However, 
as the definition of 'labour costs' corresponded that of the 
Twelfth International Conference of Labour Statisticians (Geneva 
1973), it is likely that the similar official definition for 
'earnings' was applied here:
The concept of earnings as applied in wages statistics, relates 
to remuneration in cash and in kind paid to employees, as a 
rule at regular intervals, for time worked or work done together 
with remuneration for time not worked, such as annual vacation, 
other paid leave or holidays. Earnings exclude employers' 
contributions in respect of their employees paid to social 
security and pension schemes and also the benefits received 
by employees under these schemes. Earnings also exclude severan
ce and termination pay.
Statistics of earnings should relate to employees' gross 
remuneration, i.e. the total before any deductions are made in 
respect of taxes and other obligations of employees.



6.6.2 Capital Formation fК)
The index kj/l^ / kj/lj includes the capital formation k. The 
data are from the publication International Financial Statis-

' ‘ al formation istics, Yearbook 1989. The 
defined as follows:

The outlays (purchases and own account production) of indus
tries, producers of government services and producers of private 
non-profit services to households, on additions of new durable 
goods to their stocks of fixed assets less their net sales of 
similar second-hand and scrapped goods. Excluded are the outlays 
of government on durable goods for military use. Included are 
acquisitions of reproducible and non-reproducible durable 
goods, except land, mineral deposits, timber tracts and the 
like, for civilian use; work-in-progress on construction 
projects ; capital repairs ; outlays on the improvement of land 
and on the development and extension of timber tracts, planta
tions, vineyards etc. which take considerably more than a year 
to become productive, until they become productive; the acquisi
tion of breeding stock, draught animals, dairy cattle and the 
like; and the transfer costs in connection with purchases ans 
sales of land, mineral deposits, timber tracts, etc.

6.6.3 Labour force (LI
The other variable in the same index is the total labour force 
in a country. The source is the OECD publication Labour Force 
Statistics 1967-87, 1989.
Labour force is composed of the following elements:
The total labour force or currently active population comprises 
all persons who fulfil the requirements for inclusion among 
the employed or unemployed as defined below.
1. Total employment :
a) paid employment
b) self-employment
2. Unemployed
All persons above a specified age who were:
a) without work
b) currently available for work
c) seeking work
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6.6.4 National Income (Y)
The index TR^j includes national income. The data are from the 
International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1989. The figures 
were given in national currencies and they are transformed 
into ECU by using the annual averages of the daily rates in 
1984. The definition is as follows :

The gross domestic product is equal to the total of the gross 
expenditure on the final uses of the domestic supply of goods 
and services valued at purchasers' values less imports of 
goods and services valued c. i. f. ; or the sum of the compensation 
of employees, consumption of fixed capital, operating surplus 
and indirect taxes, net, of resident producers and import 
duties.

)

6.6.5 Imports ПУЛ
The index TR^j also includes imports. The sources are
1) Eurostat : External Trade (1986,1987), Theme 6, Series A and
2) IMF: Direction of Trade Statistics, Yearbook 1988 (for 
data missing in the first source). The currency transformations 
are made in the same procedure as earlier noted. Imports of 
goods and services are defined as follows :

In principle,all transfers of the ownership of goods from non
residents of a country to residents and services provided by 
non-resident producers to residents of the country. In prac
tice, the imports of goods may consist of the inward movement 
of merchandise across the customs frontier of a country and of 
other goods across the boundaries of her domestic territory, 
including the direct purchases of the government services and 
residents of the country abroad. Since imports of merchandise 
are valued c.i.f., imports also include the charges of resident 
producers for transport and insurance services in respect of 
these imports.

6.6.6 Migrants
The index LMOB contains the concept 'migrants'. The data are 
collected from Eurostat,Theme 3,Series C, Censuses of Population 
in the Community countries 1981-82. The source provides the 
total population by nationality of all ECU countries.
The latest published data are from the year 1982.
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In the case of the censuses in the United Kingdom and Ireland 
a question on birthplace was asked instead of nationality, and 
the data are compiled on the basis of this information. Birth
place and nationality are, of course two clearly distinct 
topics and some distortion must result from combining the two 
in single tables.
The concept 'migrant' will be discussed later.

6.6.7 Interest Rate (r)
The interest rate is included in the index CMOB. The data for

^ 1984 are from International Financial Statistics, Yearbook 1989.
Several types of interest rates could be used; first, the 
discount rate, i.e. the rate at which the monetary authorities 
lend or discount eligible paper for deposit money banks. The 
discount rate for each country is the end value of the year 
1984. For Great Britain, the rate was specified in the source 
as "London clearing banks' base rate" and for Spain, "Bank 
of Spain rate". Second, another trial run could be made with 
the lending rate, i.e. interest rate on short or medium term 
credits to private sector. Further alternatives might be the 
money market rate (the rate at which short-term borrowings are 
effected between financial institutions) or the government 
bond yield (long-term paper).

) The source provided nominal rates, and they are thus converted
into real rates by subtracting the inflation rate in the cor
responding year from the nominal rate in each country.
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7. REGRESSION WITH THE PROTOTYPE MODEL

7.1 A priori hypotheses

The first run is carried out with the linear equation :
Wj/Wj = b0 + /kj/lj) + b2TR±j + b3LMOB + b4CMOB + e

The null hypothesis is 
Hq: b! = b2 = b3 = b4 = 0 
and the alternative hypothesis is 
Hx: Ъ1 * 0, b2 * 0, b3 0, b4 * 0

Hourly earnings are used for the left-hand side variable Wj_/wj 
and real discount rates for CMOB.

7.2 Results : a commuant:

Ordinary least squares 
Number of observations 
R-Squared
Adjusted R-Squared 
F-Statistic (4,105)
Significance of F-Test

110
0.78531
0.77713
96.01768
0.000000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)

constant 0 
Xl=(k/1 /k/1) 0 
X2=TRi-j -0 
X3=LMOB -0 
X4=CMOB 0

384 0.0771
677 0.0347
000992 0.000531
608 1.719
105 0.0603

4.987 (0.00000)
19.519 (0.00000)
-1.866 (0.06210)
-0.353 (0.72372)
1.736 (0.08257)

The square of the correlation coefficient R^ (coefficient of 
determination) is used for judging the explanatory power of 
the linear regression, and it determines the proportion of the 
variation in Wj/wj which is explained by variations in the 
regressors. The R-Squared proved to be relatively high, ap
proximately 0.79.
In multiple regression, the R-Squared must be adjusted. The 
inclusion of additional variables in the function usually 
raises the coefficient of multiple regression; however, when
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a new regressor is introduced, the numerator of the expression 
for R-Squared is increased, while the denumerator remains the

same.
One-variable model
R-Squaredy,xi =¿"(Yj_-Y)2 / (Yj_-Ÿ)
z ( (Xj_-X) (Yi-ÿ) )2 /r(Xi-x)2 2: (Yi-Ÿ)2
bi Г ( (Xi-xHYi-ÿ) ) / 2- (Yi-ÿ)2

к-variable model
R-Squaredy xi , . fXk - ( Êl * (Уд.-?) (xii-xi ) + Ь2 г (У1-У) (x2i-x2)

+ ...+ bk r (Yi-ÿ) (xk-xk) ) / Z (У1-УГ

(A.Koutsoyiannis: Theory of Econometrics,2.ed.,1977,p.128)

The R-Squared must be adjusted by taking into account the 
degrees of freedom which decrease as new regressors are in
troduced into thr equation.
R-Squared adjusted = 1 - (1-R2) n-1 /N-K 
n = number of sample observations 
N = number of parameters
If the sample is large, R-Squared and adjusted R-Squared are 
approximately equal, as is the case in this study, adjusted R- 

Squared = 0.78.

The t-test indicates whether the parameter estimates are 
significantly different from zero (H0). Here, the theoretical 
t-value t(0.05,106) is appr. 1.66.

XI (k/1 /к/l) t = 19.519
X2 (TR) t = 1.866
X3 (LMOB) t = 0.353
X4 (CMOB) t = 1.736

The signs of the coefficients of the parameter estimates, 
however, are controversial. When the a priori hypothesis of 
the signs were being established, it was noted that the model 
in this particular form with 110 pairs of countries does not 
perform well. The results become irrational, as the following 
clarification suggests.
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# The variable w^/wj receives values close to unity if the 
wage difference is small and values close to zero or signi
ficantly larger than 1 if the difference is large.
As a consequense of the construction method of the observation 
table - 110 pairs out of 11 countries - each pair gets two 
different wage-ratios, e.g.
West-Germany/Greece = 1.976 and Greece/West-Germany = 0.506

# The behaviour of the variable TR^j is clear; it receives 
large values in case trade is intensive between countries i 
and j. However, each numerical value of the TR-index appears 
two times in the observations since the index is symmetrical.

# The variable k^/l^ /kj/lj behaves in the same way as wj/wj.

# The LMOB variable is the only one that is unambiguous. The 
value is the higher the larger the share of immigrants from 
country j is.

# The variable CMOB is an index that should range between 0 
and 1. However, negative values distort the results, and if 
each observation value is turned to positive by adding the same 
constant to each value, the index is no more meaningful.
E.g. A. Denmark, Italy (2.50-8.10)/6.50 = -0.862 

В. Italy, Denmark (8.10-2.50)/6.50 = 0.862

Consequently, it seems impossible to set a priori hypotheses 
of the signs. The type of correlation between the regressors 
and the régressant is highly ambiguous.
The same is valid for a formulation with differences w^-wj 
(and kj^/li - kj/lj) instead of ratios.
If the pairs were chosen in such a manner that no distorting 
negative values would appear in the observations, the number 
of observations would fall very low (below 10). This was the 
method used in Gremmen's study, but it is not applicable here 
as the model contains more variables. E.g. it does not always 
hold that when w^/wj > 0 , CMOB > 0.
So, the variables and the method of forming the pairs had to
be redefined.
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7.3 Corrected formulation

The problems are avoided by the following transformations:
1. The variable w^/wj receives the following form:

ABS Iw¿ - WjI

largest difference

The absolute value of the difference of wages in country i and 
j is divided by the largest difference in the sample.

2. The variable k^/lj /kj/lj is transformed into
ABS IkjL/li - kj/lj I

largest difference

3. In the CMOB index, the nominator is presented as an absolute 
value.

Furthermore, since the 110 observations would contain twice 
the same value for w^-wj, kj/1^ - kj/lj , CMOB and TR^j, the 
other half of the pairs ( Italy-France, France-Italy ) is ex
cluded. The number of observations falls to 55 pairs.

7.3.1 A priori hypotheses
The second model is carried out with the reformed model:

ABS JwjL-Wj I ABSjkj/li - kj/lj!
------------- -- b0 + b1 ------------------- + b2TRi j + b3LMOB
max difference max difference

+ b4CMOB + e

The null hypothesis is 
HQ: bx = b2 = b3 = b4 = 0 
and the alternative hypothesis is 
Hi : b;L>0, b2<0, b3<0, b4>0

The H]_ a priori signs are set on the basis of the behaviour of 
the indices and the following economic-theoretical argumenta
tion :
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VARIABLE VALUE DIFFERENCE /RELATION

BETWEEN COUNTRY i 
AND j in respective 
variable

ABS Iw¿-wjI
X5 =--------------- -----> 0 small

max difference -----> 1 large

XI = ABSlkj/li - kj/ljl 

max difference
> 0 
> 1

small
large

A large difference in capital endowment per worker is associated 
with a large wage difference. ----> POSITIVE SIGN

X2 = TR¿j large intensiveJ trade

Intensive trade is associated with small wage differences. 
----> NEGATIVE SIGN

X3 = LMOB large strong labour
mobility

Strong labour mobility should cause wage differences to dimin
ish. ----> NEGATIVE SIGN

X4 = CMOB ----> 0
----> 1

small
large

Far integrated capital markets are supposed to be associated 
with small wage differences.----> POSITIVE SIGN
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7.3.2 Results

Number of observations 
R-Squared
Adjusted R-Squared 
F-Statistic (4,50) 
Significance of F-Test

55
0.55696 
0.52152 
15.71434 
0.00000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT STD.ERROR T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)

Constant
XI
X2
X3
X4

0.210
0.756

-0.00290
4.443
-0.0553

0.0630 3.318 
0.0974 7.761 
0.000598 -4.850 
1.634 2.720 
0.0742 -0.745

(0.00091)
(0.00000)
(0.00000)
(0.00653)
(0.45620)

The Adjusted R-Squared has fallen to 0.52. The value of 
F-Statistic is good, implying that the overall significance of 
the regression is high. The one-tail t-test results are shown

in Figure 7.1.

FIGURE 7.1
t=7.761 t=-4.850

-1.6781.678

t=2.720 t=-0.745
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The theoretical t-value at the 5 percent confidence level 
(t 0.05,51) is appr.1.678.
The parameter estimates of XI and X2 fulfil the a priori 
criteria concerning the sign and, furthermore, the values are 
statistically significant. They fall within the critical area 
shaded in the picture. The null hypothesis can be rejected for 
their part.
On the contrary, the variables X3 (LMOB) and X4 (CMOB) do not 
provide satisfactory results. They receive signs opposite to 
the economic a priori criteria.
At this stage the equation would appear with numerical values 
as follows :

X5 = 0.210 + 0.756*X1 - 0.00290*X2 + 4.443*X3 - 0.0553*X4 + e 
(3.318) (7.761) (-4.850) (2.720) (-0.745)

(The numbers in brackets are t-values.)
Since the regression did not provide satisfactory results for 
the part of the variables LMOB and CMOB, alternative model 
specifications will be experimented. Before that, however, the 
sources of error associated with this model specification are 
considered.

7.4 Sources of error
/

r
■u <f**

IA Г ¿ 'S 3

7.4.1 Serial correlation 
The method of producing the final variables used in the regres
sions raises an evident risk of serial correlation among 
successive values of variables: each country appears several 
times as a minuend and several times as a subtrahend, depending 
on its running number. Autocorrelation (serial correlation) is 
usually associated with time series data, but it may exist in 
cross-section analysis as well if the sample is not random. 
Autocorrelation refers to the relationship between successive 
values of the same variable. Autocorrelation is a common 
phenomenon in most economic variables, but usually it is only

/? <? гЛ-г. «-Æ» /. & r J^V/(*< P /r , h<?
ip Ç,''**«- 7О у-A РЧ C,
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the random variable whose serial correlation is tested. The 
method of ordinary least squares requires the covariance of ej_ 
and ej to be equal to zero: 
cov(ej_,e j ) = E ( (е^-Е(е^)) (ej-E(ej)) ) = E(ej_ej) - 0
(Assumption 5)

In this research, one could presume that the nature of the 
observations, which are pairs of 11 countries, causes serial 
correlation. For instance, the capital endowment per worker in 
Belgium acts as a minuend in ten indices.

Serial correlation has a number of disruptive effects. When 
the random variables are serially dependent, the variances of 
e may be underestimated. Furthermore, if both the e's and the 
explanatory variables are positively autocorrelated, the 
variances of the parameter estimates are likely to be seriously 
underestimated. Thus there is a danger to accept insignificant 
explanatory variables as significant.

Even though serial correlation could certainly be associated 
with this research, the results of the trial regression proved 
to be the opposite. The estimated autocorrelation for trans
formed residuals (iteration by the Prais-Winsten method) is as 
low as -0.0421. (The computer program makes iterations to 
eliminate the possible autocorrelation. Autocorrelation for 
untransformed residuals was 0.30518.)
Autocorrelation is estimated by the Durbin-Watson test, which 
is used for detecting linear first-order autocorrelation.
The alternative hypotheses are:
H0 : f = 0
Hi: j? * 0

The critical regions of the Durbin-Watson test are shown in 
Figure 7.2.
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FIGURE 7.2

2.591.41

dy = lower limit 
dy = upper limit

к = number of explanatory variables excluding the constant

term = 4 
dL(55,4) = 1.41 
dy(55,4) = 1.72

The result of the test is 1.91574, indicating that autocorrela
tion is practically nonexistent. However, the possibility of 
serial correlation must not be disregarded in the alternative 
model specifications. It will be pointed out should it appear.

7.4.2 Cross correlation
It is highly probable that the regressors used in this re
search have interdependence with each other. For example, a 
low capital endowment ratio is usually associated with migration 
outflows. A high correlation between two regressors may impair 
the accuracy of the parameter estimates.
When two variables are changing in the same way, it becomes 
difficult to establish the influence of each one regressor on 
the régressant separately. The parameter estimate values may 
be seriously imprecise and unstable. Multicollinearity may 
even cause a change in the sign of the parameter estimates. 
Furthermore, the standard errors tend to increase, thereby
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raising the danger to reject a variable whose standard error 
appears high, although it is an important explanatory variable.

The simple correlation coefficients between the variables are 
shown in the following table:

0.65-0.17 -0.15 0.07

0.64 0.042 -0.43
0.16 0.18

0.005

XI = ABS(kj[/lj[ - kj/lj) / max difference 
X2 = TRjj 
X3 = LMOB 
X4 = CMOB
X5 = ABS(w^-wj7/ max difference

The only relation in which the correlation amounts to such a 
high figure that it may cause problems is that between the 
explanatory variables TR^j and LMOB, R = 0.64.
It can also be pointed out that the variables X3 and X5 corre
late negatively (R = -0.18), as expected on the economic-
theoretical basis concerning the factor-price-equalizing effect. 
The correlation, however, is weak and can be attributed to 
accidental factors.

A revised version of Frisch's 'Confluence Analysis' is used 
here to test multicollinearity. The procedure is to regress 
the dependent variable on each one of the explanatory variables 
separately. First, an elementary equation is formed by choosing 
the explanatory variable that appears to give the best results 
on economic and statistical criteria. Here, the equation 

X5 = b0 + b!*Xl
is chosen. Then, additional variables are gradually inserted 
and the effect on the t-values and the R-Squared is examined.
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A new variable is classified as useful, superflous or detrimen
tal :
(a) If the new variable raises the R-Squared and does not 
cause an unacceptable change in the a priori signs, it is 
considered useful and included in the equation.
(b) If the new variable does not raise the R-Squared and does 
not affect to any considerable extent the signs or values of the 
coefficients, it is considered as super flous and it is not 
included among the explanatory variables.
(c) If the new variable affects to a large extent the signs or 
values of the coefficients, it is considered detrimental. The 
variable cannot be omitted because since in doing so its 
influence would be absorbed by the other coefficients and by 
the random term. The consequence would be a violation of the 
Assumption that the random term and the explanatory variables 
are independent.

Detecting the effects of multicollinearity î test results
First, the elementary regressions are formed:
(1) X5 = b0 + Ь]_*Х1 + e
(2) X5 = b0 + b]_*Xl + b2*TR±j + e
(3) X5 = b0 + b]_*Xl + b2*TRij + b3*LMOB + e
(4) X5 = b0 + b^*Xl + b2*TR¿j + b4*CMOB + e
(5) X5= b0 + b]_*Xl + b3*LMOB + b4*CMOB + e

The results of the regressions are shown in the following 
table. The numbers in brackets are t-values. Пconstant b^ b2 b3 b4 R

X5=f(XI) 0.161 0.565 0.421
(6.209)

X5=f(XI,X2) 0.180 0.711 -0.00185 0.530
(6.812) (-3.764)

X5=f(XI,X2,X3) 0.188 0.747 -0.00289 4.250 0.554
(7.735) (-4.849) (2.635)

X5=f(XI,X2,X4) 0.189 0.714 -0.00183 -0.0247 0.530
(6.758) (-3.685) (-0.307)

X5=f(XI,X3,X4) 0.113 0.748 -1.007 -0.0370 0.430
(6.212) (-0.658)(-0.399)
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The introduction of X2 improves the R-Squared from 0.42 up to 
0.53, and the value of the ^-coefficient does not turn unaccep
table. The coefficient of X2 has the right sign and is statisti
cally significant. The variable X2 is considered useful.
The introduction of X3 does not impair the results , but the 
sign of the variable is incorrect on a priori grounds. So X3 
would be considered as superflous.
The same applies to X4.
Thus the best fit is obtained from the function X5=f(X1,X2).

The last regression was done because of the high correla
tion between X2 and X3. When the variable X2 is omitted, X3 
appears with the right sign. However, it would be statistically 
significant only at a confidence level of 0.51. The overall fit 
is naturally decreased, because X2 is a significant explanatory 
factor. All in all, the intercorrelation between X2 and X3 
seems to be problematic.

If multicollinearity has serious effects on the coeffi
cient estimates of important factors, a corrective solution 
should be sought. One of the corrective methods is that of 
increasing the sample size. By doing that, high covariances 
among estimated parameters can be reduced because these co- 
variances are inversely proportional to sample size. However, 
this method functions only if the intercorrelation happens to 
exist in the sample used but not in the whole population, or 
if multicollinearity is due to errors of measurement. In this 
study, the perceived high intercorrelation between X2 and X3 
might not appear in a sample of countries scattered all over 
the world. Furthermore, the order of countries in the table 
from which the pairs are constructed may affect the results. 
This is tested in subsection 7.5.

Another way of overcoming multicollinearity is to introduce 
additional equations into the model, thereby expressing meaning
fully the relationships between the multicollinear explanatory 
variables. The simultanous-equation model could then be es
timated with a simultanous-equation technique.

In this reseach, it seems advisable to test whether the 
high intercorrelation between X2 and X3 is real or merely due 
to the method of forming the pairs.
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7.5 Regression with a transformed order of countries

The method of forming 55 different pairs out of 11 countries 
has a fundamental defect: the results are weighted by the 
order of the countries in the list. For example, if Belgium 
and Denmark are the first and second countries at the top of 
the list, they will appear as a minuend in ten and nine pairs, 
whereas the second last one will appear as a minuend only in 
one pair and as a subtrahend in nine pairs. Thus the sort of 
correlation in trade intensity and labour mobility between the 
first countries receives a different weight than that of the 
countries at the bottom of the list.

The first order was as follows :
Belgium, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Greece, Ireland, 
Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, West Germany.

Now, the following order is used:
Italy, Portugal, Spain, Greece, Belgium, Denmark, France, 
Great Britain, Ireland, Netherlands,West Germany.
The emigration countries now appear at the top of the list. 
The change was done to see to what extent it affects the 
results.
The results are shown below.

Number of observations 55
R-Squared 0.53744
Adjusted R-Squared 0.50043
F-Statistic (4,50) 14.52348
Significance of F-Test 0.00000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)

constant
XI
X2
X3
X4

0.198
0.582

-0.00140
0.661
0.0531

2.804 (0.00505)
4.551 (0.00001)

-2.019 (0.04352)
0.477 (0.63365)
0.722 (0.46999)
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The values of the coefficient estimates of XI and X2 are not 
affected detrimentally. X3 (LMOB) is the only variable that 
is not symmetrical, and therefore the value of the coefficient 
estimate has changed perceptibly (from 4.443 to 0.661). However, 
X3 still has the wrong sign. X4 receives the correct sign but 
it is still statistically insignificant.

The simple correlation coefficients are shown below:

XI

XI

X2

X3

X4

X2 X3 X4 X5

-0.16 -0.12 0.07 0.65

0.59 0.06 -0.41

0.13 -0.16

0.005

The results are nearly identical with the earlier results. 
Even though the variable X3 (LMOB) is asymmetrical, the cor
relation coefficients have changed only slightly. The correla
tion between TR^j (X2) and LMOB (X3) is still relatively high, 
R=0.59. Thus the intercorrelation between X2 and X3 is not due 
to the choise of the pairs. It seems that trade and labour 
tend to move in the same direction. The poor results for LMOB 
might be due to the mult icol linearity, but as LMOB never appears 
with a statistically significant value, not even in a regression 
without TR^j, other reasons are to be considered.

The variable X3 (LMOB) receives a positive sign in the 
regressions nearly without exception, which is against the 
assumed factor price equalizing effect. The reasons are 
clear, and they will be discussed in Chapter 9.

The last column in the table indicates the relative in
fluence of the different explanatory variables on wage differen
ces. It is evident that the capital endowment difference is 
the best explanatory factor for wage differences,
R(X1 ,X5 )=0.65. The same was valid in the case with the other 
order of countries.

As the R-Squared and the values of the coefficients were 
approximately the same in the first and second arrangements
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(Adjusted R-Squared 0.521 vs. 0.500), it can be concluded that 
the reversal of the order does not nullify the results, and 
the first version is maintained in the successive regressions.

8. REGRESSIONS WITH AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL SPECIFICATION AND 
VARIABLE DEFINITION

In most cases economic theory does not explicitly state the 
mathematical form of economic relationships. Therefore, it is 
necessary to experiment with various forms (linear, nonlinear) 
and then choose the one that provides the most satisfactory 
results. The mistaken mathematical form of the function is one 
of the errors of specification, and the results (estimates of 
coefficients) will be unreliable if the model is not correctly 
specified.

In this research, the theoretical framework constructed 
in previous chapters leaves the formulation of the function 
indeterminate. The second transformation of the model is done 
by taking logarithms of all the variables, thereby assuming a 
non-linear form.

8.1 Log-model

The variables are transformed in the following way:
log(X5) = log(bø) + b^(logXl) + b2(logX2) + bg(logX3) + 

b4log(X4) + e

The results are not satisfactory; the Adjusted R-Squared has 
fallen as low as 0.25692.
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VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)
constant 1.683 1.481 (0.13865)
XI 0.437 3.185 (0.00145)
X2 -0.492 -3.144 (0.00167)
X3 0.138 1.372 (0.17009)
X4 0.0223 0.196 (0.84423)

XI and X2 are still the only variables that fulfil the a priori 
and statistical criteria.
There are innumerable versions of a model, and the log-form is 
merely one of them. The choice of the mathematical form of the 
relationship connecting the regressand and regressors is often 
facilitated by the examination of scatter diagrams, where the 
dependent variable and each of the explanatory variables in 
turn are plotted against each other.
The scatter diagrams against X5 do not, however, reveal any 
distinct functional form that would be better grounded than 
the linear one. They are shown in Figures 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4.
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FIGURE 8.1
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FIGURE 8.3
PLOT; Vertical=X5 Horlzontal-ХЗ
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8.2 Wages: Monthly labour costs

The best empirical equivalent of a variable cannot be defined 
unambiguously. When the concept 'wages' is defined as labour 
costs, employers' view is accentuated. Furthermore, since the 
Eurostat source provides the monthly labour costs in ECU, the 
point of view of international competitiveness is in the 
forefront.

The labour costs also reflect social welfare in a country 
more clearly than earnings, since employers' contributions in 
respect of their employees paid to security and pension schemes 
as well as transport, cultural and medical facilities are 
included in labour cost data but excluded from earnings data.

The rate of interest is also changed : the discount rate 
is replaced by the money market rate.

Number of observations 55
R-Squared 0.83414
Adjusted R-Squared 0.82087
F-Statistic (4,50) 62.86254
Significance of F-Test 0.00000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)

constant 0.105 2.474 (0.01337)
XI 0.966 14.908 (0.00000)
X2 -0.00198 -4.913 (0.00000)
X3 2.883 2.700 (0.00694)
X4 -0.0730 -1.159 (0.24641)

The adjusted R-Squared has risen substantially, up to 0.82. 
This implies that a better overall fit is obtained by using 
monthly labour costs (ECU) instead of hourly earnings (PPS). 
The significance of the variables is, however, similar to the 
earlier results. XI and X2 are significant explanatory vari
ables, whereas X3 and X4 are in contradiction with the a priori 
hypotheses.
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Obviously, the reasons for the unsatisfactory results have to 
be looked into.

9. OBSTACLES TO VERIFICATION

The focus of this research is to observe the behaviour (value 
and sign) of the variable LMOB. After the various regressions 

^ carried out so far it can be perceived that the variable behaves
regularly opposite to the factor-price-equalization theory. 
The construction of the empirical form of the variable can be 
critized, which will be done in a subsequent chapter. There 
are, however, more obvious reasons for the problem of empirical 
verification.

MD

9.1 Underlying reasons

The underlying obstacle to the verification of the wage-rate- 
equalizing effect of labour movements is evidently the nature 
of the history of migratory flows within Europe in past decades. 
This research uses cross-section data from the year 1984, and 
the data solely reflect the fact that mass migration has been 
directed from low-wage to high-wage countries. Thus the causal 
relation between the variables X3 (LMOB) and X5 (ABS w^-Wj/max 
difference) runs in the opposite direction than what the 
equation suggests. It is evidently impossible to produce a 
forecast with these data for the long-run future, when the 
labour market liberation has progressed further and the migra
tory flows perhaps follow another pattern. So far labour 
migration has simply not been extensive enough to cause wage 
rate convergence.

The integration process is still far from complete. The 
year 1984, which was picked up for the cross-section analysis,
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simply represents a specific stage of the process. The problem 
of verification is inherent in the cross-section analysis; 
a time-series would be needed to examine whether the process 
is in line with the theory.

One possibility to trace out the direction of the develop
ment is to use comparative statistics. Another (or more) 
reference year is picked up for cross-section analysis, in 
this case an earlier year, e.g.1974. Thus two estimates of the 
same relationship for two different cross-section samples are 
obtained. One could then outline the trend of development by 
comparing the results of the two reference years.
It can be tested whether the two estimated functions differ 
significantly, in which case it is concluded that the rela- 

I tionship is changing from one sample to the other. The differen
ce between the two estimated functions can be tested by an 
adaptation of F-test suggested by Chow (Test of equality between 
coefficients obtained from different samples).
The test runs in the following way:

First, the two samples 1974 and 1984 are pooled together. The 
pooled function is computed and the unexplained variation 
( sum e2 (p) = restricted sum of squared residuals RSSS ) is 
estimated.

Second, a regression analysis is performed on each sample 
^ separately, and the unexplained variations (sum e2(1) and

sum e2 ( 2 ) ) are estimated.

Third, the unexplained variations of the two samples are added 
together to form a total unexplained variation.
( sum e2(1) + sum e2(2) = unrestricted sum of squared residuals 
URSS )

Fourth, the above sum is substracted from the pooled residual 
variance of stage 1:

sum e2(p) - ( sum e2(1) + sum e2(2) ) = RSSS - URSS

Fifth, the following ratio is formed:
RSSS - URSS / К

F =-------------------
URSS / (nl+n2-2K)
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К = number of estimated parameters 
n-i = sample size

The observed F-value is compared with the theoretical value of 
F(0.05) with due degrees of freedom ( К and nl+n2-2K ). The 
null hypothesis is that the coefficient estimates obtained 
from different samples do not differ significantly. If the 
observed F-value falls within the critical region, the null 
hypothesis is rejected and it can be concluded that the rela
tionship between wage rates and the regressors has changed 
over time.

I However, the Chow-test does not reveal to which variable the 
change in the function can be attributed. To decide which 
coefficient has changed, additional information is required.

Although this kind of further research could be highly 
illustative, it will not be carried out in this research due to 
data deficiencies and the limited scope of the study.

9.2 Two-way causation

It is clear that there is a two-way causal relation between 
wage differences and labour mobility. So far the there has 
been evidence mostly on the effect of wage differences on 
migration. However, the other causation is theoretically 
plausible as well.
It can be argued that e.g. U.S. time-series data might have 
been more suitable for this study than EC data. In EC data, 
the relation "wage differences —> labour mobility" is dominant. 
There are only few examples of migration between industrial 
countries, as the case of Benelux-countries or the relatively 
high penetration of Britons in Ireland.

Which variables will be endogenous and which will be 
considered exogenous in a model depends on the purpose of the 
model as well as on the nature of the variables. The two-way 
causation between labour mobility and wage differences, however, 
produces a violation against the assumptions of OLS.
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(Assumption 6: E(Xe)=0)
The application of the least squares assumes that the explana
tory variables are truly exogenous. If this does not hold, the 
method yields biased and inconsistent estimates. The number of 
equations in a model ought to be equal to the number of endogen
ous variables. Thus a multi-equation model would be advisable 
in this study.

10. CRITIQUE AND IMPROVEMENTS

10.1 Critique of the variable LMOB

Two kinds of complications are associated with the variable 
LMOB: first and foremost, the above mentioned two-way causal 
relation between wage differences and labour mobility raises 
controversy about the a priori sign of the coefficient of the 
variable LMOB as a regressor.
Second, the concept 'migrant' is not unambiguous.

10.1.1 Controversial sign of the coefficient
The variable LMOB is a stock variable, and the determination 
of its sign is not straightforward due to the two-way causation. 
The basic hypothesis of this study is that wage differences 
have been eliminated by labour mobility (along with other 
equalizing factors) at the final stage of the integration 
process. Therefore, it is well-grounded to argue that the 
larger the stock of migrants from country i in country j, the 
smaller the wage difference has become. Correspondingly, where 
the wage differences are large, the labour mobility has not yet 
been sufficient to create convergence. This argumentation 
leads to a negative sign of the coefficient.
However, a positive sign is associated with the other direction
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of the causal relation. Wage differentials act as an incentive 
for migration: the larger the wage differential, the stronger 
the incentive to emigrate from the low-wage country(j), and 
thus the larger the stock of migrants from country j in country 
i (high-wage country).

The problem of the two-way causation is inherent in this 
study. A method of pooling cross-section and time-series data 
could have illustrated the interaction better. In subchapter 
10.4, the relation between LMOB and wage differences is reversed 
and LMOB acts as a régressant in the equation.

10.1.2 The concept 'migrant'
The variable LMOB is imperfect in describing labour mobility 
between countries in the sense that it only explains the 1982 
stocks of migrants from each selected sending country living 
in each selected host country. This raises the question 'who 
is a migrant'.

First, the data fail to reflect migratory flows, which 
include temporary workers and are thus a much wider concept. 
The number of fixed period working agreements has increased 
lately. It is estimated that more than a million employees 
work on a temporary basis within the EC area. Still, a very- 
low portion of the fixed-period workers emigrate to another 
country, namely 1% of the whole sector. (Kauppalehti 19.4.1990) 
The number is, however, expected to increase after 1992. The 
market for odd jobs is concentrated in five countries : Nether
lands, Britain, France, Germany and Belgium. The typical 
temporary worker is young - two thirds of them are younger 
than 30 years - and male.
The wages of temporary workers tend to be inferior to those 
paid to permanent workers. This has raised the issue of import 
of cheap labour; e.g. Dutch employers have already sought the 
opportunity to obtain temporary labour force from Spain and 
Portugal for periods of 2-6 months.

Second, the variable LMOB ignores frontier workers. 
Frontier workers are defined as people who live in one Member 
State , to which they normally return daily or weekly, but are 
employed in another Member State. The issue is conceptual - the
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frequency of return determines whether or not a person is a 
migrant or a frontier worker.
The largest volume of intra-Community frontier workers is 
between West Germany and its neighbours. The largest single 
movement of frontier workers is from France to Germany, standing 
at a level of 35000 workers. Other major flows are from France, 
Belgium and Germany into Luxembourg (between 20000 and 25000), 
between Belgium and Netherlands (20000), between Belgium and 
France (15000) and from the Netherlands to Germany (10000). 
The movement is in most cases one way: from the lower wage 
country to neighbouring states where wages are higher and job 
opportunities better.

Were the magnitude of frontier workers large enough to 
have an impact on wage formation, they could constitute a 
major defect for the variable LMOB, which counts only immigrants 
living in the host country.

Third, the statistics refer to the population of a selected 
country by nationality, not by country of origin.

10.2 Critique of the statistical counterpart of Capital
endowment К

The statistical counterpart of the variable К/L, which should 
be an indication for the amount of capital per worker, does not 
correspond with the theoretical concept. The figure simply 
depicts the amount of gross fixed capital formation during a 
year (1984). Thus the amount of capital formation during a 
specific year is used as a proxy for the whole stock of capital.

Some corrective measures can be outlined, though none of 
them is without pitfalls.

First, if time series analysis had been applied, a lagged 
variable could have provided a solution. In a distributed lag 
model, the influence of the explanatory variable on the regres
sand is distributed over a number of past values of the variab
le. By that means investment over a longer period could have
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been included in the function.

Second, if adequate data had been available, the variable 
К/L could have been corrected in a way that is applicable to 
cross-section analysis as well. For year t, the stock of capital 
is set equal to the total gross fixed asset formation (in 
prices of a specific year) during the years t-21 up to t-1. 
The calculated figure is then divided by the number of employees 
in year t. The method assumes arbitrarily a 20-year life span 
of a machine.

A further possibility is to use a variable that is expected 
to correlate strongly with the capital endowment К as a proxy 
for it. A suggestion could be "commercial energy consumption 
in kWh" during a specific year.

Another proxy for the capital endowment widely in use is 
GNP/capita. In this study, it can be incorporated into the 
equation as follows :

XI
ABS ( GNP-¡ypopulation in i - GNP j /population in j) 

largest difference in the sample

As before, the value of the variable ranges between zero and 
one. A trial regression with this formulation for XI is presen
ted in subchapter 10.4.

10.3 Critique of the variable CMOB

Real interest rates were used in the capital mobility index 
CMOB. The purpose of the variable is to test the influence of 
integration within one factor market (capital market) over the 
price determination in another factor market (wages in the 
labour market). All rests on the assumption that the more 
equal the interest rates across countries, the further in
tegrated the capital market. However, capital movements are 
directed by nominal rather than real interest rates. If real 
interest rates are used, inflation is incorporated into the 
model and it causes a disturbance factor.

A regression with nominal rates of interest is presented 
in the next subchapter.
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10.4 Regressions: additional runs

10.4.1 Regression with revised variable formulations
The amendments discussed in the preceding subchapters are
included in the following regression.
In XI, GNP/capita is used as a proxy for capital endowment K. 
The interest rate used in CMOB is the nominal money market 
rate. For X5, the wage rate is "hourly earnings,PPS". The 
other formulations remain as before.

Results

Number of observations 55
R-Squared 0.63999
Adjusted R-Squared 0.61119
F-Statistic (4,50) 22.22108
Significance of F-test 0.000000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO ( SIG.LVL)
constant 0.0827 1.330 (0.18359)
XI 0.724 7.261 (0.00000)
X2 -0.00119 -1.895 (0.05810)
X3 0.124 0.078 (0.93811)
X4 0.152 1.627 (0.10376)

The values of Xl,X2 and X4 are in line with the a priori 
hypothesis, even though the significance level is relatively 
high for X4 (P=0.10376). LMOB (X3) appears again with a positive 
sign.
- XI proved to be a significant regressor with the new formula
tion as well. A better fit was obtained for X4 (CMOB) with 
nominal interest rates. The controversy about the sign of LMOB 
is dealt with in the following subchapter.
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10.4.2 Reversed equation
The original equation is reversed in the following way in 
order to shed light on the interaction between wage differences 
and LMOB. It is evident that the theoretical basis for thej 
reversed equation is weak.

LMOB = bø + b^*Xl + b2*TRji + bg*X5 + b4*CMOB + e 
(X3) (X2j

X5 = ABS(w^-Wj)/шах difference

The a priori signs of the coefficients are set as follows :

VARIABLE VALUE DIFFERENCE / RELATION
BETWEEN COUNTRY i 
AND j in respective 
variable

X3 (LMOB) large strong labour
mobility
(large stock built
up)

XI —> 0 small
—> 1 large

A large difference in capital endowment is associated with a 
large wage difference, which in turn acts as an impetus to 
labour movements.
—> POSITIVE SIGN.
X2 = TR¿j large intensive trade

If the relation between trade and factor movements is complemen
tary, strong commercial relations are associated with strong 
LMOB. --> POSITIVE SIGN.

On the other hand, the relation may be substitutive.
—> NEGATIVE SIGN.

X4 = CMOB —> 0 small
—> 1 large

The more integrated the capital market, the more integrated 
the labour market.
—> POSITIVE SIGN.

X5 (wage variable) —> 0
—> 1

small
large
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A large wage difference acts as an incentive for emigration 
from the low-wage country.
The determination of the sign for X5 produces complications 
which did not appear in the original equation ( in which the 
basic hypothesis was opposite : LMOB leads to wage rate conver
gence). This is due to the structure of the variable: 
e.g. When Spain(low-wage country)=i, Germany(high-wage 

country) = j, the value of the variable X5 is 
ABS(4.06-8.27) / 6.88 = 0.612 ('high') 
and the value of LMOB is 0.0065 ('high').

(LMOB = migrants from country i in country j / total labour 
force in j)
Thus the sign ought to be POSITIVE.
However, when Netherlands(high-wage country)=i, Portugal(low- 
wage country)=j, the value of X5 is

ABS(8.17-2.86) / 6.88 = 0.772 ('high')
and the value of LMOB is 0.0001478 ('low').

—> The sign ought to be NEGATIVE.
This signifies naturally that the flow is merely one-way, from 
a low-wage country towards a high-wage country but not the 
opposite. This is reflected in the stock.
The data are constructed arbitrarily so that a high-wage country 
appears randomly as the i-country and as the j-country. There
fore the sign cannot be determined.

Results

Number of observations 
R-Squared
Adjusted R-Squared 
F-Statistic (4,50) 
Significance of F-test

55
0.44716
0.40293

10.11036
0.000000

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO (SIG.LVL)

XI
X2
X4
X5

constant -0.0118
0.0165
0.000266
0.00180

-0.00404

-2.236
1.324
5.909
0.206

-0.332

(0.02991)
(0.19161)
(0.00000)
(0.83754)
(0.74109)
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As noted before, there is a relatively strong positive correla
tion between TR¿j(X2) and LMOB (see 7.4.2 R(X2,X3)=0.64 ) ;
X2 is the only regressor that is statistically significant here 
(P=0.00000). The positive sign implies that the relation between 
trade and labour mobility is complementary in the case of the 
EC countries.
The wage variable(X5) is not statistically significant. The 
correlation coefficient R(X5,X3)=-0.18 (See 7.4.2), also 
implying that the interaction is not as strong as presumed. 
However, the results do not nullify the a priori hypothesis of 
the study but can merely be attributed to the structure of the 
data and to the random order of the pairs.

A stepwise regression procedure was also applied to the reversed 
equation:
(P-values,i.e. sig.levels in brackets)

constant bi b2 b4 b5 R2

X3=f(X5) 0.00906
X3=f(XI,X5) 0.00662

X3=f(XI,X2,X5)-0.0114 

X3=f(X1,X4,X5) 0.00684

-0.0128 0.0339
(0.178)

0.0194 -0.0263 0.0609
(0.227) (0.075)

-0.167 0.000265 0.00356 0.447
(0.181) (0.0000) (0.764)
0.0195 -0.000909 -0.0260 0.0610
(0.231) (0.936) (0.088)

The table illustrates the interaction better. X5 (the wage 
difference variable) is statistically significant at the 10 
per cent risk level in regressions nr. 2 and 4. The poor sig
nificance of X5 in regression nr. 3 (P=0.764) is evidently
attributable to the fairly strong correlation between X2 and 
X5, R(X2,X5)=-0.43 (see 7.4.2), which causes disturbances.
All in all, the table implies that the best explanatory vari
ables for LMOB are TR¿ j (X2 ) and X5 ( the wage difference vari
able) .
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The controversy about the relationship between X5(wage 

differences) and X3(LMOB) may be summarized as follows:
The simple correlation coefficient R(X5,X3)=-0.18. The correla
tion is negative but too low to be statistically significant. 
The basic hypothesis of the study runs as follows :
(1) ABS(Wj_-Wj) / max difference = f(LMOB)
Labour mobility is the cause to wage rate convergence. Assuming 
that the influence only runs in this direction, the a priori 
sign is to be set NEGATIVE.
In the tests it appeared, however, with a positive sign. Whether 
the positive sign is justified, can be experimented by setting 
LMOB as a regressor.

When the opposite direction of the interaction is considered, 
the sign for X5 is indeterminate, as discussed above.
(2) LM0B=f(X3)
The variable X5 proved to be significant at the 10 per cent 
risk level when TR¿j was omitted from the function.

When the interaction between X3 and X5 is considered as a 
simultaneous process as it is in reality, the following argumen
tation holds:
The influence of the first type (1) is to be connected primarily 
with the later stages of the integration process. Labour 
mobility has already equalized the wage rates ; i.e. where the 
wage difference is small between two countries, the stock of 
immigrants from country i (former low-wage country) is large 
in country j (former high-wage country).
In the early stages of the process, the hypothesis (2) is 
dominant : wage differences are a cause to labour movements. 
Although the sign of X5 is indeterminate in equation (2), it 
can be argued that the relationship now implies a positive 
sign to LM0B(X3) in the original equation(1): where the labour 
mobility is strong (large stock of migrants from a low-wage 
country in a high-wage country) the wage differences must have 
been high.
The empirical results have been opposite to the basic hypothesis 
( 1 ) throughout the study. This can be attributed to the fact 
that the integration process within the EC is still at an 
early stage.
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10.5 Autocorrelation in cross-section analysis

In time-series data, autocorrelation means correlation between 
successive values of the same variable at successive points 
of time caused e.g. by economic fluctuations or a major shock. 
In cross-section data, it is detrimental only if the sample is 
not random but arranged according to some criterion, e.g. size 
order.
In this study, the order of countries was chosen arbitrarily, 
and thus it is meaningless to estimate autocorrelation. The 
subsection 7.4.1 is to be deleted.

10.6 Introducing a Dummy variable: Trade unions

As discussed in Chapter 3.2, the power of a trade union may 
act as an incentive for immigration by providing higher incomes 
and security for a worker. Besides this, the role of trade 
unions varies to some extent across the EC countries (see 
Chapter 5.5.1). To test whether the relative bargaining power 
of trade unions has an impact on wage rate differentials, a 
dummy variable (binary variable) could be introduced.

A dummy variable is used as a proxy to categorical and 
qualitative factors. It is given the value one (1) if a specific 
characteristic is present and the value zero (0) if not. The 
use of a dummy variable requires that the observations are 
divided unambiguously into two groups. However, the strength 
of a labour union is not easy to categorize, as clarified 
earlier. In addition, the statistical sources concerning 
industrial relations are inadequate and inappropriate for 
determining the strength of a union. For instance, the ILO 
publication Year Book of Labour Statistics only provides data 
on strikes and lock-outs during a 10-year period. This kind of 
data can merely be associated with the degree of tranquillity 
in the industrial relations and it does not necessarily have 
any distinct connection to bargaining power.
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The model would appear in the following form with a dummy 
variable :
X5 = b0 + b1*Xl + b2*X2 + b3*X3 + b4*X4 + b5*D + e 
where D = 1 if strong labour unions in country i 

0 if weak labour unions

The incorporation of the dummy variable would also prove 
technically difficult, remembering that the régressant is a 
wage rate difference divided by the largest difference in the 
sample. The binary variable should also adopt a form that 
includes the respective value for both of the countries of the 
observation in question. Since the binary variable possesses 
either the value 1 or the value 0,it is practically infeasible.
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11. FINAL ANALYSIS

11.1 The role of labour mobility in wage rate convergence

The empirical test, due to its defects, could not support the 
hypothesis of wage rate convergence resulting from labour 
migration in an integrated union. Labour migration by 1984 had 
not been extensive enough to bring about an equalizing effect 
between the South and the North. Intercountry differences in 
wage rates have persisted, primarily as a result of inertia 
due to sociological and psychological obstacles and the high 
valuation of intangibles on the part of the workers.
In addition, imperfect information about job opportunities acts 
as a brake on the labour migration.

Two countries may be regarded as equal by a worker despite 
differing money wage rates if other types of worker remunerati
on are considered, e.g. vacations, overtime payments, social 
services etc. Also other than pecuniary advantages are to be 
taken into consideration, such as legislation on work condi
tions, and more generally, the prevailing housing situation in 
the home country versus the one prevailing in the potential host 
country.
In addition, taxation plays a central role. Both of the concepts 
'hourly earnings' and 'labour costs' can be criticized on the 
grounds that the statistics relate to employees' gross remunera
tion. Thus the effect of taxation in wage rate comparisons 
when a worker is choosing the place of residence does not come 
forward.
The personal income tax varies substantially across the EC 
countries, being as low as 5.7 percent in Greece and 44.5 
percent in Denmark (1988) of gross earnings of an unmarried 
average production worker. A better indication of the net 
income of a worker is 'take-home pay' as a percentage of 
gross earnings. It takes into account the income tax and 
employees' social security contributions. For a Greek, it is 
81.0 percent of gross earnings and for a Dane, 53.4 percent.
- The personal income tax at the income level of an average 
production worker is presented in Table 11.1. Table 11.2
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presents take-home pay and cash transfers as a percentage of 
gross earnings. The income tax and employees' social security 
contributions as percentage of gross earnings are depicted in 
Chart 11.1.

It can be argued that the real ('effective') income 
differences have not been large enough to break the inconvenien
ce factor inherent in migration.

Whether migration will be more extensive after the process 
of forming the Common labour market has been completed, remains 
open. Removal of the remaining obstacles to free movement is 
unlikely, in itself, to produce a new wave of mass migration. 
However, as noted earlier, there remains a large potential for 
migration from many areas of Southern Europe, where the agricul
tural sector is contracting through the structural change and 
future employment is dependent on local development strategies. 
The most likely prospect would be a gradual, progressive 
increase in the general level of Community-wide mobility, led 
by the more highly skilled, who already have a wider concept 
of their labour market, and who also will thus be the first to 
exploit the greater opportunities of free movement. (Commission 
of the European Communities ; "Employment in Europe",1989,p.154)

The final answer to the question of converging wage rates, 
however, is dependent on the overall integration.



TABLES 11.1, 11.2
PERSONAL INCOME TAX AT THE INCOME LEVEL OF AN APW 

(Excluding the effects of non-standard tax reliefs)

IMPOT SUR LE REVENU DES PERSONNES PHYSIQUES AU NIVEAU DE SALAIRE 
EQUIVALENT A CELUI DE L'OM 

(Effets des abattements fiscaux non forfaitaires non compris)

Country

Single people Two-child families
Célibataires Famille avec deux enfants

Expressed as a percentage of gross earnings 
En pourcentage du salaire brut

1985 1986 1987 1988
Australia 21.9 22.2 22.4 23.9Austria 10.2 10.8 9.5 9.8Belgium 23.7 23.5 23.5 23.4Canada 19.4 20.7 21.3 19.5Denmark 40.0 40.4 44.0 44.5Finland 30.5 30.3 30.6 31.8F rance 7.4 7.2 6.8 6.8Germany 18.1 18.1 18.6 18.1Greece 3.2 5.1 3.9 5.7Ireland 26.7 26.8 27.9 27.0Italy 10.4 17.7 18.4 18.8Japan 8.8 9.0 8.5 8.1Luxembourg 16.7 16.4 14.0 13.4Netherlands 11.3 11.7 11.9 11.8New Zealand 27.9 25.7 23.6 23.9Norway 22.7 22.7 22.7 24.4Portugal 5.2 3.3 5.1 6.0Spain 12.2 13.8 14.1 11.3Sweden 35.6 36.1 36.6 37.2Switzerland 11.2 11.4 11.0 10.8Turkey 22.9 22.0 21.2 n. a.United Kingdom 22.3 21.6 20.3 18.9United States 22.8 19.9 20.0 18.5

1985 1906 1987 1988
16.8 17.4 17.8 19.8 Australie7.6 8.3 6.4 6.8 Autriche16.4 15.9 15.6 15.1 Belgique10.3 11.4 12.2 10.4 Canada34.3 35.0 35.7 36.1 Danemark25.3 24.5 25.1 26.7 Finlande- - - France10.9 8.3 8.6 8.8 Allemagne3.4 2.5 3.6 Grèce16.1 16.9 17.8 18.0 Irlande16.2 14.6 15.2 15.6 Italie2.8 3.0 2.7 2.3 Japon2.2 2.1 1.0 0.7 Luxembourg8.4 8.8 8.9 8.9 Pays-Bas24.8 24.9 23.6 23.9 Nlle-Zélande15.0 15.1 15.2 17.2 Norvège4.6 2.5 4.0 6.0 Portugal7.8 9.6 10.0 6.5 Espagne33.9 34.5 35.0 35.8 Suède6.4 6.9 6.5 6.5 Suisse22.7 22.0 21.2 n. a. Turquie17.9 17.4 16.5 15.4 Royaume-Uni15.3 12.4 13.3 11.6 Etats-Unis

. TAKE-HOME PAY PLUS CASH TRANSFERS 

REMUNERATION NETTE PLUS TRANSFERTS EN ESPECES

Country
Single people Célibataires Two-child familles Famille avec deux enfants PaysExpressed as a percentage of gross earningsEn pourcentage du salaire brut

1985 1986 1987 1988 1985 1986 1987 1988
Australia 77.1 76.6 76.4 74.8 85.5 84.5 83.8 81.6 AustralieAustria 73.4 72.7 74.1 73.3 91.4 90.0 92.7 91.2 AutricheBelgium 64.3 64.5 64.4 64 .5 82.2 83.0 84.3 86.0 BelgiqueCanada 76.7 75.4 74.6 76.2 89.0 87.8 86.9 88.3 CanadaDenmark 53.7 53.2 54.0 53.4 ' 64.1 63.3 66.5 67.3 DanemarkFinland 65.8 66.3 66.0 64.8 77.4 78.4 77.7 76.0 FinlandeFrance 77.4 77.0 76.5 76.0 92.3 91.6 90.7 90.2 FranceGermany 65.0 64.8 64.3 64.4 76.9 79.1 78.8 78.1 AllemagneGreece 83.6 81.7 82.8 81.0 104.1 100.7 101.6 100.5 GrèceIreland 64.8 65.7 64.4 65.3 78.6 79.3 78.0 77.6 IrlandeItaly 73.0 73.4 72.7 72.6 81.9 84.7 79.7 84.1 ItalieJapan 84.2 84.0 84.5 64.9 90.2 90.0 90.3 90.7 JaponLuxembourg 71.1 71.4 73.8 74.3 94.5 95.8 97.2 97.1 LuxembourgNetherlands 62.0 62.8 62.6 62.6 72.8 73.5 73.0 73.1 Pays-BasNew Zealand 72.1 74.3 76.4 76.1 84.5 83.3 85.3 81.4 Nlle-ZélandeNorway 67.3 66.2 66.4 66.6 83.3 82.4 82.9 83.5 NorvègePortugal 83.3 85.4 83.9 83.0' 87.8 91.5 90.2 87.0 PortugalSpain 81.6 80.2 79.9 82.7 86.7 84.8 84.4 87.9 EspagneSweden 64.4 63.9 63. 4 62.8 75.4 74.2 74.8 73.4 SuèdeSwitzerland 78.5 78.3 78.7 78.8 89.4 89.9 90.0 69.8 SuisseTurkey 60.7 68.7 64.8 n. a. 68.9 68.7 64.8 n. a. TurquieUnited Kingdom 68.7 69.4 70.7 72.1 81.5 81.7 02.2 82.7 Royaume-UniUnited States 70.2 72.9 72.8 74.0 77.7 80.4 79.5 00.8 Etats-Unis
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CHART 11.1
Source: OECD 1989, The Tax Benefit Position of 
Production Workers 1985-88 (Tables 11.1,11.2,Chart 11.1)
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11.2 Overall integration and factor price equalization

In a perfectly competitive setting and in autarky, the K/L 
ratio determines wage differentials between separate markets. 
The significance of the К/L ratio is expected to remain high 
also when trade is introduced.
The empirical results support this view strongly. The coeffi
cient estimate of XI was statistically significant in all 
regressions, the significance level (P-value) being 0.00. The 
numerical value of the coefficient estimate varied between 
appr. 0.47 and 0.96. However, some caution is to be attached 
to the results remembering the defectiveness of the statistical 
counterpart of K.

The first dimension of economic integration, trade invol
vement, also proved significant in explaining wage differen
tials. The coefficient estimate of X2 was statistically signifi
cant in the first regression (subsection 7.3.2) with a P-value 
of 0.00. When the order of countries was reversed, the estimate 
was still significant (P-value = 0.043). Furthermore, the 
value of the coefficient estimate was relatively stable, varying 
between -0.00119 and -0.00290.

The idea of the substitution between trade and factor 
mobility needs to be brought up again (See 4.1.1). "An increase 
in trade impediments stimulates factor movements and an increase 
in restrictions to factor movements stimulates trade." (Munde11 
1957,p.321)
In the light of the history of the EC, the view appears to be 
relevant, migration figures declining most for countries that 
were included in the Community. For instance, the migratory 
outflows from Italy declined as the standard of living rose 
along with the commercial intercource with the Community. A 
similar development pattern is likely to recur in the case of 
Greece, Portugal and Spain. Thus it can be argued that the 
wage rate convergence will occur dominantly due to trade instead 
of labour mobility.

On the other hand, factor trade and commodity trade can be 
seen as complements, as well. (See 4.1.2)
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11.3 The combined effect of trade and labour mobility

Trade and migration become complements instead of substitutes, 
when the basis for trade is other than differing factor endow
ments (classical view). The basis could stem from differences 
in technology, preference structure or factor taxes. An example 
of the complementary relation between migration and commodity 
trade is the trade in computers and software among regions 
unequally endowed with technological possibilities. Frequently, 
trade in computers and software is accompanied by movements of 
technical engineers and programmers.
Thus factor trade and commodity trade act together to reinforce 
the tendency towards more equal factor prices.

The results of the regression with a reversed equation 
(See 10.4.2, LMOB as a régressant) support the view of a 
complementary relation, TR¿j appearing with a positive sign. 
Thus this is in contradiction to the argumentation above (11.2), 
which is more clearly based on time-series consideration.

The classification of the future relation between labour 
migration and trade is not essential from the aspect of the 
final outcome concerning the wage rate convergence. As the 
integration deepens, trade will be intensified between the 
South and the North, and the possible migration will only 
reinforce the equalization process.

11.4 Disadvantageous repercussions to Greece, Portugal and Spain

Although it can be concluded that the wage rate differentials 
between the core areas and the periphery of the Community are 
likely to diminish in the long run, the conclusion only refers 
to the average wage level in a country.

Although the average level of wages rises, there may 
emerge changes that are structurally disadvantegous for a 
country:
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(1) regional imbalances
(2) changes in the structure of labour force.

First, regional imbalances within a country may be aggrava
ted through international economic integration. The UN Econo
mic Commission for Europe gave an expression concerning the 
Italian unification in the 1950's : "disparities in income 
levels, once established, have a vicious tendency to become 
more pronounced in the absence of positive intervention." 
(Balassa, 1962). - When considering the Italian economy now, 
after more than 30 years of integration, a distinct tendency 
of industrial concentration in the Northern regions of the 
country can be perceived, the Southern parts being poor and 
underdeveloped. This is due to agglomerative tendencies : new 
investment goes primarily to regions which are already the 
most developed within the country. The agglomerative factors 
comprise economies of scale, availability of related industries, 
good infrastructure such as transportation and communication 
facilities, and marketing factors.
Moreover, the regional disparities in per capita incomes tend 
to be much larger in the less developed countries of Europe, 
such as Spain, Portugal and Greece, and also Italy, than in 
the highly industrialized economies. This can be attributed 
partly to the fact that the "spread-effects" emanating from the 
highly developed centers to backward areas are stronger in 
developed countries where the communication facilities are 
better and the dissemination of technology is easier due to a 
higher level of education. Secondly, regional policy has been 
considerably sronger in advanced countries than in underdevelo
ped countries.

Thus the future economic integration may lead to the 
emergence (aggravation) of polarization tendencies in Greece, 
Portugal and Spain. The liberation may aggravate interregional 
inequalities and may also impede the development of backward 
regions.

Therefore, regional development policies are of great 
importance. Regional policy should be used to encourage the 
movement of industries to backward areas. The principal forms 
are (1) improvement of the infrastructure (public utilities, 
transportation facilities and social services) and (2) subsidi-
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zation of industries (tax reductions, provision of capital and 
outright subsidies).

For the full effectiveness of the measures, their coor
dination in the whole Community is necessary. The aim of 
coordinated regional policy was pronounced already in the 
Treaty of Rome. As an example, the contributions granted to 
Portugal out of the Community budget funds have been of great 
importance to the country.

In sum, not only the increase in national income per head 
but also interregional disparities have to be considered in 
judging the effects of migration.

Another cost of integration is the possible loss of human 
capital through strong emigration, i.e. disadvantageous changes 
in the structure of labour. The full guarantee of free movement 
of labour is double-edged for the countries of origin.
- On the positive side, in case the migrants are mainly low- 
skilled workers from a region with underemployment, the condi
tions of the remaining population are only eased. Moreover, 
the emigrants' remittances make a contribution to their incomes.
- On the other hand, there is a risk that workers who are an 
integral part of the production process will also emigrate. 
The withdrawal of specialists is a serious human capital loss. 
It is bound to decelerate the rate of development, and therefore 
attractions to persuade the highly educated workers to stay 
are needed.
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11.5 Conclusion

It can be concluded on the basis of the reasoning made in 
this study that the wage rate convergence is likely to take 
place between the three Southern Member States and the core 
areas of the Community in the long term. Labour migration will 
evidently contribute to the development, although the extent 
and pattern of future migrations are open.

The main goal of economic integration is an increase in 
welfare. Therefore, to ensure community-wide welfare, regional 
policy and well defined labour market goals are required.

To what extent and in which time-table the equalization 
occurs, remains to be seen.
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Annex 1

Development ofStocks of Foreign Workers in Selected Countries
Sending
country
+ variable: Host Country

France Germany Netherlands Belgium Sweden Austria Switzerland Total
Italy:

1969 632 515 14 176 5 1 523 1866
1974 230 405 10 70 3 2 306 1026
1980 152 326 8 70 0 2 234 792

Greece:
1969 II 271 2 14 6 0 8 312
1974 5 233 2 6 8 0 5 259
1980 0 136 2 5 7 0 0 150

Spain:
1969 668 207 18 48 3 0 88 1032
1974 265 160 19 34 2 0 75 555
1980 147 88 11 17 0 0 62 325

Portugal:
1969 367 38 3 4 1 0 2 415
1974 475 81 4 4 1 0 3 568
1980 398 59 4 4 0 0 0 465

Yugoslavia:
1969 43 332 2 3 14 48 16 458
1974 50 495 9 3 23 166 23 769
1980 0 359 7 2 23 115 31 537

Turkey:
1969 7 322 14 11 2 8 8 372
1974 25 585 33 10 2 29 14 695
1980 0 625 39 13 0 28 21 726

Morocco:
1969 120 9 13 21 0 0 0 163
1974 130 15 23 30 0 0 0 198
1980 134 0 28 20 0 0 0 182

Algeria:
1969 562 3 0 3 0 0 0 568
1974 440 0 0 3 0 0 0 443
1980 309 0 0 2 0 0 0 311

Tunisia:
1969 73 3 1 0 0 0 0 77
1974 70 11 1 0 0 0 0 82
1980 60 0 1 2 0 0 0 63

Total:
1969 2483 1700 67 280 31 57 645 5263
1974 1690 1985 101 160 39 197 426 4598
1980 1200 1593 100 135 30 Í45 348 3551

Sources: Sopemi, OECD, Paris, various volumes.



APPENDIX II

statistical data



(K) (L) (Y) (W) (Ri) (R2) (W2)

bn ECU 1000 bn ECU hourly discount. money monthly
earnings , rate market labour

PPS rate cost,ECU
Belgium 15,43 4214 99,78 9,00 11,00 14,00 1719
Denmark 11,94 2720 69,40 9,74 7,00 13,40 1732
France 122,30 23867 364,76 7,15 9,50 18,85 1734
Britain 93,18 27265 546,94 7,38 9,56 9,65 1417
ïreece 7,95 3868 43,03 3,87 20,50 20,50 623
[reland 4,89 1307 22,71 7,53 14,00 12,92 1423
Ctaly 111,02 23323 526,51 7,31 16,50 22,23 1545
tolland 29,45 5773 158,62 8,17 5,00 8,88 1891
Portugal 5,79 4540 24,25 2,86 25,00 27,05 386
Spain 37,21 13870 220,35 4,06 12,50 16,58 935
i-Germany 158,39 27629 784,50 8,27 4,50 9,82 2008

Consumer price
1985=100

Belgium 95.4
Denmark 95.5
France 94.6
Britain 94.3
îreece 83.8
[reland 94.9
[taly 91.6
tolland 97.8
tortugal 83.8
Spain 91.9
i-Germany 97.9

index

>
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APPENDIX III

Observations and formulas 
110 pairs of countries
# Xl= kj/l-L / kj/lj
# X2= Mij/Yi + Mji/Yj
# X3= migrants from country i in country j/total labour

force in j
# X4= (r^-rj)/largest difference in the sample
# X5= Wj_/wj

55 pairs of countries 
Corrected formulation (7.3)



RIVI: 1 1=1,j=2 (Belgium,Denmark)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.834
343.00/99.78+645.00/69.40=12.732
283.00/2720000.00=0.0001040
(6.40-2.50)/6.5=0.6009.00/9.74=0.924
RIVI: 2 1=1,j=3 (Belgium,France)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.715
10239.00/99.78+12644.00/364.76=137.280
50200.00/23867000.00=0.0021033
(6.40-4.10)/6.5=0.354
9.00/7.15=1.259
RIVI: 3 1=1,j=4 (Belgium,Britain)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.071
4605.00/99.78+5850.00/546.94=56.847
3090.00/27265000.00=0.0001133
(6.40-3.86)/6.5=0.3919.00/7.38=1.220
RIVI: 4 1=1,j=5 (Belgium,Greece)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=1.782
124.00/99.78+304.00/43.03=8.3083321.00/3868000.00=0.0008586
(6.40-4.30)/6.5=0.323
9.00/3.87=2.326
RIVI: 5 1=1,j=6 (Belgium,Ireland)(15.43/4214000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=0.979
315.00/99.78+263.00/22.71=14.738
490.00/1307000.00=0.0003749
(6.40-8.90)/б.5=-0.3859.00/7.53=1.195
RIVI: 6 1=1,j=7 (Belgium,Italy)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.769
2512.00/99.78+3947.00/526.51=32.672
6967.00/23323000.00=0.0002987
(6.40-8.10)/6.5=-0.262
9.00/7.31=1.231
RIVI: 7 1=1,j=8 (Belgium,Holland)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.718 
12915.00/99.78+8834.00/158.62=185.128 
21842.00/5773000.00=0.0037835 
(6.40-2.80)/6.5=0.554 
9.00/8.17=1.102
RIVI: 8 1=1,j=9 (Belgium,Portugal)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=2.871
238.00/99.78+211.00/24.25=11.086
454.00/4540000.00=0.0001000
(6.40-8.80)/6.5=-0.369
9.00/2.86=3.147
RIVI: 9 1=1,j=10 (Belgium,Spain)
(15.43/4214000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.365
825.00/99.78+535.00/220.35=10.696
4961.00/13870000.00=0.0003577
(6.40-4.40)/6.5=0.308
9.00/4.06=2.217



RIVI: 10 1=1,j=ll (Belgium,Germany)(15.43/4214000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.639 
13885.00/99.78+13823.00/784.50=156.776 
31200.00/27629000.00=0.0011292 
(6.40-2.40)/6.5=0.615 
9.00/8.27=1.088
RIVI: 11 1=2,j=l (Denmark,Belgium)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.199
645.00/69.40+343.00/99.78=12.732
1722.00/4214000.00=0.0004086
(2.50-6.40)/6.5=-0.600
9.74/9.00=1.082
RIVI: 12 1=2,j=3 (Denmark,France)(11.94/2720000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.857 
900.00/69.40+888.00/364.76=15.403 
2440.00/23867000.00=0.0001022 
(2.50-4.10)/6.5=-0.246 
9.74/7.15=1.362
RIVI: 13 1=2,j=4 (Denmark,Britain)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.284 
1936.00/69.40+2790.00/546.94=32.997 
5042.00/27265000.00=0.0001849 
(2.50-3.86)/6.5=-0.209 
9.74/7.38=1.320
RIVI: 14 1=2,j=5 (Denmark,Greece)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=2.136
51.00/69.40+114.00/43.03=3.3841264.00/3868000.00=0.0003268
(2.50-4.30)/6.5=-0.277
9.74/3.87=2.517
RIVI: 15 1=2,j=6 (Denmark,Ireland)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=1.173
80.00/69.40+106.00/22.71=5.820
410.00/1307000.00=0.0003137
(2.50-8.90)/6.5=-0.985
9.74/7.53=1.293
RIVI: 16 1=2,j=7 (Denmark,Italy)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.922 
707.00/69.40+812.00/526.51=11.730 12985.00/23323000.00=0.0005567 
(2.50-8.10)/6.5=—0.862 
9.74/7.31=1.332
RIVI : 17 1=2,j=8 (Denmark,Holland)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.861
1294.00/69.40+653.00/158.62=22.762
978.00/5773000.00=0.0001694
(2.50-2.80)/6.5=-0.046
9.74/8.17=1.192



RIVI: 18 1=2,j=9 (Denmark,Portugal)
(11.94/2720000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=3.442 
108.00/69.40+50.00/24.25=3.618 
50.00/4540000.00=0.0000110 
(2.50-8.80)/6.5=-0.969 
9.74/2.86=3.406
RIVI: 19 1=2,j=10 (Denmark,Spain)(11.94/2720000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.636
201.00/69.40+180.00/220.35=3.713
2974.00/13870000.00=0.0002144
(2.50-4.40)/6.5=-0.292
9.74/4.06=2.399
RIVI: 20 1=2,j=ll (Denmark,Germany)(11.94/2720000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.766
4481.00/69.40+3243.00/784.50=68.702
12700.00/27629000.00=0.0004597
(2.50-2.40)/6.5=0.015
9.74/8.27=1.178
RIVI: 21 1=3,j=l (France,Belgium)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.399
12644.00/364.76+10239.00/99.78=137.280
103512.00/4214000.00=0.0245638
(4.10-6.40)/6.5=-0.354
7.15/9.00=0.794
RIVI: 22 1=3,j=2 (France,Denmark)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=1.167
888.00/364.76+900.00/69.40=15.403
1693.00/2720000.00=0.0006224
(4.10-2.50)/6.5=0.246
7.15/9.74=0.734
RIVI: 23 1=3,j=4 (France,Britain)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.499
10821.00/364.76+9928.00/546.94=47.818
25179.00/27265000.00=0.0009235
(4.10-3.86)/6.5=0.037
7.15/7.38=0.969
RIVI: 24 1=3,j=5 (France,Greece)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=2.493
576.00/364.76+1545.00/43.03=37.484
8323.00/3868000.00=0.0021518
(4.10-4.30)/6.5=-0.031
7.15/3.87=1.848
RIVI : 25 1=3,j=6 (France,Ireland)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=1.370
995.00/364.76+557.00/22.71=27.254
1997.00/1307000.00=0.0015279
(4.10-8.90)/6.5=—0.738
7.15/7.53=0.950
RIVI: 26 1=3,j=7 (France,Italy)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=1.076
12775.00/364.76+13321.00/526.51=60.324
23043.00/23323000.00=0.0009880
(4.10-8.10)/6.5=-0.615
7.15/7.31=0.978



RIVI: 27 1=3,j=8 (France,Holland)(122.30/23867000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=1.004
9284.00/364.76+5159.00/158.62=57.977 
5584.00/5773000.00=0.0009673 
(4.10-2.80)/6.5=0.200 
7.15/8.17=0.875
RIVI: 28 1=3,j=9 (France,Portugal)(122.30/23867000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=4.018
850.00/364.76+793.00/24.25=35.031
12079.00/4540000.00=0.0026606
(4.10-8.80)/6.5=-0.723
7.15/2.86=2.500
RIVI: 29 1=3,j=10 (France,Spain)(122.30/23867000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.910
4464.00/364.76+3147.00/220.35=26.520
22451.00/13870000.00=0.0016187
(4.10-4.40)/6.5=-0.046
7.15/4.06=1.761
RIVI: 30 1=3,j=ll (France,Germany)
(122.30/23867000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.894
22688.00/364.76+20644.00/784.50=88.515
53100.00/27629000.00=0.0019219
(4.10-2.40)/6.5=0.262
7.15/8.27=0.865
RIVI: 31 1=4,j=l (Britain,Belgium)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=0.933
5850.00/546.94+4605.00/99.78=56.847
23080.00/4214000.00=0.0054770
(3.86-6.40)/6.5=-0.391
7.38/9.00=0.820
RIVI: 32 1=4,j=2 (Britain,Denmark)(93.18/27265000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.779 
2790.00/546.94+1936.00/69.40=32.997 
9573.00/2720000.00=0.0035195 
(3.86-2.50)/6.5=0.209 7.38/9.74=0.758
RIVI: 33 1=4,j=3 (Britain,France)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.667
9928.00/546.94+10821.00/364.76=47.818
34180.00/23867000.00=0.0014321
(3.86-4.10)/6.5=-0.037
7.38/7.15=1.032
RIVI: 34 1=4,j=5 (Britain,Greece)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=1.663
493.00/546.94+484.00/43.03=12.149
14022.00/3868000.00=0.0036251
(3.86-4.30)/6.5=-0.068
7.38/3.87=1.907



RIVI: 35 1=4,j=6 (Britain,Ireland)(93.18/27265000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=0.913 
4385.00/546.94+5909.00/22.71=268.211 
186965.00/1307000.00=0.1430490 
(3.86-8.90)/6.5=-0.775 
7.38/7.53=0.980
RIVI: 36 1=4,j=7 (Britain,Italy)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.718
6401.00/546.94+4666.00/526.51=20.565
11227.00/23323000.00=0.0004814
(3.86-8.10)/6.5=-0.652
7.38/7.31=1.010
RIVI: 37 1=4,j=8 (Britain,Holland)(93.18/27265000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.670
8743.00/546.94+6935.00/158.62=59.706
32542.00/5773000.00=0.0056369
(3.86-2.80)/6.5=0.163
7.38/8.17=0.903
RIVI: 38 1=4,j=9 (Britain,Portugal)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=2.680
1103.00/546.94+679.00/24.25=30.017
3105.00/4540000.00=0.0006839
(3.86-8.80)/6.5=-0.760
7.38/2.86=2.580
RIVI: 39 1=4,j=10 (Britain,Spain)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.274 
2866.00/546.94+2212.00/220.35=15.279 
18953.00/13870000.00=0.0013665 
(3.86-4.40)/6.5=-0.083 
7.38/4.06=1.818
RIVI: 40 1=4,j=ll (Britain,Germany)
(93.18/27265000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.596
18335.00/546.94+14322.00/784.50=51.779
56200.00/27629000.00=0.0020341
(3.86-2.40)/6.5=0.225
7.38/8.27=0.892
RIVI: 41 1=5,j=l (Greece,Belgium)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=0.561 
304.00/43.03+124.00/99.78=8.308 
21230.00/4214000.00=0.0050380 
(4.30-6.40)/6.5=-0.323 
3.87/9.00=0.430
RIVI: 42 1=5,j=2 (Greece,Denmark)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.468
114.00/43.03+51.00/69.40=3.384
550.00/2720000.00=0.0002022
(4.30-2.50)/6.5=0.277
3.87/9.74=0.397
RIVI: 43 1=5,j=3 (Greece,France)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.401
1545.00/43.03+576.00/364.76=37.4847860.00/23867000.00=0.0003293
(4.30-4.10)/6.5=0.031
3.87/7.15=0.541



RIVI: 44 1=5,j=4 (Greece,Britain)(7.95/3868000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=0.601
484.00/43.03+493.00/546.94=12.14920016.00/27265000.00=0.0007341
(4.30 — 3.86)/6.5=0.068
3.87/7.38=0.524
RIVI: 45 1=5,j=6 (Greece,Ireland)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=0.549 
45.00/43.03+15.00/22.71=1.706 
109.00/1307000.00=0.0000834 
(4.30-8.90)/6.5=—0.708 
3.87/7.53=0.514
RIVI: 46 1=5,j=7 (Greece,Italy)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.432 
1181.00/43.03+1022.00/526.51=29.387 
6089.00/23323000.00=0.0002611 
(4.30-8.10)/6.5=-0.585 
3.87/7.31=0.529
RIVI: 47 1=5,j=8 (Greece,Holland)(7.95/3868000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.403
752.00/43.03+191.00/158.62=18.680
3400.00/5773000.00=0.0005889
(4.30-2.80)/6.5=0.231
3.87/8.17=0.474
RIVI: 48 1=5,j=9 (Greece,Portugal)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=1.612
20.00/43.03+9.00/24.25=0.83650.00/4540000.00=0.0000110
(4.30-8.80)/6.5=-0.692
3.87/2.86=1.353
RIVI: 49 1=5,j=10 (Greece,Spain)(7.95/3868000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=0.766
165.00/43.03+77.00/220.35=4.184
346.00/13870000.00=0.0000249
(4.30-4.40)/6.5=-0.015
3.87/4.06=0.953
RIVI: 50 1=5,j=ll (Greece,Germany)
(7.95/3868000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.359 
2040.00/43.03+1354.00/784.50=49.135 308600.00/27629000.00=0.0111694 
(4.30—2.40)/6.5=0.292 
3.87/8.27=0.468
RIVI: 51 1=6,j=l (Ireland,Belgium)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.022
263.00/22.71+315.00/99.78=14.738
1019.00/4214000.00=0.0002418
(8.90-6.40)/6.5=0.385
7.53/9.00=0.837



RIVI: 52 1=6,j=2 (Ireland,Denmark)(4.89/1307000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.852 
106.00/22.71+80.00/69.40=5.820 
757.00/2720000.00=0.0002783 
(8.90-2.50)/6.5=0.985 
7.53/9.74=0.773
RIVI: 53 1=6,j=3 (Ireland,France)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.730
557.00/22.71+995.00/364.76=27.254
1880.00/23867000.00=0.0000788
(8.90-4.10)/6.5=0.738
7.53/7.15=1.053
RIVI: 54 1=6,j=4 (Ireland,Britain)(4.89/1307000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.095 
5909.00/22.71+4385.00/546.94=268.211 
474604.00/27265000.00=0.0174071 
(8.90-3.86)/6.5=0.775 
7.53/7.38=1.020
RIVI: 55 1=6,j=5 (Ireland,Greece)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=1.820
15.00/22.71+45.00/43.03=1.706
339.00/3868000.00=0.0000876
(8.90-4.30)/6.5=0.708
7.53/3.87=1.946
RIVI: 56 1=6,j=7 (Ireland,Italy)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.786
251.00/22.71+347.00/526.51=11.711
624.00/23323000.00=0.0000268
(8.90-8.10)/6.5=0.123
7.53/7.31=1.030
RIVI: 57 1=6,j=8 (Ireland,Holland)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.733 
560.00/22.71+639.00/158.62=28.687 
2115.00/5773000.00=0.0003664 
(8.90-2.80)/6.5=0.938 
7.53/8.17=0.922
RIVI: 58 1=6,j=9 (Ireland,Portugal)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=2.934
34.00/22.71+29.00/24.25=2.693
50.00/4540000.00=0.0000110
(8.90-8.80)/6.5=0.015
7.53/2.86=2.633
RIVI: 59 I=6,j=10 (Ireland,Spain)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.395
122.00/22.71+166.00/220.35=6.125
718.00/13870000.00=0.0000518
(8.90-4.40)/6.5=0.692
7.53/4.06=1.855
RIVI: 60 I=6,j=ll (Ireland,Germany)
(4.89/1307000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.653
923.00/22.71+1240.00/784.50=42.224
3900.00/27629000.00=0.0001412
(8.90-2.40)/6.5=1.000
7.53/8.27=0.911



RIVI: 61 1=7,j=l (Italy,Belgium)(111.02/23323000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.300
3947.00/526.51+2512.00/99.78=32.672
279700.00/4214000.00=0.0663740
(8.10-6.40)/6.5=0.262
7.31/9.00=0.812
RIVI: 62 1=7,j=2 (Italy,Denmark)(111.02/23323000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=1.084
812.00/526.51+707.00/69.40=11.730
1695.00/2720000.00=0.0006232
(8.10-2.50)/6.5=0.862
7.31/9.74=0.751
RIVI: 63 1=7,j=3 (Italy,France)(111.02/23323000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.929 
13321.00/526.51+12775.00/364.76=60.324 
333740.00/23867000.00=0.0139833 
(8.10-4.10)/6.5=0.615 
7.31/7.15=1.022
RIVI: 64 1=7,j=4 (Italy,Britain)(111.02/23323000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.393
4666.00/526.51+6401.00/546.94=20.565
94138.00/27265000.00=0.0034527
(8.10-3.86)/6.5=0.6527.31/7.38=0.991
RIVI: 65 1=7,j=5 (Italy,Greece)
(111.02/23323000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=2.316
1022.00/526.51+1181.00/43.03=29.387
4357.00/3868000.00=0.0011264
(8.10-4.30)/6.5=0.585
7.31/3.87=1.889
RIVI: 66 1=7,j=6 (Italy,Ireland)(111.02/23323000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=1.272 
347.00/526.51+251.00/22.71=11.711 
1350.00/1307000.00=0.0010329 
(8.10-8.90)/6.5=-0.123 
7.31/7.53=0.971
RIVI: 67 1=7,j=8 (Italy,Holland)
(111.02/23323000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.933
5237.00/526.51+2301.00/158.62=24.453
20228.00/5773000.00=0.0035039
(8.10-2.80)/6.5=0.815
7.31/8.17=0.895
RIVI: 68 1=7,j=9 (Italy,Portugal)
(111.02/23323000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=3.732
323.00/526.51+476.00/24.25=20.242
801.00/4540000.00=0.0001764
(8.10-8.80)/6.5=-0.108
7.31/2.86=2.556



RIVI: 69 1=7,j=10 (Italy,Spain)(111.02/23323000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.774
1764.00/526.51+1545.00/220.35=10.362
7163.00/13870000.00=0.0005164
(8.10-4.40)/6.5=0.569
7.31/4.06=1.800
RIVI: 70 1=7,j=ll (Italy,Germany)(111.02/23323000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.830
17061.00/526.51+15151.00/784.50=51.717
659000.00/27629000.00=0.0238517
(8.10-2.40)/6.5=0.877
7.31/8.27=0.884
RIVI: 71 1=8,j=l (Holland,Belgium)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.393
8834.00/158.62+12915.00/99.78=185.128
66233.00/4214000.00=0.0157174
(2.80-6.40)/6.5=-0.554
8.17/9.00=0.908
RIVI: 72 1=8,j=2 (Holland,Denmark)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=1.162
653.00/158.62+1294.00/69.40=22.7621538.00/2720000.00=0.0005654
(2.80-2.50)/6.5=0.046
8.17/9.74=0.839
RIVI: 73 1=8,j=3 (Holland,France)(29.45/5773000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.996
5159.00/158.62+9284.00/364.76=57.977
13980.00/23867000.00=0.0005857
(2.80-4.10)/6.5=-0.200
8.17/7.15=1.143
RIVI: 74 1=8,j=4 (Holland,Britain)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.493 
6935.00/158.62+8743.00/546.94=59.706 
15178.00/27265000.00=0.0005567 
(2.80-3.86)/6.5=—0.163 
8.17/7.38=1.107
RIVI: 75 1=8,j=5 (Holland,Greece)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=2.482
191.00/158.62+752.00/43.03=18.680
1764.00/3868000.00=0.0004560
(2.80-4.30)/6.5=-0.231
8.17/3.87=2.111
RIVI: 76 1=8,j=6 (Holland,Ireland)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=1.363
639.00/158.62+560.00/22.71=28.687
1710.00/1307000.00=0.0013083
(2.80-8.90)/6.5=-0.938
8.17/7.53=1.085
RIVI: 77 1=8,j=7 (Holland,Italy)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=1.072
2301.00/158.62+5237.00/526.51=24.453
3121.00/23323000.00=0.0001338
(2.80-8.10)/6.5=-0.815
8.17/7.31=1.118



RIVI: 78 1=8,j=9 (Holland,Portugal)(29.45/5773000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=4.000 
375.00/158.62+351.00/24.25=16.838 
671.00/4540000.00=0.0001478 
(2.80-8.80)/6.5=-0.923 
8.17/2.86=2.857
RIVI: 79 1=8,j=10 (Holland,Spain)
(29.45/5773000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=1.902 
1175.00/158.62+734.00/220.35=10.739 
6727.00/13870000.00=0.0004850 (2.80-4.40)/б.5=-0.24б 
8.17/4.06=2.012
RIVI: 80 1=8,j=ll (Holland,Germany)(29.45/5773000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.890 
17496.00/158.62+27278.00/784.50=145.073 
109300.00/27629000.00=0.0039560 
(2.80-2.40)/6.5=0.062 
8.17/8.27=0.988
RIVI: 81 1=9,j=l (Portugal,Belgium)(5.79/4540000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=0.348
211.00/24.25+238.00/99.78=11.086
10482.00/4214000.00=0.0024874
(8.80-6.40)/6.5=0.3692.86/9.00=0.318
RIVI: 82 1=9,j=2 (Portugal,Denmark)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.291 
50.00/24.25+108.00/69.40=3.618 1002.00/2720000.00=0.0003684 
(8.80-2.50)/6.5=0.969 
2.86/9.74=0.294
RIVI: 83 1=9,j=3 (Portugal,France)(5.79/4540000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.249 
793.00/24.25+850.00/364.76=35.031 
764860.00/23867000.00=0.0320468 
(8.80-4.10)/6.5=0.723 
2.86/7.15=0.400
RIVI: 84 1=9,j=4 (Portugal,Britain)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=0.373
679.00/24.25+1103.00/546.94=30.017
12008.00/27265000.00=0.0004404
(8.80-3.86)/6.5=0.760
2.86/7.38=0.388
RIVI: 85 1=9,j=5 (Portugal,Greece)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=0.621
9.00/24.25+20.00/43.03=0.836
267.00/3868000.00=0.0000690
(8.80-4.30)/6.5=0.692
2.86/3.87=0.739



RIVI: 86 1=9,j=6 (Portugal,Ireland)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=0.341
29.00/24.25+34.00/22.71=2.69398.00/1307000.00=0.0000750
(8.80-8.90)/6.5=-0.015
2.86/7.53=0.380
RIVI: 87 1=9,j=7 (Portugal,Italy)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.268
476.00/24.25+323.00/526.51=20.242
50.00/23323000.00=0.0000021
(8.80-8.10)/6.5=0.108
2.86/7.31=0.391
RIVI: 88 1=9,j=8 (Portugal,Holland)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.250
351.00/24.25+375.00/158.62=16.838
8319.00/5773000.00=0.0014410
(8.80-2.80)/6.5=0.923
2.86/8.17=0.350
RIVI: 89 1=9,j=10 (Portugal,Spain)
(5.79/4540000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=0.475 
846.00/24.25+339.00/220.35=36.425 
20268.00/13870000.00=0.0014613 
(8.80-4.40)/6.5=0.677 
2.86/4.06=0.704
RIVI: 90 1=9,j=ll (Portugal,Germany)(5.79/4540000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.222 
1025.00/24.25+972.00/784.50=43.507 
113000.00/27629000.00=0.0040899 
(8.80-2.40)/6.5=0.985 
2.86/8.27=0.346
RIVI: 91 1=10,j=l (Spain,Belgium)
(37.21/13870000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=0.733
535.00/220.35+825.00/99.78=10.696
58255.00/4214000.00=0.0138242
(4.40—6.40)/6.5=-0.308
4.06/9.00=0.451
RIVI: 92 1=10,j=2 (Spain,Denmark)(37.21/13870000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=0.611
180.00/220.35+201.00/69.40=3.713
250.00/2720000.00=0.0000919
(4.40-2.50)/6.5=0.292
4.06/9.74=0.417
RIVI: 93 1=10,j=3 (Spain,France)
(37.21/13870000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=0.524
3147.00/220.35+4464.00/364.76=26.520
321440.00/23867000.00=0.0134680
(4.40-4.10)/6.5=0.046
4.06/7.15=0.568
RIVI: 94 1=10,j=4 (Spain,Britain)
(37.21/13870000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=0.785
2212.00/220.35+2866.00/546.94=15.279
22056.00/27265000.00=0.0008089
(4.40-3.86)/6.5=0.083
4.06/7.38=0.550



RIVI: 95 1=10,j=5 (Spain,Greece)(37.21/13870000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=1.305
77.00/220.35+165.00/43.03=4.184
1356.00/3868000.00=0.0003506
(4.40-4.30)/6.5=0.015
4.06/3.87=1.049
RIVI: 96 1=10,j=6 (Spain,Ireland)(37.21/13870000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=0.717 
166.00/220.35+122.00/22.71=6.125 763.00/1307000.00=0.0005838 
(4.40-8.90)/6.5=-0.692 
4.06/7.53=0.539
RIVI: 97 1=10,j=7 (Spain,Italy)(37.21/13870000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=0.564 
1545.00/220.35+1764.00/526.51=10.362 
50.00/23323000.00=0.0000021 
(4.40-8.10)/6.5=-0.569 
4.06/7.31=0.555
RIVI: 98 1=10,j=8 (Spain,Holland)(37.21/13870000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=0.526
734.00/220.35+1175.00/158.62=10.739
21781.00/5773000.00=0.0037729
(4.40-2.80)/6.5=0.246
4.06/8.17=0.497
RIVI: 99 1=10,j=9 (Spain,Portugal)
(37.21/13870000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=2.104
339.00/220.35+846.00/24.25=36.425
8081.00/4540000.00=0.0017800
(4.40-8.80)/6.5=-0.677
4.06/2.86=1.420
RIVI: 100 1=10,j=ll (Spain,Germany)(37.21/13870000.00)/(158.39/27629000.00)=0.468
3617.00/220.35+3065.00/784.50=20.322
180400.00/27629000.00=0.0065294
(4.40-2.40)/6.5=0.308
4.06/8.27=0.491
RIVI : 101 1=11,j=l (Germany,Belgium)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(15.43/4214000.00)=1.566 
13823.00/784.50+13885.00/99.78=156.776 
26756.00/4214000.00=0.0063493 
(2.40-6.40)/6.5=-0.615 
8.27/9.00=0.919
RIVI: 102 1=11,j=2 (Germany,Denmark)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(11.94/2720000.00)=1.306
3243.00/784.50+4481.00/69.40=68.702
8362.00/2720000.00=0.0030743
(2.40-2.50)/6.5=-0.015
8.27/9.74=0.849



RIVI: 103 1=11,j=3 (Germany,France)(158.39/27629000.00)/(122.30/23867000.00)=1.119
20644.00/784.50+22688.00/364.76=88.515
43840.00/23867000.00=0.0018368
(2.40-4.10)/6.5=-0.262
8.27/7.15=1.157
RIVI:104 1=11,j=4 (Germany,Britain)(158.39/27629000.00)/(93.18/27265000.00)=1.677
14322.00/784.50+18335.00/546.94=51.77944624.00/27265000.00=0.0016367
(2.40-3.86)/6.5=-0.225
8.27/7.38=1.121
RIVI:105 1=11,j=5 (Germany,Greece)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(7.95/3868000.00)=2.789
1354.00/784.50+2040.00/43.03=49.135
20233.00/3868000.00=0.0052309
(2.40-4.30)/6.5=-0.292
8.27/3.87=2.137
RIVI:106 1=11,j=6 (Germany,Ireland)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(4.89/1307000.00)=1.532
1240.00/784.50+923.00/22.71=42.224
3482.00/1307000.00=0.0026641
(2.40-8.90)/6.5=-l.000
8.27/7.53=1.098
RIVI:107 1=11,j=7 (Germany,Italy)(158.39/27629000.00)/(111.02/23323000.00)=1.204
15151.00/784.50+17061.00/526.51=51.717
14826.00/23323000.00=0.0006357
(2.40-8.10)/6.5=-0.8778.27/7.31=1.131
RIVI:108 1=11,j=8 (Germany,Holland)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(29.45/5773000.00)=1.124
27278.00/784.50+17496.00/158.62=145.073
38324.00/5773000.00=0.0066385
(2.40-2.80)/6.5=-0.062
8.27/8.17=1.012
RIVI:109 1=11,j=9 (Germany,Portugal)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(5.79/4540000.00)=4.495
972.00/784.50+1025.00/24.25=43.507
3628.00/4540000.00=0.0007991
(2.40-8.80)/6.5=-0.985
8.27/2.86=2.892
RIVI:110 1=11,j=10 (Germany,Spain)
(158.39/27629000.00)/(37.21/13870000.00)=2.137 
3065.00/784.50+3617.00/220.35=20.322 
22990.00/13870000.00=0.0016575 (2.40-4.40)/6.5=-0.308 
8.27/4.06=2.037



RIVI: 1 1=1,j=2 (Belgium,Denmark)(15.43/4214000.00)-(11.94/2720000.00)/4.45E-6= 1.636E-01343.00/99.78+645.00/69.40=12.732
283.00/2720000.00=0.0001040
(6.40-2.50)/6.5=0.600(9.00-9.74)/6.88=0.108
RIVI: 2 1=1,j=3 (Belgium,France)(15.43/4214000.00)-(122.30/23867000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.287E-01
10239.00/99.78+12644.00/364.76=137.280
50200.00/23867000.00=0.0021033
(6.40-4.10)/6.5=0.354
(9.00-7.15)/6.88=0.269
RIVI: 3 1=1,j=4 (Belgium,Britain)(15.43/4214000.00)-(93.18/27265000.00)/4.45E-6= 5.4 84E-0 2
4605.00/99.78+5850.00/546.94=56.847
3090.00/27265000.00=0.0001133
(6.40-3.86)/6.5=0.391
(9.00-7.38)/6.88=0.235
RIVI: 4 1=1,j=5 (Belgium,Greece)(15.43/4214000.00)-(7.95/3868000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.610E-01
124.00/99.78+304.00/43.03=8.308
3321.00/3868000.00=0.0008586
(6.40-4.30)/6.5=0.323
(9.00-3.87)/6.88=0.746
RIVI: 5 1=1,j=6 (Belgium,Ireland)(15.43/4214000.00)-(4.89/1307000.00)/4.45Е-б= 1.793E-02
315.00/99.78+263.00/22.71=14.738
490.00/1307000.00=0.0003749(6.40-8.90)/6.5 = 0.385
(9.00-7.53)/6.88=0.214
RIVI: 6 1=1,j=7 (Belgium,Italy)(15.43/4214000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-6= 2.469E-01
2512.00/99.78+3947.00/526.51=32.672
6967.00/23323000.00=0.0002987
(б.40-8.10)/6.5=0.262
(9.00-7.31)/6.88=0.246
RIVI: 7 1=1,j=8 (Belgium,Netherlands)
(15.43/4214000,00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.235E-01
12915.00/99.78+8834.00/158.62=185.128
21842.00/5773000.00=0.0037835
(6.40-2.80)/6.5=0.554
(9.00-8.17)/6.88=0.121
RIVI: 8 1=1,j=9 (Belgium,Portugal)(15.43/4214000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45Е-б= 5.362E-01
238.00/99.78+211.00/24.25=11.086
454.00/4540000.00=0.0001000
(6.40-8.80)/6.5=0.369
(9.00-2.86)/6.88=0.892
RIVI: 9 1=1,j=10 (Belgium,Spain)
(15.43/4214000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= 2.200E-01
825.00/99.78+535.00/220.35=10.696
4961.00/13870000.00=0.0003577
(6.40-4.40)/6.5=0.308
(9.00-4.06)/6.88=0.718



RIVI: 10 1=1,j=ll (Belgium,Germany)
(15.43/4 214000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6
13885.00/99.78+13823.00/784.50=156.776
31200.00/27629000.00=0.0011292
(6.40-2.40)/6.5=0.615
(9.00-8.27)/6.88=0.106
RIVI: 11 1=2,j=3 (Denmark,France)(11.94/2720000.00)-(122.30/23867000.00)/4.45E-6
900.00/69.40+888.00/364.76=15.403
2440.00/23867000.00=0.0001022
(2.50-4.10)/6.5=0.246
(9.74-7.15)/6.88=0.376
RIVI: 12 1=2,j=4 (Denmark,Britain)(11.94/2720000.00)-(93.18/27265000.00)/4.45E-6=
1936.00/69.40+2790.00/546.94=32.997
5042.00/27265000.00=0.0001849
(2.50-3.86)/6.5=0.209
(9.74-7.38)/6.88=0.343
RIVI: 13 1=2,j=5 (Denmark,Greece)
(11.94/2720000.00)-(7.95/3868000.00)/4.45E-6= 5
51.00/69.40+114.00/43.03=3.384
1264.00/3868000.00=0.0003268
(2.50-4.30)/6.5=0.277
(9.74-3.87)/6.88=0.853
RIVI : 14 1 = 2,j = 6 (Denmark,Ireland)(11.94/2720000.00)-(4.89/1307000.00)/4.45E-6- ]
80.00/69.40+106.00/22.71=5.820
410.00/1307000.00=0.0003137(2.50-8.90)/6.5=0.985
(9.74-7.53)/6.88=0.321
RIVI: 15 1=2,j=7 (Denmark,Italy)(11.94/2720000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-(
707.00/69.40+812.00/526.51=11.73012985.00/23323000.00=0.0005567
(2.50-8.10)/6.5=0.862
(9.74-7.31)/6.88=0.353
RIVI: 16 1=2,j=8 (Denmark,Netherlands)(11.94/2720000.00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45Е-б=
1294.00/69.40+653.00/158.62=22.762
978.00/5773000.00=0.0001694
(2.50-2.80)/6.5=0.046
(9.74-8.17)/6.88=0.228
RIVI: 17 1=2,j=9 (Denmark,Portugal)
(11.94/2720000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 
108.00/69.40+50.00/24.25=3.618 
50.00/4540000.00=0.0000110
( 2.50-8.80)/6.5=0.969

= 4.654E-01

= 1.651E-01

2.185E-01

.246E-01

.457E-01

= 8.324E-02

1.599E-01

.999E-01



RIVI : 18 1 = 2,j = 10 (Denmark,Spain)(11.94/2720000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.836E-01
201.00/69.40+180.00/220.35=3.713
2974.00/13870000.00=0.0002144
(2.50-4.40)/6.5=0.292
(9.74-4.06)/6.88=0.826
RIVI: 19 1=2,j=11 (Denmark,Germany)
(11.94/2720000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.018E-01
4481.00/69.40+3243.00/784.50=68.702
12700.00/27629000.00=0.0004597
(2.50-2.40)/6.5=0.015
(9.74-8.27)/6.88=0.214
RIVI: 20 1=3,j=4 (France,Britain)
(122.30/23867000.00)-(93.18/27265000.00)/4.45E-6=
10821.00/364.76+9928.00/546.94=47.818
25179.00/27265000.00=0.0009235
(4.10-3.86)/6.5=0.037
(7.15-7.38)/6.88=0.033

3.835E-01

RIVI: 21 1=3,j=5 (France,Greece)(122.30/23867000.00)-(7.95/3868000.00)/4.45E-6= 6.896E-01
576.00/364.76+1545.00/43.03=37.484
8323.00/3868000.00=0.0021518
(4.10-4.30)/6.5=0.031
(7.15-3.87)/6.88=0.477

RIVI: 22 1=3,j=6 (France,Ireland)(122.30/23867000.00)-(4.89/1307000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.108E-01
995.00/364.76+557.00/22.71=27.254
1997.00/1307000.00=0.0015279
(4.10-8.90)/6.5=0.738
(7.15-7.53)/6.88=0.055
RIVI: 23 1=3,j=7 (France,Italy)(122.30/23867000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-6= 8.183E-02
12775.00/364.76+13321.00/526.51=60.324
23043.00/23323000.00=0.0009880
(4.10-8.10)/6.5=0.615
(7.15-7.31)/6.88=0.023

RIVI: 24 1=3,j=8 (France,Netherlands)
(122.30/23867000.00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45E-6= 5.145E-03
9284.00/364.76+5159.00/158.62=57.977
5584.00/5773000.00=0.0009673
(4.10-2.80)/6.5=0.200
(7.15-8.17)/6.88=0.148
RIVI: 25 1=3,j=9 (France,Portugal)
(122.30/23867000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 8.649E-01
850.00/364.76+793.00/24.25=35.031
12079.00/4540000.00=0.0026606
(4.10-8.80)/6.5=0.723
(7.15-2.86)/6.88=0.624
RIVI: 26 1=3,j=10 (France,Spain)
(122.30/23867000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= 5.486E-01
4464.00/364.76+3147.00/220.35=26.520
22451.00/13870000.00=0.0016187
(4.10-4.40)/6.5=0.046
(7.15-4.06)/6.88=0.449



RIVI: 27 1=3,j=l1 (France,Germany)(122.30/23867000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6= 1.367E-01
22688.00/364.76+20644.00/784.50=88.515
53100.00/27629000.00=0.0019219(4.10-2.40)/6.5=0.262
(7.15-8.27)/6.88=0.163
RIVI : 28 1 = 4,j = 5 (Britain,Greece)(93.18/27265000.00)-(7.95/3868000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.061E-01
493.00/546.94+484.00/43.03=12.149
14022.00/3868000.00=0.0036251
(3.86-4.30)/6.5=0.068
(7.38-3.87)/6.88=0.510
RIVI: 29 1=4,j=6 (Britain,Ireland)(93.18/27265000.00)-(4.89/1307000.00)/4.45E-6= 7.277E-02
4385.00/546.94+5909.00/22.71=268.211
186965.00/1307000.00=0.1430490
(3.86-8.90)/6.5=0.775(7.38-7.53)/6.88=0.022
RIVI: 30 1=4,j=7 (Britain,Italy)(93.18/27265000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.017E-01
6401.00/546.94+4666.00/526.51=20.565
11227.00/23323000.00=0.0004814
(3.86-8.10)/6.5=0.652(7.38-7.31)/6.88=0.010
RIVI: 31 1=4,j=8 (Britain,Netherlands)(93.18/27265000.00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45E-6= 3.784E-01
8743.00/546.94+6935.00/158.62=59.706
32542.00/5773000.00=0.0056369
(3.86-2.80)/6.5=0.163
(7.38-8.17)/6.88=0.115
RIVI : 32 1=4,j=9 (Britain,Portugal)(93.18/27265000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 4.814E-01
1103.00/546.94+679.00/24.25=30.017
3105.00/4540000.00=0.0006839
(3.86-8.80)/6.5=0.760(7.38-2.86)/6.88=0.657
RIVI : 33 1=4,j = 10 (Britain,Spain)(93.18/27265000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= 1.651E-01
2866.00/546.94+2212.00/220.35=15.279
18953.00/13870000.00=0.0013665
(3.86-4.40)/6.5=0.083(7.38-4.06)/6.88=0.483
RIVI : 34 1=4,j=ll (Britain,Germany)(93.18/27265000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6= 5.203E-01
18335.00/546.94+14322.00/784.50=51.77956200.00/27629000.00=0.0020341
(3.86-2.40)/6.5=0.225
(7.38-8.27)/6.88=0.129



RIVI : 35 1=5,j = 6 (Greece,Ireland)(7.95/3868000.00)-(4.89/1307ООО.00)/4.45Е-6= 3.789Е-01
45.00/43.03+15.00/22.71=1.706109.00/1307000.00=0.0000834
(4.30-8.90)/6.5=0.708(3.87-7.53)/б.88=0.532
RIVI: 36 1=5,j=7 (Greece,Italy)(7.95/3868000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-6= 6.078E-01
1181.00/43.03+1022.00/526.51=29.387
6089.00/23323000.00=0.0002611
(4.30-8.10)/6.5=0.585
(3.87-7.31)/6.88=0.500
RIVI : 37 1=5,j = 8 (Greece,Netherlands)(7.95/3868000.00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45E-6= 6.845E-01
752.00/43.03+191.00/158.62=18.680
3400.00/5773000.00=0.0005889
(4.30-2.80)/6.5=0.231
(3.87-8.17)/6.88 = 0.625
RIVI : 38 1=5,j = 9 (Greece,Portugal)(7.95/3868000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 1.753E-01
20.00/43.03+9.00/24.25=0.836
50.00/4540000.00=0.0000110
(4.30-8.80)/6.5=0.692
(3.87-2.86)/6.88 = 0.147
RIVI: 39 1=5,j=10 (Greece,Spain)(7.95/3868000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= 1.410E-01
165.00/43.03+77.00/220.35=4.184
346.00/13870000.00=0.0000249
(4.30-4.40)/6.5=0.015
(3.87-4.06)/6.88=0.028
RIVI : 40 1=5,j = 11 (Greece,Germany)(7.95/3868000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6= 8.264E-01
2040.00/43.03+1354.00/784.50=49.135
308600.00/27629000.00=0.0111694
(4.30-2.40)/6.5=0.292
(3.87-8.27)/6.88=0.640
RIVI: 41 1=6,j=7 (Ireland,Italy)(4.89/1307000.00)-(111.02/23323000.00)/4.45E-6= 2.289E-01
251.00/22.71+347.00/526.51=11.711
624.00/23323000.00=0.0000268
(8.90-8.10)/6.5=0.123
(7.53-7.31)/6.88=0.032
RIVI : 42 1 = 6,j = 8 (Ireland,Netherlands)(4.89/1307000.00)-(29.45/5773000.00)/4.45Е-б= 3.056E-01
560.00/22.71+639.00/158.62=28.687
2115.00/5773000.00=0.0003664
(8.90-2.80)/6.5=0.938(7.53-8.17)/6.88=0.093
RIVI : 43 1=6,j=9 (Ireland,Portugal)
(4.89/1307000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 5.542E-01
34.00/22.71+29.00/24.25=2.693
50.00/4540000.00=0.0000110
(8.90-8.80)/6.5=0.015
(7.53-2.86)/6.88=0.679



RIVI i 44 1=6,j=10 (Ireland,Spain)(4.89/1307000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= :
122.00/22.71+166.00/220.35=6.125
718.00/13870000.00=0.0000518
(8.90-4.40)/6.5=0.692
(7.53-4.06)/6.88=0.504
RIVI: 45 1=6,j=ll (Ireland,Germany)(4.89/1307000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6 =
923.00/22.71+1240.00/784.50=42.224
3900.00/27629000.00=0.0001412
(8.90-2.40)/6.5=1.000(7.53-8.27)/6.88=0.108
RIVI : 46 1 = 7,j = 8 (Italy,Netherlands)(111.02/23323000.00 )-(29.45/57 7 3000.00)/4.45E-6 = 
5 237.00/526.51 + 2301.00/158.62 = 24.453 
20228.00/5773000.00=0.0035039 
(8.10-2.80)/6.5=0.815 
(7.31-8.17)/6.88=0.125
RIVI: 47 1=7,j=9 (Italy,Portugal)(111.02/23323000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6 =
323.00/526.51+476.00/24.25=20.242
801.00/4540000.00=0.0001764
(8.10-8.80)/6.5=0.108(7.31-2.86)/6.88=0.647
RIVI: 48 1=7,j=10 (Italy,Spain)(111.02/23323000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-I
1764.00/526.51 + 1545.00/220.35 = 10.362
7163.00/1387 0000.00 = 0.0005164
(8.10-4.40)/6.5=0.569(7.31-4.06)/6.88=0.472
RIVI: 49 1 = 7,j = 11 (Italy,Germany)(111. 02/23323000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E
17061.00/526.51+15151.00/784.50=51.717 
659000.00/27629000.00=0.0238517 
(8.10-2.40)/6.5=0.877 
(7.31-8.27)/6.88=0.140
RIVI: 50 1=8,j=9 (Netherlands,Portugal)(29.45/5773000.00)-(5.79/4540000.00)/4.45E-6= 8
375.00/158.62+351.00/24.25=16.838 671.00/4540000.00=0.0001478 
(2.80-8.80)/6.5=0.923 
(8.17-2.86)/6.88=0.772
RIVI : 51 1 = 8,j = 10 (Netherlands,Spain)( 29.45/5773000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.4 5E-6 =1175.00/158.62+734.00/220.35=10.739
6727.00/13870000.00=0.0004850
(2.80-4.40)/6.5=0.246(8.17-4.06)/6.88=0.597

.379E-01

4.475E-01

7.668E-02

7.831E-01

= 4.668E-01

6= 2.186E-01

598E-01

5.435E-01



RIVI : 52 1 = 8,j = 11 (Netherlands,Germany)(29.45/5773000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-6
17496.00/158.62+27278.00/784.50=145.073
109300.00/27629000.00=0.0039560
(2.80-2.40)/6.5=0.062
(8.17-8.27)/6.88=0.015
RIVIi 53 1=9,j=10 (Portugal,Spain)(5.79/4540000.00)-(37.21/13870000.00)/4.45E-6= J
846.00/24.25+339.00/220.35=36.425
20268.00/13870000.00=0.0014613
(8.80-4.40)/6.5=0.677 (2.86-4.06)/6.88=0.174
RIVI: 54 1=9,j=ll (Portugal,Germany)(5.79/4 540000.00)-(158.39/27 629000.00)/4.45E-6 =
1025.00/24.25+972.00/784.50=43.507
113000.00/27629000.00=0.0040899
(8.80-2.40)/6.5=0.985
(2.86-8.27)/6.88=0.786
RIVI: 55 1=10,j=ll (Spain,Germany)(37.21/13870000.00)-(158.39/27629000.00)/4.45E-(
3617.00/220.35+3065.00/784.50=20.322 
180400.00/27629000.00=0.0065294 
(4.40-2.40)/6.5=0.308

1.419E-01

.163E-01

1.002E+00

= 6.854E-01



APPENDIX IV 
Regressions :
1. Regression with the prototype model (Chapters 7.1, 7.2)
2. Regressions with the corrected formulation (Chapter 7.3)

- basic run (7.3.2)
- multicollinearity (7.4.2)

3. Regression with a transformed order of countries 
(Chapter 7.5)

4. Regression with a log-model (Chapter 8.1)
5. Regression with monthly labour costs and money market rate 

of interest (Chapter 8.2)



1.) Regression with the prototype model (Chapters 7.1, 7.2)



1

M D E P
sion of January, 1986
/right (C) William H. Greene, 1985. All rights reserved. 

LISTING OF RAW DATA
ervation Number
data Sample XI X2

1 1 .83413 12.732
2 2 .71457 137.28
3 3 1.0714 56.847
4 4 1.7815 8.3076
5 5 .97867 14.738
6 6 .76923 32.672
7 7 .71777 185.13
8 8 2.8711 11.086
9 9 1.3649 10.696

10 10 .63872 156.78
11 11 1.1988 12.732
12 12 .85666 15.403
13 13 1.2845 32.997
14 14 2.1358 3.3842
15 15 1.1733 5.8203
16 16 .92219 11.730
17 17 .86050 22.762
18 18 3.4420 3.6181
19 19 1.6363 3.7131
20 20 .76573 68.702
21 21 1.3994 137.28
22 22 1.1673 15.403
23 23 1.4994 47.818
24 24 2.4931 37.484
25 25 1.3696 27.254
26 26 1.0765 60.324
27 27 1.0045 57.977

, 28 28 4.0180 35.031
29 29 1.9101 26.520
30 30 .89385 88.515
31 31 .93335 56.847
32 32 .77854 32.997
33 33 .66694 47.818
34 34 1.6628 12.149
35 35 .91345 268.21
36 36 .71796 20.565
37 37 .66994 59.706
38 38 2.6798 30.017
39 39 1.2739 15.279
40 40 .59615 51.779
41 41 .56132 8.3076
42 42 .46821 3.3842
43 43 .40110 37.484
44 44 .60140 12.149
45 45 .54935 1.7063
46 46 .43178 29.387
47 47 .40290 18.680
48 48 1.6116 .83593
49 49 .76612 4.1840
50 50 .35852 49.135

X3 X4 X5

. 10400E-03 .60000 .92402

.21033E-02 .35385 1.2587

.11330E-03 .39077 1.2195

.85860E-03 .32308 2.3256

.37490E-03 -.38462 1.1952

.29870E-03 -.26154 1.2312

. 37835E-02 .55385 1.1016

.10000E-03 -.36923 3.1469

.35770E-03 .30769 2.2167

.11292E-02 .61538 1.0883

.40860E-03 -.60000 1.0822

.10220E-03 -.24615 1.3622

.18490E-03 -.20923 1.3198

.32680E-03 -.27692 2.5168

.31370E-03 -.98462 1.2935

.55670E-03 -.86154 1.3324

. 16940E-03 -.46154E-01 1.1922

.11000E-04 -.96923 3.4056

.21440E-03 -.29231 2.3990

. 45970E-03 .15385E-01 1.1778

. 24564E-01 -.35385 .79444

. 62240E-03 .24615 .73409

.92350E-03 .36923E-01 .96883

. 21518E-02 -.30769E-01 1.8475

. 15279E-02 -.73846 .94954

.98800E-03 -.61538 .97811

. 96730E-03 .20000 .87515

. 26606E-02 -.72308 2.5000

.16187E-02 -.46154E-01 1.7611

. 19219E-02 .26154 .86457

. 5477 0E-02 -.39077 .82000

. 35195E-02 .20923 .75770

. 14321E-02 -.36923E-01 1.0322

. 36251E-02 -.67692E-01 1.9070

.14305 -.77538 .98008

. 48140E-03 -.65231 1.0096

. 56369E-02 .16308 .90330

.68390E-03 -.76000 2.5804

.13665E-02 -.83077E-01 1.8177

. 20341E-02 .22462 .89238

.50380E-02 -.32308 .43000

. 20220E-03 .27692 .39733

. 32930E-03 .30769E-01 .54126

. 7 3410E-03 .67692E-01 .52439

. 83400E-04 -.70769 .51394

. 26110E-03 -.58462 .52941

.58890E-03 .23077 .47368

.11000E-04 -.69231 1.3531

.24900E-04 -.15385E-01 .95320

.11169E-01 .29231 .46796



51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

2

51 1.0218 14.738
52 .85231 5.8203
53 .73014 27.254
54 1.0948 268.21
55 1.8203 1.7063
56 .78599 11.711
57 .73341 28.687
58 2.9337 2.6930
59 1.3946 6.1254
60 .65264 42.224
61 1.3000 32.672
62 1.0844 11.730
63 .92894 60.324
64 1.3928 20.565
65 2.3160 29.387
66 1.2723 11.711
67 .93311 24.453
68 3.7325 20.242
69 1.7743 10.362
70 .83034 51.717
71 1.3932 185.13
72 1.1621 22.762
73 .99553 57.977
74 1.4927 59.706
75 2.4820 18.680
76 1.3635 28.687
77 1.0717 24.453
78 4.0000 16.838
79 1.9015 10.739
80 .88986 145.07
81 .34830 11.086
82 .29053 3.6181
83 .24888 35.031
84 .37317 30.017
85 .62050 .83593
86 .34087 2.6930
87 .26792 20.242
88 .25000 16.838
89 .47538 36.425
90 .22246 43.507
91 .73268 10.696
92 .61115 3.7131
93 .52355 26.520
94 .78499 15.279
95 1.3053 4.1840
96 .71705 6.1254
97 .56359 10.362
98 .52590 10.739
99 2.1036 36.425

100 .46797 20.322
101 1.5656 156.78
102 1.3060 68.702
103 1.1188 88.515
104 1.6774 51.779
105 2.7892 49.135
106 1.5322 42.224
107 1.2043 51.717
108 1.1238 145.07
109 4.4951 43.507
110 2.1369 20.322

.24180E-03 . 38462

.27830E-03 .98462

.78800E-04 .73846

.17407E-01 .77538

.87600E-04 .70769

.26800E-04 .12308

.36640E-03 .93846

.11000E-04 .15385E-01

.51800E-04 .69231

.14120E-03 1.0000

.66374E-01 .26154

.62320E-03 .86154

.13983E-01 .61538

.34527E-02 .65231

.11264E-02 .58462

.10329E-02 -.12308

.35039E-02 .81538

.17640E-03 -.10769

.51640E-03 .56923

. 23852E-01 .87692

. 15717E-01 -.55385

. 56540E-03 .46154E-01

.58570E-03 -.20000

.55670E-03 -.16308

.45600E-03 -.23077

.13083E-02 -.93846

.13380E-03 -.81538

.14780E-03 -.92308

.48500E-03 -.24615

.39560E-02 .61538E-01

.24874E-02 .36923

.36840E-03 .96923

.32047E-01 .72308

.44040E-03 .76000

.69000E-04 .69231

.75000E-04 -.15385E-01

.21000E-05 .10769

.14410E-02 .92308

.14613E-02 .67692

.40899E-02 .98462

.13824E-01 -.30769

.91900E-04 .29231

.13468E-01 . 46154E-01

.80890E-03 . 83077E-01
•35060E-03 .15385E-01
.58380E-03 -.69231
.21000E-05 -.56923
.37729E-02 .24615
.17800E-02 -.67692
.65294E-02 .30769
.63493E-02 -.61538
.30743E-02 -.15385E-01
.18368E-02 -.26154
.16367E-02 -.22462
.52309E-02 -.29231
.26641E-02 -1.0000
.63570E-03 -.87692
.66385E-02 -.61538E-01
.79910E-03 -.98462
.16575E-02 -.30769

.83667 

.77310 
1.0531 
1.0203 
1.9457 
1.0301 
.92166 
2.6329 
1.8547 
.91052 
.81222 
. 75051 
1.0224 
.99051 
1.8889 
.97078 
.89474 
2.5559 
1.8005 
.88392 
.90778 
.83881 
1.1427 
1.1070 
2.1111 
1.0850 
1.1176 
2.8566 
2.0123 
.98791 
.31778 
.29363 
.40000 
.38753 
.73902 
.37981 
.39124 
.35006 
.70443 
.34583 
.45111 
.41684 
.56783 
.55014 
1.0491 
.53918 
.55540 
.49694 
1.4196 
.49093 
.91889 
.84908 
1.1566 
1.1206 
2.1370 
1.0983 
1.1313 
1.0122 
2.8916 
2.0369



3

)EL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,ХЗ,X4;ARl$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations...... 110.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. 1.17148
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .68572
Std. Error of Regression.... .32373
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 11.004
R - Squared.................. .78531
Adjusted R - Squared........ . 7 7 713
F-Statistic ( 4, 105).... 96.01768
Significance of F-Test...... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. -29.519
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -114.08
Chi-Squared ( 4)............ 169.13
Significance Level.......... . 32173E-13

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... .97678
pct-imat-oH Дпhonorrelation ( Rho ).... .51161

iriable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
.00000 
.85036 
50.174 
.15567E- 
.54339

AR(1) Disturbance

Initial Value of Rho = .51161

Maximum Iterations = 20

. 307315 

.722309 
•. 363452E-03 
■1.60860 

. 503840E-01

.6501E-01 

.4050E-01 

.7153E-03 
2.314 
. 6323E-01

4.727 ( .00002)
17.837 ( .00000) 
-.508 ( .61845) 
-.695 ( .49548) 

. 797 ( .43298)

1.0000 
1.2269 
40.147 
.46102E-02 
.00000

Method = Frais - Winsten

Iteration= 1, Rho- .5116, Sum of Squares- 7.7998

Iteration= 2, Rho- .5637, Sum of Squares- 7.7666

Iteration- 3, Rho- .5670, Sum of Squares- 7.7664

Final Value of Rho = .56700
Durbin - Watson for Untransformed Residuals = .86561
Std. Deviation of Autocorrelated Error = .33022

Std. Deviation of White Noise = .27197

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 2.18856
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = -.0943



4

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvi) Mean of X
.384525 
.677948 

-. 992281E-03 
-.607640 
.104677

.77llE-01 

.3473E-01 

.5319E-03 
1.719 
.6030E-01

4.987 ( .00000) 
19.519 ( .00000) 
-1.866 ( .06210) 
-.353 ( .72372) 
1.736 ( .08257)

1.0000 
1.2269 
40.147 
.46102E-02 

-.25835E-18

Std.Dev.of
.00000 
.85036 
50.174 
.15567E- 
.54339



2.) Regressions with the corrected formulation (Chapter 7.3)
- basic run (7.3.2)
- multicollinearity (7.4.2)



APPENDIX V
Additional regressions (Chapter 10.4)



LISTING OF RAW DATA

rvation Number
data Sample XI X2 X3 X4 X5

1 1 .30810 12.732 .10400E-03 . 33021E-01 .10756
2 2 .14120 137.28 .21033E-02 .26692 .26890
3 3 .19820E-01 56.847 .11330E-03 .23941 .23547
4 4 .51570 8.3076 . 85860E-03 .35773 .74564
5 5 .31920 14.738 .37490E-03 .59439E-01 .21366
6 6 .74200E-01 32.672 .29870E-03 .45294 .24564
7 7 .92600E-01 185.13 .37835E-02 .28178 .12064
8 8 .69190 11.086 .10000E-03 .71822 .89244
9 9 .38670 10.696 .35770E-03 .14199 .71802

10 10 .23400 156.78 .11292E-02 .23005 .10610
11 11 .16690 15.403 .10220E-03 .29994 .37645
12 12 .32790 32.997 .18490E-03 .20638 .34302
13 13 .82380 3.3842 .32680E-03 .39075 .85320
14 14 .62730 5.8203 .31370E-03 .26417E-01 .32122
15 15 .38230 11.730 . 5567 0E-03 .48597 .35320
16 16 .21550 22.762 . 16940E-03 .24876 .22820
17 17 1.0000 3.6181 .11000E-04 .75124 1.0000
18 18 .69480 3.7131 .21440E-03 .17501 .82558
19 19 .74040E-01 68.702 .45970E-03 .19703 .21366
20 20 .16100 47.818 .92350E-03 .50633 .33430E
21 21 .65690 37.484 .21518E-02 .90809E-01 .47674
22 22 .46040 27.254 .15279E-02 .32636 .55233E
23 23 .21540 60.324 .98800E-03 .18602 .23256E
24 24 .48610E-01 57.977 .96730E-03 .54871 .14826
25 25 .83310 35.031 .26606E-02 .45129 .62355
26 26 .52790 26.520 .16187E-02 .12493 .44913
27 27 .92820E-01 88.515 .19219E-02 .49697 .16279
28 28 .49590 12.149 .36251E-02 .59714 .51017
29 29 .29940 268.21 .14305 .17997 .21802E
30 30 .54380E-01 20.565 .48140E-03 .69235 .10174E
31 31 .11240 59.706 .56369E-02 .42378E-01 .11483
32 32 .67210 30.017 .68390E-03 .95762 .65698
33 33 .36690 15.279 .13665E-02 .38140 .48256
34 34 .25390 51.779 .20341E-02 .93561E-02 .12936
35 35 .19650 1.7063 .83400E-04 .41717 .53198
36 36 .44150 29.387 .26110E-03 .95212E-01 .50000
37 37 .60830 18.680 .58890E-03 .63952 .62500
38 38 .17620 .83593 .11000E-04 .36048 .14680
39 39 .12900 4.1840 .24900E-04 .21574 .27616E
40 40 .74980 49.135 .11169E-01 .58778 .63953
41 41 .24500 11.711 .26800E-04 .51238 .31977E
42 42 .41180 28.687 .36640E-03 .22234 .93023E
43 43 .37270 2.6930 .11000E-04 .77766 .67878
44 44 .67500E-01 6.1254 .51800E-04 .20143 .50436
45 45 .55320 42.224 .14120E-03 .17061 .10756
46 46 .16680 24.453 .35039E-02 .73473 .12500
47 47 .61770 20.242 .17640E-03 .26527 .64680
48 48 .31250 10.362 .51640E-03 .31095 .47238
49 49 .30820 51.717 .23852E-01 .68299 .13953
50 50 .78450 16.838 .14780E-03 1.0000 .77180
51 51 .47930 10.739 .48500E-03 .42378 .59738
52 52 .14140 145.07 .39560E-02 .51734E-01 .14535E
53 53 .30520 36.425 .14613E-02 .57622 .17442
54 54 .92600 43.507 .40899E-02 .94827 .78634
55 55 .62070 20.322 . 65294E-02 .37204 .61192



L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,X3,X4$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .17423
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.5178
R - Squared................. .63999
Adjusted R - Squared........ .61119
F-Statistic ( 4, 50).... 22.22108
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood................. 20.564
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 4).............. 55.956
Significance Level.......... . 3217 3E-13

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.826658E-01 .6217E-01 1.330 ( .18359) 1.0000 .00000

.723519 .9965E-01 7.261 ( .00000) .38111 .25376
-.119155E-02 .6288E-03 -1.895 ( .05810) 40.147 50.406
.124249 1.600 .078 ( .93811) .43391E-02 .19393E-
.151994 . 9343E-01 1.627 ( .10376) .37674 .25377

L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=ONE,XI,X2,X4,X5$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... X3
Number of Observations..... 55.Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01498
Sum of Squared Residuals.... . 11227E-01
R - Squared................. .44716
Adjusted R - Squared....... .40293F-Statistic ( 4, 50).... 10.11036
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.... 155.50
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 4).. 32.365
Significance Level. . 33455E-07

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

-.118240E-01 .5287E-02 -2.236 ( .02991) 1.0000 .00000
.165213E-01 .1248E-01 1.324 ( .19161) .38111 .25376
.265953E-03 .4501E-04 5.909 ( .00000) 40.147 50.406
.180286E-02 .8746E-02 .206 ( .83754) .37674 .25377

-.403723E-02 .1215E-01 -.332 ( .74109) .36897 .27942



L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=ONE,X5$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... ХЗ
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01924
Sum of Squared Residuals.... .19619E-01
R - Squared................. .03395
Adjusted R - Squared........ .01572
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... 1.86236
Significance of F-Test..... .17812
Log-Likelihood................. 140.25
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 1).............. 1.8714
Significance Level............ .17132

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.905738E-02 
-.127875E-01

.4322E-02 2.095 ( .04102) 1.0000 

.9370E-02 -1.365 ( .17823) .36897
.00000
.27942

L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=0NE,XI,X5$ 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X3
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01915
Sum of Squared Residuals.... .19071E-01
R - Squared................. .06092
Adjusted R - Squared........ .02480
F-Statistic ( 2, 52).... 1.68677
Significance of F-Test..... .19509
Log-Likelihood................  141.01
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 2).............. 3.3815
Significance Level............ .18438

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

662240E-02 .4741E-02 1.397 ( .16854) 1.0000 .00000
194296E-01 .1590E-01 1.222 ( .22724) .38111 .25376
262566E-01 .1444E-01 -1.819 ( .07484) .36897 .27942



L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,X5$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... X3
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01484
Sum of Squared Residuals.... .11237E-01
R - Squared................. .446 69
Adjusted R - Squared........ .41414
F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 13.72398
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 155.52
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 3)............ 32.407
Significance Level.......... . 30478E-08

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

-.113671E-01 .4 755E-02 -2.391 ( .02062) 1.0000 .00000
.166992E-01 .1233E-01 1.354 ( .18172) .38111 .25376
.265466E-03 .4452E-04 5.963 ( .00000) 40.147 50.406

-.356528E-02 .1182E-01 -.302 ( .76418) .36897 .27942

L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=0NE,X1,X4,X5$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X3
Number of Observations..... 55.Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01934
Sum of Squared Residuals.... .19069E-01
R - Squared................. .06104
Adjusted R - Squared........ .00581
F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 1.10519
Significance of F-Test..... .35561
Log-Likelihood................. 140.98
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 3).............. 3.3205
Significance Level............ .34480

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.683606E-02 .5472E-02 1.249 ( .21735) 1.0000 .00000

.195168E-01 .1609E-01 1.213 ( .23077) .38111 .25376
-.908874E-03 .1127E-01 -.081 ( .93605) .37674 .25377
-.259977E-01 .1493E-01 -1.742 ( .08771) .36897 .27942
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1
LISTING OF RAW DATA

Number
Sample XI X2

1 . 16360 12.732
2 .32870 137.28
3 .54840E-01 56.847
4 .36100 8.3076
5 .17930E-01 14.738
6 .24690 32.672
7 .32350 185.13
8 .53620 11.086
9 .22000 10.696

10 .46540 156.78
11 .16510 15.403
12 .21850 32.997
13 .52460 3.3842
14 .14570 5.8203
15 .83240E-01 11.730
16 .15990 22.762
17 .69990 3.6181
18 .38360 3.7131
19 . 30180 68.702
20 .38350 47.818
21 .68960 37.484
22 .31080 27.254
23 .81830E-01 60.324
24 .51450E-02 57.977
25 .86490 35.031
26 .54860 26.520
27 .13670 88.515
28 .30610 12.149
29 .7 27 70E-01 268.21
30 .30170 20.565
31 .37840 59.706
32 .48140 30.017
33 .16510 15.279
34 .52030 51.779
35 .37890 1.7063
36 .60780 29.387
37 .68450 18.680
38 .17530 .83593
39 .14100 4.1840
40 .82640 49.135
41 .22890 11.711
42 .30560 28.687
43 . 55420 2.6930
44 .23790 6.1254
45 . 44750 42.224
46 .76680E-01 24.453
47 .78310 20.242
48 .46680 10.362
49 .21860 51.717
50 .85980 16.838
51 .54350 10.739
52 .14190 145.07
53 .31630 36.425
54 1.0020 43.507
55 .68540 20.322

X3
. 10400E-03 
.21033E-02 
.11330E-03 
.85860E-03 
.37490E-03 
.29870E-03 
.37835E-02 
.10000E-03 
.35770E-03 
.11292E-02 
.10220E-03 
.18490E-03 
.32680E-03 
.31370E-03 
.55670E-03 
.16940E-03 
.11000E-04 
.21440E-03 
.45970E-03 
.92350E-03 
.21518E-02 
.15279E-02 
.98800E-03 
.96730E-03 
.26606E-02 
.16187E-02 
.19219E-02 
.36251E-02 
.14305 
.48140E-03 
.56369E-02 
. 68390E-03 
. 13665E-02 
•20341E-02 
. 83400E-04 
. 26110E-03 
.58890E-03 
.11000E-04 
.24900E-04 
.11169E-01 
.26800E-04 
.36640E-03 
.11000E-04 
.51800E-04 
.14120E-03 
.35039E-02 
Л7640Е-03 
. 51640E-03 
.23852E-01 
.14780E-03 
.48500E-03 
.39560E-02 
.14613E-02 
.40899E-02 
.65294E-02

X4
.60000 
.35385 
.39077 
.32308 
.38462 
.26154 
.55385 
.36923 
.30769 
.61538 
.24615 
.20923 
.27692 
.98462 
.86154 
.46154E-01 
.96923 
.29231 
.15385E-01 
.36923E-01 
.30769E-01 
.73846 
.61538 
.20000 
.72308 
.46154E-01 
.26154 
.67692E-01 
.77538 
.65231 
.16308 
.76000 
.83077E-01 
.22462 
.70769 
.58462 
.23077 
.69231 
.15385E-01 
.29231 
.12308 
.93846 
. 15385E-01 
.69231 
1.0000 
.81538 
.10769 
.56923 
.87692 
.92308 
.24615 
.61538E-01 
.67692 
.98462 
.30769

X5
. 10756 
. 26890 
.23547 
.74564 
.21366 
.24564 
.12064 
.89244 
.71802 
.10610 
.37645 
.34302 
.85320 
.32122 
.35320 
.22820 
1.0000 
.82558 
. 21366 
. 33430E- 
.47674 
.55233E- 
.23256E- 
.14826 
.62355 
.44913 
.16279 
.51017 
.21802E- 
.10174E- 
.11483 
.65698 
.48256 
. 12936 
.53198 
.50000 
.62500 
.14680 
.27616E- 
.63953 
.31977E- 
. 93023E- 
.67878 
.50436 
.10756 
.12500 
.64680 
.47238 
.13953 
.77180 
.59738 
.14535E- 
.17442 
.78634 
.61192
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IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,X3,X4;ARl$

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable..........
Number of Observations.....
Mean of Dependent Variable.. 
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 
Std. Error of Regression.... 
Sum of Squared Residuals....
R - Squared.................
Adjusted R - Squared.......
F-Statistic ( 4, 50)....
Significance of F-Test.....
Log-Likelihood..............
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L.
Chi-Squared ( 4)............
Significance Level..........

X5
55. 

.36897 

.27942 

.19328 
1.8678

.55696 

.52152 
15.71434 

.00000 
14.858 

-7.4137 
44.543 
. 55324E-11

Durbin — Watson Statistic.....
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)

1.3896
.30518

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

.223736 

.695236 
-.260518E-02 
3.11780 

-.467960E-01

.6574E-01 3 

.1102 6 

. 687 6E-03 -3 
1.807 1 
.8529E-01

.403 ( .00134) 

.309 ( .00000) 

.789 ( .00041) 

.726 ( .09069) 

.549 ( .58571)

1.0000 
.36962 
40.147 
. 43391E-02 
.44185

AR(1) Disturbance
Initial Value of Rho = .30518

Maximum Iterations = 20

Method = Frais - Winsten

Iteration= 1, Rho= .3052, Sum of Squares= 1.6754

Iteration= 2, Rho= .3453, Sum of Squares= 1.6724

Iteration= 3, Rho= .3492, Sum of Squares= 1.6724

Final Value of: Rho = .34923
Durbin - Watson for Untransformed Residuals = 1.3008
Std. Deviation of Autocorrelated Error = .19521

Std. Deviation of White Noise = .18289

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.91574
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0421

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.24340
50.406
.19393E-
.31489



3
able Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.208997 .6299E-01 3.318 ( .00091) 1.0000 .00000

.755718 .9737E-01 7.761 ( .00000) .36962 .24340
-.289914E-02 .5977E-03 -4.850 ( .00000) 40.147 50.406
4.44348 1.634 2.720 ( .00653) .43391E-02 .19393E-
-.552819E-01 .7419E-01 -.745 ( .45620) .44185 .31489

L COMMAND: CRM0DEL;LHS=X5;RHS=0NE,X1,X2;AR1$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X5Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19519
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.9812
R - Squared... .53007
Adjusted R - Squared . .51200
F-Statistic ( 2, 52).... 29.32746
Significance of F-Test . . 00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 13.316
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 2)............ 41.459
Significance Level.......... . 83527E-13

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.92185
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0391

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std. Dev.'

.179597 .5618E-01 3.197 ( .00139) 1.0000 .00000

.711196 . 1044 6.812 ( .00000) .36962 .24340
-.185426E-02 . 4926E-03 -3.764 ( .00017) 40.147 50.406

L COMMAND: CRMODEL; LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2, X3;AR1$

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... . 19195
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.8791
R - Squared................. .55430
Adjusted R - Squared........ .52808F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 21.14185
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 14.737
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 3)............ 44.302
Significance Level.......... . 35915E-12

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.89803
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0510
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riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvi) Mean of X

.188293 

.747298 
-.289201E-02 
4.24975

.5596E-01 

. 9661E-01 

. 5964E-03 
1.613

3.365 ( 
7.735 ( 

-4.849 ( 
2.635 (

.00077) 1.0000

.00000) . 36962

.00000) 40.147

.00841) .43391E-02

5L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,X4;AR1$

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... X5Number of Observations..... 55.Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19699
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.9791
R - Squared................. .53057
Adjusted R - Squared....... .50296
F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 19.21439
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood............. 13.311
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 3)............ 41.450
Significance Level......... . 32559E-11
Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.92422
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0379
triable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

. 188759 

.714214 
-.183917E-02 
-.246385E-01 
.223453

.6420E-01 2

.1057 6

.4991E-03 -3

.8032E-01 

.1326 1

.940 ( .00328) 

.758 ( .00000) 

.685 ( .00023) 

.307 ( .75903) 

.685 ( .09206)

1.0000 
.36962 
40.147 
.44185

Std.Dev.of

.00000 

.24340 
50.406 
.19393E-

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.24340
50.406
.31489

I



L COMMAND: PLOT;LHS=Xl;RHS=X5$
PLOT; Vertical=X5 Horizontal=Xl

1.000

876

753

258

134
XI

.1298 .3790 .6282

L COMMAND: PLOT;LHS =X 2 ;RHS=X 5 $
PLOT; Vertical=X5 Horizontal=X2

1.000

876

753

8774

+ . •

+ • •

258.

134 2
. . X2
--------- +----

34.2578 101.1016 167.9454 234.7892



j COMMAND: PLOT;LHS=X3;RHS=X5$ 

PLOT; Vertical=X5 Horizontal=X3

L.000

876
2
753
2
2.

: 2 . 
+ 3.

+ 3 

: 3
.258 
: 4
: 33 .
.134 
: 5 . X3+________ +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +-------- +---

.0179 .0537 .0894 .1252

j COMMAND: PLOT;LHS=X4;RHS=X5$
PLOT; Vertical=X5 Horizontal=X4

L.000

876

753

+ . .

+

258

.134
:.. .X4 . .
+--------- +--------- +--------- +--------- +--------- +--------- +

.1385 .3846 .6308
-+-------------
.8769 >



7
L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X1;RHS=ONE,X2$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... XI
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36962
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .24340
Std. Error of Regression.... .24221
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 3.1092
R - Squared................. .02814
Adjusted R - Squared........ .00980
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... 1.53466
Significance of F-Test..... .22087
Log-Likelihood................. .94648
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. .17554
Chi-Squared ( 1).............. 1.5419
Significance Level............ .21434

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.0827
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.41330E-01

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
.402145 .4190E-01 9.597 ( .00000) 1.0000 .00000

-.810056E-03 .6539E-03 -1.239 ( .22098) 40.147 50.406

L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X1;RHS=ONE,X3$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... XI
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36962
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .24340
Std. Error of Regression.... .24301
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 3.1299
R - Squared.................. .02165Adjusted R - Squared........ .00319F-Statistic ( 1, 53)..... 1.17307
Significance of F-Test...... .28367
Log-Likelihood.... .76354
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. .17554
Chi-Squared ( 1).. 1.1760
Significance Level. .27817

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.0216
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.10823E-01

Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
.377638

-1.84695
.3359E-01 
1.705

11.242
-1.083

( .00000)
( .28377)

1.0000 
.43391E-02

.00000 

.19393E-



8
L COMMANDS CRMODEL;LHS=Xl;RHS=ONE,X4$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable......... XINumber of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36962
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .24340
Std. Error of Regression.... .24508
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 3.1834
R - Squared................. . 00495
Adjusted R - Squared........ -.01382
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... .26371
Significance of F-Test..... .60972
Log-Likelihood.............. .29799
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. .17554
Chi-Squared ( 1)............ .24491
Significance Level.......... . 62068

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.0120
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.60091E-02

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

.345593 .5729E-01 6.032 ( .00000) 1.0000

.543879E-01 .1059 .514 ( .60976) .44185

L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X1;RHS=ONE,X5$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... XI
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36962
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .24340
Std. Error of Regression.... .18693Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.8521
R - Squared................. . 42109
Adjusted R - Squared........ .41016
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... 38.55096
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.... 15.193
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. .17554
Chi-Squared ( 1).. 30.035
Significance Level. . 74086E-11
Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 1.8053
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  .97335E-01

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.31489

Std.Dev.of

.161052

.565275
.4200E-01 
.9104E-01

3.835 ( .00034) 1.0000 
6.209 ( .00000) .36897

.00000

.27942
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IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X2 ;RHS=ONE,X3$

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X2Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. 40.14668
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 50.40570
Std. Error of Regression.... 38.89841
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 80194.
R - Squared................. .41550
Adjusted R - Squared........ .40447
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... 37.67539
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood............. -278.39
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -293.15
Chi-Squared ( 1)............ 29.507
Significance Level.......... . 11849E-10

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.1345Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.67255E-01

•iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

32.8768 5.377 6.114 ( .00000) 1.0000
1675.42 273.0 6.138 ( .00000) .43391E-02

IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X2;RHS=0NE,X4$ 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X2
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. 40.14668
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 50.40570
Std. Error of Regression.... 50.83364
Sum of Squared Residuals.... .13696E+06
R - Squared................. .0017 8Adjusted R - Squared........ -.01705
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... .09464
Significance of F-Test..... .75957
Log-Likelihood............. -293.11
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -293.15Chi-Squared ( 1)............ .70056E-01
Significance Level.......... .79126

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.2521
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.12605

■iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

Std.Dev.of

.00000 

.19393E-

Std.Dev.of

37.1606
6.75809

11.88
21.97

3.127 ( .00289) 1.0000
.308 ( .75959) .44185

.00000

.31489
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5L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X2;RHS=ONE,X5$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... X2
Number of Observations..... 55 .
Mean of Dependent Variable.. 40.14668
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 50.40570
Std. Error of Regression.... 45.83008
Sum of Squared Residuals.... . 11132E+06
R - Squared.................. .18862
Adjusted R - Squared........ .17 331
F-Statistic ( 1, 53)..... 12.32086
Significance of F-Test...... .00092
Log-Likelihood.............. -287.41
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -293.15
Chi-Squared ( 1)............ 11.468
Significance Level.......... . 75605E-04

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.3032Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.15159

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

69.0548 10.30 6.707 ( .00000) 1.0000
-78.3471 22.32 -3.510 ( .00093) .36897

5L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=0NE,X4$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... X3Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01931Sum of Squared Residuals.... . 19771E-01
R - Squared................. .02646
Adjusted R - Squared....... .00810
F-Statistic ( 1, 53).... 1.44072
Significance of F-Test..... .23536
Log-Likelihood.............. 140.04
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 1 )............ 1.4471
Significance Level.......... .22900
Durbin - Watson Statistic.......... 2.0230
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho).... -.11491E-01

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

-.875095E-04 .4515E-02 -.019 ( .98461) 1.0000
.100185E-01 .8347E-02 1.200 ( .23546) .44185

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.27942

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.31489
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EL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X3;RHS=ONE,X5$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... ХЗ
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .00434
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .01939
Std. Error of Regression.... .01924
Sum of Squared Residuals.... . 19619E-01
R - Squared.................. .03395
Adjusted R - Squared........ . 01572
F-Statistic ( 1, 53)..... 1.86236
Significance of F-Test...... .17812
Log-Likelihood.... 140.25
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. 139.32
Chi-Squared ( 1).. 1.8714
Significance Level. .17132

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 2.0635Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  -.31764E-01

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

.905738E-02 .4322E-02 2.095 ( .04102) 1.0000
-.127875E-01 .9370E-02 -1.365 ( .17823) .36897

EL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X4;RHS=ONE,X5$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X4
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable..
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 
Std. Error of Regression....
Sum of Squared Residuals....
R - Squared.................
Adjusted R - Squared........
F-Statistic ( 1, 53)....
Significance of F-Test.....
Log-Likelihood..............
Durbin - Watson Statistic.....
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)

.44185

.31489

.31785
5.3544

.00003
-.01884
.00145
.96974

-14.002
....  2.1665
....  -.83261E-01

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X

Std.Dev.of

.00000

.27942

Std.Dev.of

.439669 

. 590097E-02
.7141E-01 
.1548

6.157 ( .00000) 1.0000
.038 ( .96974) .36897

. 00000 

. 27942



3.) Regression with a transformed order of countries 
(Chapter 7.5)



1
2
3
4
5
б
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

1

LISTING OF RAW DATA
Number
Sample XI X2

1 .78310 20.242
2 .46680 10.362
3 .60780 29.387
4 .24690 32.672
5 . 83240E-01 11.730
6 .81830E-01 60.324
7 . 30170 20.565
8 .22890 11.711
9 . 7 6680E-01 24.453

10 .21860 34.335
11 .31630 36.425
12 .17530 .83593
13 .53620 11.086
14 .69990 3.6181
15 .86490 35.031
16 .48140 30.017
17 .55420 2.6930
18 .85980 16.838
19 1.0020 42.392
20 .14100 4.1840
21 .22000 10.696
22 .38360 3.7131
23 .54860 26.520
24 .16510 15.279
25 .23790 6.1254
26 .54350 10.739
27 .68540 16.805
28 .36100 8.3076
29 .52460 3.3842
30 .68960 37.484
31 .30610 12.149
32 .37890 1.7063
33 .68450 18.680
34 .82640 47.581
35 . 16360 12.732
36 .32870 137.28
37 .54840E-01 56.847
38 .17930E-01 14.738
39 .32350 185.13
40 .46540 140.92
41 .16510 15.403
42 . 21850 32.997
43 . 14570 5.8203
44 . 15990 22.762
45 . 30180 64.981
46 .38350 47.818
47 .31080 27.254
48 . 51450E-02 57.977
49 . 13670 64.831
50 . 72770E-01 268.21
51 .37840 59.706
52 .52030 35.348
53 .30560 28.687
54 .44750 40.801
55 . 14190 113.78

X3 X4 X5
. 17640E-03 .10769 .64680
. 51640E-03 .56923 .47238
. 11264E-02 .58462 .50000
. 66374E-01 .26154 .24564
.62320E-03 .86154 .35320
.13983E-01 .61538 . 23256E-
.34527E-02 .65231 . 10174E-
.10329E-02 .12308 . 31977E-
.35039E-02 .81538 .12500
.23852E-01 .87692 .13953
.14613E-02 .67692 .17442
.69000E-04 .69231 .14680
.24874E-02 .36923 .89244
.36840E-03 .96923 1.0000
.32047E-01 .72308 .62355
.44040E-03 .76000 .65698
•75000E-04 .15385E-01 .67878
.14410E-02 .92308 .77180
.40899E-02 .98462 .78634
.35060E-03 .15385E-01 . 27616E-
.13824E-01 .30769 .71802
.91900E-04 .29231 .82558
.13468E-01 .46154E-01 .44913
.80890E-03 . 83077E-01 .48256
.58380E-03 .69231 .50436
•37729E-02 .24615 .59738
.65294E-02 .30769 .61192
.50380E-02 .32308 .74564
.20220E-03 .27692 .85320
.32930E-03 .30769E-01 .47674
.73410E-03 .67692E-01 .51017
.83400E-04 .70769 .53198
.58890E-03 .23077 .62500
.11169E-01 .29231 .63953
.10400E-03 .60000 .10756
.21033E-02 .35385 . 26890
.11330E-03 .39077 .23547
.37490E-03 . 38462 .21366
•37211E-02 .55385 .12064
. 11292E-02 .61538 .10610
.10220E-03 .24615 .37645
. 18490E-03 .20923 .34302
.31370E-03 .98462 .32122
.16940E-03 . 46154E-01 . 22820
.45970E-03 .15385E-01 .21366
.92350E-03 .36923E-01 . 33430E
.15279E-02 .73846 . 55233E
.96730E-03 .20000 .14826
.19219E-02 .26154 .16279
.14305 .77538 .21802E
.56 369E-02 .16308 .11483
. 20341E-02 .22462 .12936
.36640E-03 .93846 .93023E
.14120E-03 1.0000 .10756
.39560E-02 . 61538E-01 .14535E
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IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE, Xl,X2,ХЗ,X4;AR1$
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates
Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19749
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.9501
R - Squared................. .53744
Adjusted R - Squared........ .50043
F-Statistic ( 4, 50).... 14.52348
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 13.672
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 4)............ 42.171
Significance Level.......... . 31325E-10

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 1.4377
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  .28113

•iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.202104 .6567E-01 3.078 ( .00341) 1.0000 .00000

.693753 .1123 6.176 ( .00000) .36962 . 24340
-.237747E-02 .6933E-03 -3.429 ( .00124) 38.038 48.284
2.09079 1.568 1.333 ( .18855) .69817E-02 .21385E-

-.310528E-01 . 8643E-01 -.359 ( .72093) .44185 .31489

AR(1) Disturbance

Initial Value of Rho = .28113

Maximum Iterations = 20

Method = Frais - Winsten

Iteration= 1, Rho= .2811, Sum of Squares= 1.7412

Iteration^ 2, Rho= .3846, Sum of Squares= 1.7101

Iteration= 3, Rho= .4292, Sum of Squares= 1.7042

Iteration= 4, Rho= .4484, Sum of Squares= 1.7031

Iteration= 5, Rho= .4565, Sum of Squares= 1.7029

Iteration= 6, Rho= .4599, Sum of Squares= 1.7029

Iteration^ 7, Rho= .4614, Sum of Squares^ 1.7029

Final Value of Rho = .46136
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Durbin - Watson for Untransformed Residuals = 1.0761
Std. Deviation of Autocorrelated Error = .20808

Std. Deviation of White Noise - .18455
Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals - 2.00110
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = -.0006
triable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.198214 .7069E-01 2.804 (

.528012 .1160 4.551 (
-.139937E-02 .6932E-03 -2.019 (
.660610 1.386 .477 (
. 531175E-01 .7352E-01 .722 (

.00505) 1.0000 .00000

.00001) .36962 .24340

.04352) 38.038 48.284

.63365) .69817E-02 .21385E-

.46999) .44185 .31489

EL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=0NE,Xl,X2;AR1$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19714
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 2.0210
R - Squared................. .52064
Adjusted R — Squared........ .50220F-Statistic ( 2, 52).... 28.23864
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 12.769
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 2)............ 40.366
Significance Level.......... . 20531E-12

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.99593
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0020

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev. i

.217060 .6404E-01 3.389 ( .00070) 1.0000 .00000

.526449 . 1131 4.653 ( .00000) . 36962 . 24340
-.116375E-02 . 5232E-03 -2.224 ( .02614) 38.038 48.284

EL COMMAND: CRMODEL; LHS=X5;RHS=0NE,Xl, X2 , X3;AR1$

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19580
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 1.9552 
R - Squared................. .53625
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Adjusted R - Squared........ .50897
F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 19.65730
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 13.645
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 3)............ 42.118
Significance Level.......... . 19455E-11

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 2.00017
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = -.0001

Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.215492 

.549897 
-.149981E-02 
.886461

.6293E-01 

.1148 

. 6896E-03 
1.383

3.424 ( 
4.790 ( 

-2.175 ( 
.641 (

.00062)

.00000)

.02964)

.52148)

1.0000 
.36962 
38.038 
.69817E-02

.00000 

.24340 
48.284 
.21385E-

IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,X1,X2,X4;ARI$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .36897
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27942
Std. Error of Regression.... .19899
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 2.0195
R - Squared................. .52099
Adjusted R - Squared....... .49281F-Statistic ( 3, 51).... 18.48984
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood............. 12.755
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.4137
Chi-Squared ( 3)............ 40.338
Significance Level.......... . 76458E-11

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.99621
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0019
iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.197239 .7114E-01 2.772 ( .00556) 1.0000

.508791 .1137 4.475 ( .00001) .36962

.114745E-02 . 5235E-03 -2.192 ( .02840) 38.038

.594857E-01 .7180E-01 .828 ( .40739) .44185

.00000

.24340
48.284
.31489



4.) Regression with a log-model (Chapter 8.1)



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

1

LISTI NGO

Number
Sample XI X2

1 . 16360 12.732
2 .32870 137.28
3 . 54840E-01 56.847
4 .36100 8.3076
5 .17930E-01 14.738
6 .24690 32.672
7 .32350 185.13
8 .53620 11.086
9 .22000 10.696

10 .46540 156.78
11 .16510 15.403
12 .21850 32.997
13 .52460 3.3842
14 .14570 5.8203
15 .83240E-01 11.730
16 .15990 22.762
17 .69990 3.6181
18 .38360 3.7131
19 .30180 68.702
20 .38350 47.818
21 .68960 37.484
22 .31080 27.254
23 .81830E-01 60.324
24 .51450E-02 57.977
25 .86490 35.031
26 .54860 26.520
27 . 13670 88.515
28 . 30610 12.149
29 .72770E-01 268.21
30 .30170 20.565
31 .37840 59.706
32 .48140 30.017
33 .16510 15.279
34 .52030 51.779
35 .37890 1.7063
36 .60780 29.387
37 .68450 18.680
38 . 17530 .83593
39 .14100 4.1840
40 .82640 49.135
41 .22890 11.711
42 .30560 28.687
43 .55420 2.6930
44 .23790 6.1254
45 .44750 42.224
46 .76680E-01 24.453
47 .78310 20.242
48 .46680 10.362
49 .21860 51.717
50 .85980 16.838
51 .54350 10.739
52 .14190 145.07
53 .31630 36.425
54 1.0020 43.507
55 .68540 20.322

AW DATA

X3 X4 X5
. 10400E-03 .60000 .10756
.21033E-02 .35385 .26890
.11330E-03 .39077 .23547
.85860E-03 .32308 .74564
.37490E-03 .38462 .21366
.29870E-03 .26154 .24564
.37835E-02 .55385 .12064
.10000E-03 .36923 .89244
.35770E-03 .30769 .71802
.11292E-02 .61538 .10610
.10220E-03 .24615 .37645
.18490E-03 .20923 .34302
.32680E-03 .27692 .85320
.31370E-03 .98462 .32122
.55670E-03 .86154 .35320
.16940E-03 .46154E-01 .22820
.11000E-04 .96923 1.0000
.21440E-03 .29231 .82558
.45970E-03 . 15385E-01 .21366
.92350E-03 . 36923E-01 .33430E-
.21518E-02 . 30769E-01 .47674
.15279E-02 .73846 .55233E-
98800E-03 .61538 . 23256E-0
.9 67 30E-03 .20000 . 14826
.26606E-02 .72308 .62355
.16187E-02 .46154E-01 .44913
.19219E-02 .26154 .16279
.36251E-02 .67692E-01 .51017
.14305 .77538 .21802E-
.48140E-03 .65231 .10174E-
.56369E-02 .16308 .11483
.68390E-03 .76000 .65698
.13665E-02 .83077E-01 .48256
.20341E-02 .22462 .12936
.83400E-04 .70769 .53198
.26110E-03 .58462 .50000
.58890E-03 .23077 .62500
.11000E-04 .69231 .14680
.24900E-04 .15385E-01 .27616E-
.11169E-01 .29231 .63953
.26800E-04 .12308 . 31977E-
.36640E-03 .93846 .93023E-
.11000E-04 .15385E-01 .67878
.51800E-04 .69231 .50436
.14120E-03 1.0000 .10756
.35039E-02 .81538 .12500
.17640E-03 . 10769 .64680
.51640E-03 .56923 .47238
.23852E-01 .87692 .13953
.14780E-03 .92308 .77180
.48500E-03 .24615 .59738
.39560E-02 . 61538E-01 .14535E-
.14613E-02 .67692 .17442
.40899E-02 .98462 .78634
.65294E-02 .30769 .61192



2

Creating -> X1=L0G(XI)
Creating -> X2=LOG(X2)
Creating -> X3-LOG(X3)
Creating -> X4=LOG(X4)
Creating -> X5=LOG(X5)
IL COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,X1,X2,X3,X4;AR1$ 
Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. -1.46278
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. 1.16986
Std. Error of Regression.... 1.00845
Sum of Squared Residuals.... 50.848
R - Squared................. .31196
Adjusted R - Squared........ .25692
F-Statistic ( 4, 50).... 5.66760
Significance of F-Test..... .00077
Log-Likelihood.............. -76.004
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -86.170
Chi-Squared ( 4)............ 20.332
Significance Level.......... . 42935E-03

>urbin - Watson Statistic........... 1.6414
Istimated Autocorrelation (Rho)....  .17932

riable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
1.28340 1.187
.433860 .1437

-.458462 .1661
.924218E-01 .1039
.600538E-01 .1192

1.082 ( 
3.020 ( 
■2.761 ( 
.889 ( 
.504 (

.28470)

.00401)

.00809)

.37828)

.61667)

1.0000
-1.3046
3.0804

-7.4904
-1.2593

.00000

.96704
1.1894
1.8985
1.1645

AR(1) Disturbance

Initial Value of Rho = .17932

Maximum Iterations = 20

Method = Frais - Winsten

Iteration= 1, Rho= . 1793, Sum of Squares= 49.0727

Iteration= 2, Rho= .2020, Sum of Squares= 49.0490

Iteration= 3, Rho= .2047, Sum of Squares= 49.0492

Final Value of Rho = .20465
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Durbin - Watson for Untransformed Residuals = 1.5901
Std. Deviation of Autocorrelated Error = 1.0119

Std. Deviation of White Noise = .99045

Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.90862
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0457

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
1.68292 1.136 1.481 ( .13865) 1.0000 .00000
.437294 . 1373 3.185 ( .00145) -1.3046 .96704
.492428 . 1566 -3.144 ( .00167) 3.0804 1.1894
.137793 . 1004 1.372 ( .17009) -7.4904 1.8985
.222744E-01 .1134 .196 ( .84423) -1.2593 1.1645



5.) Regression with monthly labour costs and money market rate 
of interest (Chapter 8.2)



1
LISTING OF RAW DATA

rvation Number
ta Sample XI X2 X3 X4 X5
1 1 .16360 12.732 .10400E-03 . 52466E-01 .80148E
2 2 .32870 137.28 . 21033E-02 .42497 .92478E
3 3 .54840E-01 56.847 .11330E-03 .38300 .18619
4 4 .36100 8.3076 . 85860E-03 .53515 .67571
5 5 .17930E-01 14.738 .37490E-03 .16579 .18249
6 6 .24690 32.672 .29870E-03 .46485 .10728
7 7 .32350 185.13 .37835E-02 .28541 .10604
8 8 .53620 11.086 .10000E-03 .15215 .82182
9 9 .22000 10.696 .35770E-03 .96537E-01 .48335

10 10 .46540 156.78 .11292E-02 .17629 .17818
11 11 .16510 15.403 .10220E-03 .47744 .12330E
12 12 .21850 32.997 .18490E-03 .33054 .19420
13 13 .52460 3.3842 .32680E-03 .48269 .68372
14 14 .14570 5.8203 .31370E-03 .11333 .19051
15 15 .83240E-01 11.730 .55670E-03 .51731 .11529
16 16 .15990 22.762 .16940E-03 .23295 . 98027E
17 17 .69990 3.6181 . 11000E-04 .20462 .82984
18 18 .38360 3.7131 . 21440E-03 .44071E-01 .49137
19 19 .30180 68.702 .45970E-03 .12382 .17016
20 20 .38350 47.818 . 92350E-03 .80797 .19544
21 21 .68960 37.484 .21518E-02 .96013 .68496
22 22 .31080 27.254 . 15279E-02 .59077 .19174
23 23 .81830E-01 60.324 .98800E-03 . 39874E-01 .11652
24 24 .51450E-02 57.977 . 96730E-03 .71039 . 96794E
25 25 .86490 35.031 .26606E-02 .27282 .83107
26 26 .54860 26.520 .16187E-02 .52151 .49260
27 27 .13670 88.515 .19219E-02 .60126 .16893
28 28 .30610 12.149 .36251E-02 .15215 .48952
29 29 .72770E-01 268.21 .14305 .21721 .36991E
30 30 .30170 20.565 .48140E-03 .84785 .78915E
31 31 .37840 59.706 .56369E-02 .97587E-01 .29223
32 32 .48140 30.017 . 68390E-03 .53515 .63564
33 33 .16510 15.279 . 13665E-02 .28646 .29716
34 34 .52030 51.779 .20341E-02 .20672 .36437
35 35 .37890 1.7063 .83400E-04 .36936 .49322
36 36 .60780 29.387 .26110E-03 1.0000 .56843
37 37 .68450 18.680 .58890E-03 .24974 .78175
38 38 .17530 .83593 .11000E-04 .68730 .14612
39 39 .14100 4.1840 .24900E-04 .43861 .19236
40 40 .82640 49.135 .11169E-01 .35887 .85388
41 41 .22890 11.711 .26800E-04 .63064 . 75216E
42 42 .30560 28.687 .36640E-03 .11962 .28853
43 43 .55420 2.6930 .11000E-04 .31794 .63933
44 44 .23790 6.1254 .51800E-04 .69255E-01 .30086
45 45 .44750 42.224 .14120E-03 .10493E-01 .36067
46 46 .76680E-01 24.453 .35039E-02 .75026 .21332
47 47 .78310 20.242 .17640E-03 .31270 .71455
48 48 .46680 10.362 . 51640E-03 .56139 .37608
49 49 .21860 51.717 .23852E-01 .64113 .28545
50 50 .85980 16.838 .14780E-03 .43757 .92787
51 51 .54350 10.739 .48500E-03 .18888 .58940
52 52 .14190 145.07 .39560E-02 .10913 .72133E
53 53 .31630 36.425 .14613E-02 .24869 .33847
54 54 1.0020 43.507 •40899E-02 .32844 1.0000
55 55 .68540 20.322 . 65294E-02 .79748E-01 .66153
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L COMMAND: CRMODEL;LHS=X5;RHS=ONE,Xl,X2,X3,X4;AR1$ 

Ordinary Least Squares Estimates

Dependent Variable.......... X5
Number of Observations..... 55.
Mean of Dependent Variable.. .37003
Std. Dev. of Dep. Variable.. .27870
Std. Error of Regression.... .11796
Sum of Squared Residuals.... . 69570
R - Squared................. .83414
Adjusted R - Squared........ .82087
F-Statistic ( 4, 50).... 62.86254
Significance of F-Test..... .00000
Log-Likelihood.............. 42.017
Restricted (Slopes=0) Log-L. -7.2725
Chi-Squared ( 4)............ 98.579
Significance Level.......... . 32173E-13

Durbin - Watson Statistic........... 1.6532
Estimated Autocorrelation (Rho).... .17341

iable Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of

.114598 

.959693 
-.197210E-02 
2.68011 
-.872326E-01

.4239E-01 2.703 ( .00941) 1.0000 .00000

.6699E-01 14.326 ( .00000) .36962 .24340

.4199E-03 -4.697 ( .00002) 40.147 50.406
1.084 2.472 ( .01695) .43391E-02 .19393E-
.6488E-01 -1.344 ( .18498) .36402 .24874

AR(1) Disturbance

Initial Value of Rho = .17341

Maximum Iterations = 20

Method = Frais - Winsten

Iteration= 1, Rho= .1734, Sum of Squares= .6823

Iteration= 2, Rho= .1820, Sum of Squares= .6825

Final Value of Rho = .18199

Durbin - Watson for Untransformed Residuals = 1.6352
Std. Deviation of Autocorrelated Error = .11883

Std. Deviation of White Noise .11684
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Durbin-Watson for Transformed Residuals = 1.94749
Autocorrelation of Transformed Residuals = .0263

Coefficient Std. Error T-ratio (Sig.Lvl) Mean of X Std.Dev.of
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